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STUDENTS SEE HOW IT'S DONE
and anchored for the night. Alton thanked the West Ger-
Seventy-six students and 
five advisors of the University 
of British Columbia faculty of
agricultural sciences are cur- visited packing houses and 
rently touring the Okanagan, fruit processing plants. They 
and in Kelowna today, they are seen here studying the 
KGE operation. Ian Green-
Election Campaign 
To Be Hectic One
OTTAWA (CP) — With a 
seven-week campaign before 
' them, Canada’s federal party 
leaders leave the starting gate 
next week in the race for the 
Oct. 30 general election.. The 
early race plans indicate a hec­
tic pace.
Both Prime Minister Trudeau 
and* Conservative Leader Rob­
ert Stabfield will begin the 
campaign Tuesday with nomi­
nating meetings in their home 
ridings, and then start what 
amounts* to a non-stop coast-to- 
coast campaign.
Meanwhile, New Democratic 
Party Leader David Lewis will 
be travelling Canada on his 
“national media tour” and So­
cial Credit Leader Real 
Caouette will be warming up in 
Alberta.
All the leaders, long ex­
pecting a fall election, were 
quick off the mark for the long 
campaign. And although none 
has detailed itineraries ready, 
all know what provinces they 
will be visiting between now 
and Sept. 30.
Liberal officials said Wednes­
day that Mr. Trudeau will start 
his campaign in his Mount 
Royal riding Tuesday and the 
following day go to the London, 
OriL, area. He will spend Fri­
day travelling in Quebec and 
Saturday in Nova Scotia and 
Prince Edward Island.
BUSY EVERY DAY
He will spend the weekend 
ba«k in Ottawa before cam­
paigning in Ontario Sept. 19-20, 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan
Sept. 22 and the following day 
in British Columbia. Sept. 26-27 
will be spent in Alberta, Sas­
katchewan and Manitoba, with 
Sept.. 2 scheduled, for Ontario 
•and the following day for Que­
bec.
It will be a similar schedule 
for Mr, Stanfield who, following 
his nominating convention,^ will 
be in Yarmouth and Sydney, 
N.S., . Sept. 13, Winnipeg Sept. 
14 and the following day in 
Brandon, Man., and Regina.
He will'be in Saskatchewan 
and Alberta Sept. 16, in British 
Columbia Sept. 18, and may 
visit the Northwest Territories 
Sept. 19. The Conservative 
leader returns to Ottawa Sept. 
20 before visiting Toronto Sept. 
21, Quebec, Sept? 22, and going 
to New Brunswick, Prince Ed­
ward Island and Newfoundland 
the following day.
Mr. Lewis’s media tour, em­
phasizing hot-line radio shows, 
interviews and news confer­
ences, will begin in Vancouver 
Monday, move to Edmonton 
Tuesday, Saskatoon Wednes­
day, Toronto Thursday, St 
John’s, Nfld., Friday and Hali­
fax and Sydney Saturday.
He plans to spend most of the 
remainder of September in cen­
tral Canada before beginning 
another cross-Canada tour on 
his chartered twin-engine turbo­
prop aircraft.
Both Mr. Trudeau and Mr. 
Stanfield will be flying in char- 
• ttred Air Canada DC-9s while 




LANSING, Mich (AP)-The 
Michigan Supreme Court cen­
sured a district court judge 
and his magistrate Wednes­
day for “vulgar.misconduct” 
and “flagrant violations” of 
their oath of office in patting 
and fondling female court 
employees.
Chief Justice Thomas M. 
Kavanagh told Ingham 
County • District Court Judge 
James Edgar, 46, the record 
“clearly shows your folly— 
that while occupying the of­
fice of district judge, you dis­
played the most crass behav­
ior, so tawdry, in fact, that 
you have brought dishonor 
and public disgrace to the of­
fice which you hold. . . .”
The commission’s com­
plaint accused District Court 
Magistrate James Lee Blod­
gett, 35, of manhandling 
women employees, some­
times "in a suggestive man­
ner" and of once unfastening 
an employee’s brassiere.
Pirate Ship
Talks On Grain-Handlers Dispute 
Reach An Impasse In Vancouver
VANCOUVER (CP) - Nego- 
Nations between .officials of the 
grain handlers union and five 
elevator companies in the city 
broke, off Wednesday night.
Uh ion negotiator Henry 
^■Lancs said the union had ac- 
HHtied a conciliation board 
MMird of a 1614 per cent in- 
Uprase in wages, but the com­
panies involved refused to go 
along,
Some 600 workers at eleva­
tors of Alberta and Saskatche­
wan wheat pools, United Grain 
Growers, Burrard Terminals 
and Pacific Elevators have 
been working the last 10 
months without a new contract.
No strike vote has been taken 
among the grain workers, who 
are members of Local 333 ol 
the ■ International Union of
United Brewery, Flour, Cereal,
Soft Drink and Distillery Work­
ers.
Federal legislation which last 
week ordered 3,200 striking 
longshoremen back to work on 
West Coast docks also contains 
E revisions for keeping the grain 
andlers on the job. They are 
vital to the cleanup of a back­
log of some 30 million bushels 
of grain which piled up during 
the four-wcek longshoremen’s 
walkout.
Crash Kills Two 
At Spences Bridge 
SPENCES BRIDGE. B.C.
(CP)—Two jjersons killed Tues­
day In a two-car head-on col­
lision eight miles north of here 
were Identified by RCMP Wed­
nesday as Conrad Joseph Wrzo- 
«ek, 33, of Maycrthorpe, Alla., 
and Kilty Alyn Smith, 46, cf 
Knmtoojw.
The occupants of the second 
car, Paul Cay orc, 26. and his 
wife Mary Jane, 27, of Oakland. 
Calif., were in hospital wife 
serious injuries. He wits listed 
in fair condition while Mrs, 
Cajcre was in cuticzl condition.
IRA 'Cyclists 
Enter Olympics
MUNICH (AP) - Three Irish 
Republican Army cyclists tried 
to crush an Olympic cycling 
open road race today, but offi- 
rials kept them from starting.
The three managed to throw 
propaganda leaflets into the 
spectator stands before they 
were led awny by police. They 
were released after questioning 
without police taking their 
names.
However, an Olympic cycling 
official said the three belong to 
a dissident Irish cycling associ­
ation affiliated with the IRA. 
The Olympic official said these 
dissidents regularly showed tp 
nt International bike com­
petitions to protest the fact that 
the regular cycling federations 





Israelis Mourn Police Hunl More Terroris,s
ihvuih 1 Af1er Arab Rajd On 0|vmpics
Dead Olympiads
■ JERUSALEM (AP) . — Ten 
Israeli sportsmen returned 
home Thursday from the Olym­
pic Games, their bullet-riddled 
charred ' bodies in ‘ coffins 
wrapped in Star of David flags.
The body of the 11th Israeli 
victim of the Munich massacre, 
weightlifter David Berger,1 was 
flown by the United1 States Air 
Force back to his former home 
in Cleveland, Ohio, for burial 
Friday.
The Israeli EI Al jetliner car- 
! I tying the - wooden coffins landed 
; at heavily-guarded Lod airport, 
I tar get of two previous terrorist 
attacks';
MUNICH (AP) — West Ger- 
man police hunted today for 15 
Arabs suspected of complicity 
in the Olympics massacre, and
,, , , , • the government expressed fear
attempt ended in such, a fhat jews West Germany 
ghastly fashion. may be the targets of mailed
Walter Scheel, West Ger- bombs during the Jewish new 
many’s foreign minister, and year this weekend;
Willi Daume, the West German ' “Possible attacks may be di­
chairman of the Olympics or- rected against Jewish associ- 
ganizing committee, had seen ations as well as European as- 
the Israelis off at the Munich) sociattons connected with Is-
airport. rael," the interior ministry
Funeral, services were to be said. A spokesman said the 
held in the various towns where government had . information
the dead men lived. that packages may be sent
wood of the general- manager I The bodies were hoisted onto 
of B.C. Tree Fruits and Sun- military command cars -to 
Ryne will address the group await a memorial ceremony by 
later today—(Courier Photo), the leaders of:fee Jewish;state, 
‘which Premier Golda-Meir was 
not attending because of the 
death a few hours earlier of her 
83-year-old •; sister, Shana' Krei- 
ngold.
Deputy Premier? Yigal Alien, 
substituting for‘ Mrs.- Meir^ as-Unlocked
VICTORIA. (CP).
•: A silent crowd gathered at I from various places in Europe.' 
the airport 15 miles outside Tel I Two days ago, Arab terror- 
Aviv to honor the sportsmen. ists- killed two Israelis at the
The command cars drove Olympic Village and. fought a 
about half a mile to El Al’s gun battle with police that left 
jumbo jet parking lot where the nine others dead among the Is- 
government ceremony was to raeli team to the Olympics. The 
be-held. government said the 15 Pale-
Police formed a wide square stinian Arabs being ■ sough 
around rows of seats reserved were feared to be seeking re­
fer the families of the dead Ol- venge for the Munich airport 
ympians; A few weeping rela- shootout which killed five Arab 
fives, dressed in black, watched terrorists as well as their nine 
the military procession arrive.
sailed the "untouchable sect of 
extremist Arabs who have 
made murder their cause, who 
Two have assassinated the cream of
freighters locked together for our sportsmen and the.Olympic 
three'days since colliding in the spirit itself.-,. .
Strait of Juan de Fuca early “I am happy to say most 
Monday were separated Arabs are not like that—these 
Wednesday night , after men were no freedom- fighters or na- 
worked all day with cutting tor- tional redeemers,' but an abhor- 
ches. --• - - •'-'* - rent band whose' only aim is
• The Liberian-registered '9,000- genocide.”.
ton Aegean Sea, with a gaping GIVES WARNING
holfe on its port'side, was taken] Alton said some Arab coun- 
to a dry dock in nearby Esqui-1 tries who aided terrorists "bear 
malt after the separation.. The the responsibility for the terror- 
12, 300-ton C. E. Dant, owned by ist acts no toss than the terror- 
States Steamships of San Fran- ist perpetrators”- and he 
cisco, sailed to Ogden' Point warned: “They will bear the 
near here under its own steam pionsequences.”
15£ per Copy
Carrier Delivered 65$ per week
Jewish hostages. I
In -another repercussion, the I
Egyptian government declared I
West1 Germany acted unwisely I
in the Munich affair and must I
bear full responsibility for any I
consequences. A Cairo spokes- . I 
man said: "The commandos I
and the Israeli hostages were I
killed in a German ambush, by 
German bullets and in a U.S. 
base in Germany." He did not 
amplify on what action Egypt 
might-take.
bonn Accused
Libyan newspapers also ac« . 
cused the Bonn government ol | 
being criminally responsible 
and of taking a “totally anti­
Arab attitude throughout the 
Munich affair.”
In Israel, the military com­
mand reported that a patrol en­
tered Lebanon early today after 
killing an Arab guerrilla inside 
Israeli territory.
West German police contin­
ued, their interrogation of three 
terrorists captured after the 
airport shootout Tuesday night.
As the command cars pulled 
tip outside fee .police square, 
shrieking women threw them­
selves across the coffins and 
the shoulders of army guards 
shook wife sobs. _________ The three captives were iden­
tified as Ibrahim Badran, 20,
Three Captured Men Identified
RIII I CTIM Abd Es Kadir El Driawy and 
DULLEI III Samer Mohamed Abdulah, both 
Staff. Sgt. K. A. Attree of 22. They said they were stu- 
the 'Kelowna RCMP detach- dents and last lived in Jordan 
ment said today two .Westbank apd Syria. . - -
r- men have been arrested ‘and- A Bavarian court official said 
charged with non-capital mur- they faced multiple charges of 
der in connection with . the I murder. They were being inter­
death Aug. .18 of Roger Hamel I rogated at' an undisclosed loca- 
of Winfield; The. senior officer tion.
No estimate of damages was mans for their efforts to rescue 
available. A marine surveyor the Israeli hostages but said: 
was to go over the C. E. Dant “We can only express profound 
•today before she sailed for I grief that the security arrange- 
Seattle ments were absolutely in-
The ‘bow of’ the American ।adequate and> that the rescue 
ship was embedded deep in the 
No. 2 hold on the port side of 
the Aegean Sea ever since the 
collision, which took place 30 
miles southwest of Victoria. 1
The court has until tonishtto 
issue formal charges. The max- wn«nyannhn.Ler« lmum Penalty for premeditated 
nA ihJ Wp«rhnnk lmurder is llfe imprisonment, 
Inmnn there being no death penalty inIndian reserve. The body of wPKf c.nrmnnv Mr. Hamel was found near 21 Germany.
a road on the west side of the The _ Olympic competition, 
lake.' He had apparently un- I suspended 12 hours. after the
dergone a severe beating and first Israeli was killed in the 
described as having 2 ympw Village resumed late 
1 —J..........“h big crowds.throat lacerations. Ills car I Wednesday wit
was later found in Vancouver. I But at least four 
[Norwegian team
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Dutch and 12 
members de-
■ cided to abandon further com­
petition. They said they were 
. shaken by the killings of the Is-
Olympic Village before dawn 
Tuesday; Late Tuesday, night 
the. Arabs and their nine hos-




airfield in two .helicopters 
where; a Boeing 727 was-wait­
ing, ' Ostensibly to fly them to 
the • Middle East. The 1 Arabs 
said they would free the hos­
tages if Israel released 200 
guerrillas jailed in Israel.
But the Interior ministry said 
German authorities were con­
vinced that "a flight out of this 
country wbuld have meant cer­
tain death for the athletes.” 
Afterward Premier Golda Meir 
of Israel expressed approval of 
the decision to try ,/to kill the 
terrorists and free the hos­
tages.
'The circumstances of the 
shootout at Fuerstenfeldbrueck 
were still unclear, and the West 
German government said it 
was investigating.
Picketed
■ ■/, ? • ■■ '■
HAMILTON (CP) - About 25 
unemployed seamen picketed a 
foreign ship in Hamilton harbor 
today protecting what ‘ they 
termed "pirate-ship” activities 
of vessels of foreign registry 
transporting cargo from one 
Canadian port to another.
The men, members of fee 
Seafarers International Union 
of Canada, blocked trucks, from 
a pier where the ship, fee Pam­
pero of Cyprus, docked late 
Wednesday. Cargo could hot be 
unloaded as truck drivers 
wouldn’t cross picket lines.
The seamen told reporters 
fee Pampero is being used in 
domestic trade at a time when 
many Canadian ships are tied 
up and out of service with 
heavy unemployment among 
Canadian seamen.
Within an hour of fee Pam­
pero’s arrival^ SIU members 
from Toronto, Thorold and St. 
Catharines arrived and set up 
picket lines. They carried signs 
saying: "Non-Canadlan ships 
carrying Canadian cargo is un­
fair to unemployed Canadian 
seamen.”
Crew members were allowed 
to leave fee ship without Inter­
ference. They were not Cana­
dian sailors.
Tugs were unable to separate _■ . . i . x ■■ i x. « ■
the vessels at sea On Tuesday EleVCII AlTeSted 111 $400,000 Hash RdlQS 
they were towed to fee calmer T »
waters of Parry Bay, about MONTREAL (CP) —Eight men and three women have 
three miles from Victoria. been arrested and $400,000 worth of liquid hashish seized '
Plans to use crews with cut- after two raids in west-end Montreal, police said today. No 
ting torches had to be called off identities were released but police said some of those taken 
Tuesday flight because of 35- .into custody were Americans, 





first two Israelis were 
when the. terrorists in- 
their quarters at the
Chinese To Buy 
Canadian Nickel
r8w’ ViolfillCP FlAI*PS AdARI 111 Rplfa^t PEKING (Reuter) — Chinashifted in the C.E. DantJn fee VIUieiH»e rldlub Again 111 DCIIaSl has signed an agreement to buy
3 .“J®!-"}® BELFAST (AP) - A woman was killed in a bomb attack , 5,000 tons of nickel from Can-
oni a lea4ing Roman Catholic politician’s home in Belfast early ada, a Canadian embassy 
'W as guerrillas sprayed British troops and rioting mobs spokesman said, today.
ctin -ind Hr?ht wlU1 gunfire and'hand bombs. .As fee night of violence spread Ho said feat the value of the
wMit tn work across Belfast, tunnelling guerrillas came within a hair’s deal was about $15 million but
udth thpir ruttlne torches At 4 breadth of slaughtering a squad of soldiers with another said he did not know when de-
W - Tension Increases In Chilean Capital "
—---------------------- ------------- - SANTIAGO, Chile (Reuter) — Tension in fee Chilean at Poking s industriar exhibit on
DOLLAR UP capital increased today After more than a week of street
I demonstrations against the Marxist-led -government of Presl- -lawTt was signed earner this 
NEW YORK (CP) — Cana-1 dent Salvador Allende culminated in fee violent death of a _nW PnnnrUnn
dian dollar. Up 1-64 at $1.01 45-64 right-wing student. He said that two Canadian
In terms of U.S. funds. Pound nsnvw,n8 c ”... companies were nvolved but
sterling down ’h at $2.44 57-64. ...... ... .........  .............. . ....................... ... ........................................ 1...-Ideclined to name them.'' ■
EX-CONSTABLE'S CLAIM
RCMP Chief Defends Dismissal
Children Testify 
On Mother's Death
OTTAWA (CP) - Anthony 
and Christine LaPalm Wednes­
day told a hushed court a tale 
of terror that ended with their 
mother lying nude and mortally 
wounded In fee family bath­
room last Jan. 4.
The two, 11 and 16 years old 
respectively, were testifying nt 
fee non-capital murder trial of 
their father Nelson, 45.
Jacqueline LaPalm, 44, died 
Jan. 7 in hospital of three gun­
shot wounds—two in the back 
and one in the stole. Christine 
was wounded In the thigh, but 
soon recovered from the super­
ficial wound.
OTTAWA (CP) - RCMP 
Commissioner W. L. Iliggitt 
said Thursday he docs not ex­
pect to open force files to the 
press in future in the light of 
misconceptions he says ap­
peared In a newspaper story 
after a reporter was given such 
access.
"We don’t want to make this 
a precedent,” he said in a tele­
phone interview today. *'Wc 
must not and will not, under 
normal circumstances publicize 
personal material.”
He was commenting on a 
story in the Toronto Globe and 
Mail where Joseph Raffcrly, 21. 
an cx-RCMP constable, is 
quoted as saying he was driven 
oqt of the force after being held 
incommunicado in a psychiatric 
ward on orders of one of his 
non-commissioned officers.
The story was written after a 
reporter wai given permission 
by both Rafferty and the 
RCMP to Inspect Rafferty's 
personnel file at HCM” head­
quarters in Ottawa.
W. L. HIGGITT
. . story untrue
“We were being accused 
directly and indirectly of 
I wrongdoing. It was a very mis-
leading story,” said the com­
missioner.
Commissioner Iliggitt said 
Mr; Rafferty was sent to a hos­
pital in June, 1971, for treat­
ment for an Infection caused by 
an Insect bite and not for psy­
chiatric treatment.
He said Mr. Rafferty was 
given psychiatric care by the 
hospital, based on a medical 
decision. The commissioner 
said Rafferty asked that his 
family not be notified of his ill­
ness and the allegation that he 
was held incommunicado "in 
absolutely false and there Is 
simply no foundation tor it."
Commissioner Higgltt said as 
far as he Is aware, the Rafferty 
case la the first where RCMP 
personnel files were made 
available to the press,
Rafferty Is quoted in the To­
ronto newspaper as saying that 
l he force deliberately set out to 
get rid of him and that harass­
ment by senior officers drove 
him to attempt suicide with his 
service pistol. He was stopped 
by the brother nt his girlfriend.
Rafferty was discharged
from the RCMP on Aug. 23 as 
"unsuitable” for the force. His 
dismissal came after winning 
two earlier appeals against dis­
missal on medical grounds.
Commissioner Iliggitt said 
that Rafferty's dismissal was 
not groundless.
"There certainly were some 
problems, I had a responsibility 
which I met,”
RCMP files contained a re­
port from the detachment ser­
geant at Indian Head, Sask., 
where Rafferty was posted after 
training, suggesting that con­
sideration he given Io Raf­
ferty's dismissal on grounds of 
his over-all performance and 
attitude to RCMP work.
The newspaper story quotes 
one of Rafferty's Instructors In 
training camp as recommend­
ing that he would "require con­
stant supervision in the field 
due to his inability to control 
himself,”
Commissioner Higgltt said he 
plans m further action on the




MOSCOW (AP) — The 4-4 tlo 
between fee Russian national 
hockey squad and Team Can­
ada Wednesday provided con­
firmation that the teams are 
"really equal,” Tasif newa 
agency said today.
The official Soviet news 
agency, in its report on the 
Winnipeg game, said: “The So­
viet players, Including a large 
group of youths, entered for 
this match ... made n fine 
showing,” That was the third 
game of the eight scheduled < 
this month, 
"The Soviet team beat the Ca­
nadian professionals 7-3 in the 
opener and tost the second 4-1.
In Its report on the single So­
viet defeat so for, Tans com­
plained of the referees, but 
found no fault with fee offici­
ating Wednesday.
"The match once again 
caused trcmcndoiji Interest In 
Canada and proved that two 
really equal, splendid teamfl 
were meeting," the Tasa report 
said.
Tnss singled-mt.-"Canadian
forwmd Paul Henderifon andenne, r nrn j’ j itc n j
"A« far a» l'm concerned, the Soviet goalie Vladislav Trcliak 





NAMES IN THE NEWS New Treasurer In Ontario
Barrett Won't Shuffle Civi! Service Takes Job For Second Time
1 Premier-elect Dave Barrett 
Aaid in Victoria Wednesday he 
Is not considering any changes 
in the British Columbia civil 
service ranks. Premier W, A. 
fc. Bennett said Tuesday be 
hoped the jobs of senior civil 
servants would be protected 
jvhen the New Democratic 
Party takes office. Asked if he 
is planning any such changes, 
Mr. Barrett replied: “No, I’m 
hot” The NDP leader also said 
lie has detided on several cab­
inet appointments but would not 
reveal any uamts. He avoided 
... Answering most of the questions 
tossed at him during ar. im­
promptu news conference, say­
ing he can take no action of any 
Wind'- until ' Mr. Bennett an­
nounces when he will turn over 
*he government “This interim 
'period is really Premier Ben- 
nett's." he said, and added “I’m 
%ot the premier yet."
£
' t Premier Bennett turned 72 
Wednesday 'and marked the oc­
casion in an unfamiliar way,— 
^cleaning out his Victoria office 
in preparation for a change- 
5ver in government. The birth- 
ay. is a little over 20 year?
pfter Mr. Bennett led his Social 
Credit party to victory in the 
provincial election of August 
3952. Although he was re-elect- 
Ipd in the Aug. 30 B.C. general 
election, his party was soundly
PREMIER BENNETT - 
. . . unusual birthday
defeated by the New Demo­
crats. Mr. Bennett is expected 
to announce soon whether he 
plans to continue as leader of 
the Social Credit party.
James Henry Zart, 31, of 
Kamloops is missing and; pre­
sumed drowned after a boating 
mishap Tuesday on Duffy Lake, 
about 20 miles west of the; hub 
city. Mr. Zart’s companion on a
fishing trip discovered the over- । 
turned canoe at daybreak Tues­
day. RCMP searched the lake : 
but were hampered by a storm.
RCMP today ■ recovered the 
body of .David Bealristo, 13, of 
Kamloops, from the North 
Thompson River nine days after 
the boy drowned while swim­
ming across the river with a 
companion.
Barry Craig Steadman, 20, of 
Surrey was killed near Golden 
when the car he was driving 
plunged over an embankment 
and came to rest 400 feet .below 
the. highway. . A passenger, 
Sheralyn Marsden, 20, also of 
Surrey, was reported in - good 
condition in hospital.
. Compared to other industrial­
ized rivers in North America 
and Europe, the lower Fraser 
River in British Columbia is 
relatively unpolluted, a news 
conference was told Wednesday 
in Vancouver. Dr. Irving Fox, 
director of a' research project 
on the river at the University 
of B.C., said that preliminary 
indications of research on the 
100 miles of the river from 
Hope to Vancouver are that the 
; river “appears pretty-clean. ’
Iceland’s Foreign Minister 
i Einar Agustsson rejected a Bri- 
i tish protest Wednesday over the
cutting of a British ■ fishing 
boat’s trawl wires. He said Ice­
land reserves the right to,pro­
tect its"' new 50-mile fishing 
limit Agustsson, replying to ,a 
protest by British Ambassador 
John McKenxie over the inci­
dent-involving an Icelandic 
coast-guard gunboat and the 
trawler—said Iceland must 
have the right to defend its new 
limits. ’
TORONTO (CP) Charles 
MacNaughton, - 60, 1 became 
treasurer . of. Ontario for the 
second time today, replacing 
Chatham businessman Darcy 
McKeough who resigned last 
week over conflict of interest.
Mr. MacNaughton, sworn in 
by Lt.-Gov; Ross MacDonald, is 
expected to fill in as treasurer 
at least until Premier Davis
shuffles his cabinet sometime 
before mid-November.
Mr. Davis said he hasn’t 
made his decision as * to when 
the legislature will sit again but 
expects the “session ‘.would be 
at least three weeks”' and will 
be called probably by mid-No­
vember and after the Oct. 30 
federal election.
Mr. MacNaughton smiled 





Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 Ellis St.
TORONTO (CP).— Prices on 
the Toronto stock market were 
“off fractionally in light- mid- 
morning trading today.
, Industrials slipped -.01 to 
‘214.30, golds .06 to 204.68 and 
jjase metals .09 to 96.16. West­
ern oils, however, were up .69 
at 255.97.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 617,- 
T00 shares, slightly higher than 
"the 539,000 share’s traded by the 
•Same time-Wednesday.
Sectors of the market pulling 
St down were beverage, mer­
chandising, real estate and 
&teel stocks while bank, chem­
ical, oil refining and trust and 
•loan issues managed fractional
»?. Declines slightly: out-number- 
ed advances, 91 to 79 with 173 
issues unchanged.
e Shully’s was off % to $5%, Al­
liance Building % to $7%, Ack­
land % to $11%, Aquitaine % to 
$26% and Baton Broadcasting 
% to $21%.
. Reichhold rose % to $22%, 
Pitts Engineering % to $22, 
Brascan Ltd? % to $21%, Texas 
•. Gulf •% to $17% and Union Gas 
. ,y4 to $13%.
‘ ’ Campbell Chibougamau fell 
25 cents to $6.30, Agnico-Eagle 
3‘cents to $3 and Advocate 15 
-cents to $1.60. ,
'’ Canadian Bonanza increased 
5 cents to $1.28, American Qua­
sar 25 cents to $9.00 and Puma 
Pete 2 cents to 74 cents.
\ TORONTO STOCK.
EXCHANGE 
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Bobby Fischer’s second and 
his lawyer returned' to New 
York Wednesday night and said - 
they expected the world chess 
champion to. return within the 
next week to 10 days. Rev. Wil- 
Ham Lombardy and Paul Mar­
shall returned from Reykjavik, 
where Fischer won the title 
from Boris Spassky of the Sov­
iet Union. The next major in­
ternational chess match is sche­
duled Sept. 19 in Skopje, Yugo­
slavia, Marshall and Lombqrdy 
•told reporters, and they said 
they thought Fischer wanted to ( 
play. 1
Ugandan, immigration offic­
ers seized the passports Wed­
nesday of British citizens, arriv­
ing in Entebbe, Uganda,-by air 
as security tightened in the 
wake of President Idi Amin’s 
claim that .the British govern­
ment is plotting his assassina­
tion. The accusation has been 
denied by Richard Slater, Bri­
tish high commissioner. Slater 
has requested a meeting with 
Uganda Foreign Minister Wa- 
nume Kibedi to explain the 
president’s remarks.
There was a lively party in 
Darcy McKeough’s. office at 
Queen’s Park, Toronto, Wednes­
day evening. A few hours after 
Premier' William Davis; announ­
ced he had accepted Mr. Mc­
Keough’s resignation as provin- 
' cial treasurer, a reporter phon- 
! ed his office. “Oh, that,” said 
■ Mr. McKeough in reply to a re­
ference about the background 
! noise. “I’m just saying goodbye 
’ to my staff.”'
Lower Grain And Oilseed Crop 
Forecast For Statistics Canada
OTTAWA (CP) — Statistics 
Canada painted a bleak picture 
of the 1972 grain and oilseed 
crop, Wednesday, predicting a 
drop in nearly all principal 
field crops in, its first estimate 
of production1. Wheat produc­
tion, estimated at 507.5 million 
bushels, is four per cent lower 
than last year’s 529.6 million 
bushels.
The statistics bureau, basing 
its yield estimates from reports 
from correspondents at Aug. 15, 
said - barley production- slipped 
17 per cent to 497.7 million 
bushels from 601.6 million last 
year. The oat yield is expected 
to drop to 292.8 million bushels 
from 363.5 million in 1971, 19 
per cent.
Hot dry weather on the 
Prairies during the last two 
weeks has hurried crops some­
what but most remain about 
two weeks behind normal.
Dry weather in the western 
grain belt threatened crops 
early in the growing sesson,' but 
lower temperatures and rain 






































































































































































Baleo Forest Prod. 
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that this would be his ninth 
cabinet appointment.
“There is an obvious need for 
somebody to act as treasurer," 
Mr. MacNaughton told report­
ers.
He said it was a "sensible 
move? by the premier to have 
someone with' his experience 
act as treasurer at least tempo- 
rarily.
Mr. MacNaughton, an Ex­
eter, Ont., businessman, has 
represented * Huron riding in 
southwestern s Ontario since 
1958. ' ’
tarlo’s 22nd treasurer -since 
Confederation in 1966.. He 
served in that position . until 
1971 when Mr. McKeough took 
over. •
Mr. MacNaughton was made 
management board chairman 
when Premier Davis announced 
his new cabinet last February. 
He will retain that position.
And besides being provincial 
treasurer, he will be respon­
sible for the department of in­
ter-governmental • affairs as 
well as - being acting premier 




duce 110 million bushels com­
pared with 91 million and Mani­
toba is expected to produce 69 
million bushels against 74 mil­
lion in 1971. ’
He was commissioner of the 
Ontario Water Resources Com­
mission for almost two years 
beginning in 1960 and began his 
cabinet tenure as minister with­
out portfolio Nov. 8, 1961. -
He later servedsas‘ minister 
of highways and became On-
• Local Cremation. 
Facilities
* Services from $90


































































<Utcn Open 7:30 Show Time R:W»
Christine Turner, 39, of Long 
Island, N.Y., who claims she 
had a vision four years ago that 
she could -“help Trudeau” was 
ordered deported Wednesday— 
the 13th time since her mystic 
sight-seeing. She was found 
guilty in Montreal of entering 
Canada illegally for the fourth 
time this year. The Crown said 
it costs the public' between $400 
and $500 each time the woman 
is deported.
Joseph Gerald Baroque, one 
of 14 prisoners ' who escaped 
from Millhaven penitentiary 
near Kingston July 10, was. ar­
rested by Montreal police Wed­
nesday night. Police said Lar- 
oque, 32, was using the name of 
Gerry . Raymond Albert when 
he was picked up during invest­
igation of a breakrin. It was not 
until investigation of the inci­
dent proceeded that -his real 
identity was discovered.. Laro- 
que was the 12th man involved 
in the escape to be picked up.
losses.
Harvesting of spring-sown 
grains now, is, general through­
out the Prairies.
. The drop in wheat- production 
is mainly accounted for by a 
lower yield this year—esti­
mated at 23.8 bushels an acre, 
compared with 27.3 bushels in 
1971. i
WHEAT CROP DOWN
On. the Prairies, where the 
bulk of wheat is grown, me 
crop.is expected to be about 487 
million bushels compared with 
510 million last year. > 
’ About 21 million acres were 
seeded to spring .wheat this 
year, compared with only 19.1 
million last year. '
Saskatchewan will . produce 
most of the wheat—308 million 
bushels compared with 345 mil­
lion last year. Alberta, will po-
California Favors 
Death Penalty
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
Californians favor retention of 
the death penalty by -66 to 24 
per cent—the biggest margin in 
16 years it has conducted public 
opinion polls on the issue, the 
California Poll said today.
The other 10 per cent of the 
1,032 persons interviewed; face 
to face in the July 31-to-Aug, 6 
poll had qualified opinions ok 
no opinions on whether to keep 
or do away with capital punish­
ment, ; pollster Mervin D. Field 
said.. t
Public interest in the issue is 
great in California where an in­
itiative constitutional amend­
ment pn the November ballot 
would restore the death penalty 
which the state Supreme Court 
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George Hamberge, 76, is sick 
and tired of dashing out into 
the Toronto streets in the mid­
dle of the night wearing only 
pyjamas. In the last six years 
he has been forced out into the 
Street during the night six 
times because of fires at room­
ing houses where he has lived. 
The latest flight to safety came 
early today when smoke filled 
his room after a fire broke out 
in the basement of his rooming 
house. Mr. Hamberge said he 
plans to move—again.
MONEY
IS AS NEAR AS YOUR 
TELEPHONE — Kelowna 
762-0626 
HOMEOWNER LOANS 
from $1,500 to $15,000 
AND MORE
Your idle equity In your 
home or property is your 
borrowing power. 
O Up to 100% true loan 
value.
O Cut present payments 
. by 60%.
0 No credit or employer 
investigation.
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and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave. Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
MAZDA808GIVES YOU
ACHOICE OF HAPPY ENDINGS
Choose the fast-paced, 
fastback Sports Coupe. 
Just $2,669* Or the 
spacious, gracious 4-door 
Sedan. Just $2,599* Or 
the roomy, versatile Station 
Wagon. Just $2,749*
Mazda makes an 808 that’s 
sized right, styled right 
and priced right for you. 
Or the two of you. Or tho 
family. Or for Bob and 
Carol and young Ted and . 
Baby Alice. And Spot.
Whichever Mazda 808 
you choose, you get power 
to spare. And quality 
comes built in, not added 
on. Standard features 
include reclining hi-back 
front bucket seats, front 
disc brakes, tinted glass, 
deep-pile carpeting, 
variable ratio steering, 
whitewall tires and full 
wheel discs, rear window 
defroster... right on 
■ down to a locking gas cap, 
In fact, the only factory
options you can buy for 
your Mazda 808 are the 
radio and Mazda's silk­
smooth automatic 
transmission.
Mazda 808, It’s the 
complete car. With three 
happy endings.
MA-ZDA-
DESOSD AHO ENGWERED 
FOR CAHADA BY THE WORLD’S 
MOST CREATIVE AUTOMAKER. 
TOYO KOGYO LTDl OF JAIHH.
Manuf.Klurnr s stiqqr-.iMd rnlailprice poo Mnnrinn, M.xilrrol T<,' 
prcp.ir.iiiunvn.MQo*,. Kcm-o. o • •• prwv»rfci.«.»i s.iie.i.m <>< ,.u i
‘ r . .cr not including
BROWNE CASTLE CORNER MOTORS LTD. 1607 Sutherland Avenue, Kelowna: 763-4329
Ov»r 150 dMlera to aerva vnu co»M to cm”







Tranquil setting In council is
Of 33C> older.. to spray, 112, co-upernllon with n htudmt hn- have been heavily infested with I
pajlla for tun soar
ft nit in no fon iition to be h.u-
t't • rested commercially.
I
Kt
trainers in 10 single-bed and 
two double-bed units. The
Pandosy, and 
southeast Kcl-
for the proper!v. This week, 
it uiis clistlor cd citv nldeimr-n 
rue confiucilng attend late-Tl.e Ya< h* Chili itself, hm • 
‘ ever remains in the heat of
Centre, 27 In Westbank, 18 In 
Lakeview Heights, 16 in Okan­
agan Mission, 10 in Glenmore- 
McKinley Landing,' seven In
Benvoulln-South 




payers In <i Decemlxi j*h bl- 
sette what they think nf the 
situation if a lease cannot tx- 
agreed uixm Club facilities 
.uc on 111}-ounr d land and
ment put up $45,000’ and' the ' 
Central Mortgage and Hous­
ing Corporation loaned $84,000 
for the project, which will 
• also include a large family
Charged with operating a veh­
icle while, having an alcohol 
blood count exceeding .08 per 
cent; Edward Archibald Mal-
nwn« Yachi Club tmxin today the < * owi proposed lease
................. | as the summer boating sea 
leaving ;<<») diaus slowly in a rinse.
re- 
’ re­
the Kcl- thing, In Its ncgotlntions with
— The HF. agriculture de­
railment -hnuld have trap 
hwuH In 1he nrra by June 15,
— The department should ht.c
propelty, a move being dis- 
p it -i by Ilie club dlrrchoAtc. 
(Courier Photo)
were in Rutland, 74 in Ellison-1 ed bv ihc agnrultmc depart 
Belgo, 36 m Prachl.un), 31 ,n J meat tn suidv Ui.s j-cst, 1 ‘ 
(Lama. Winfield and Oknn.:g.m| grstvei on” ■>: ue ’
seeking rent and 
tax revenue from the ■
PROGRESSING SMOOTHLY
work is progressing smooth- .as delayed by the construc-
‘ ly on the new dormitory ad- ion lockout earlier this year, 
jacent to Sunnyvale School
Originally slated for comple­
tion this month, the projec
<Vork began last April, after city donated the land for the 
two years of planning for the residence, on Bertram Avenue, 
facility, which will house 14 while the provincial govem-
Go - Ahead Given
For Subdivision
By BOB CAMPBELL 
Courier Staff
A subdivision plan for upper 
Carr’s Landing by Collinson 
Realtors, which engendered an 
hour-long verbal bout at an 
earlier meeting of the Regional 
District of Central Okanagan, 
finally got the green light at 
Wednesday’s session of the 
board.
Following another 60-minute 
discussion and three defeated 
motions, the 37-lot scheme to 
provide low income ac^ ge 
was finally approved. Mainly 
through a second personal ap­
peal by company president, W. 
E. Collinson, plus the fact the 
board has no legal right to dis­
allow the subdivision.
Mr. Collinson also strengthen 
ed his appeal with a second let­
ter requesting the board recon­
sider tite proposal under condi­
tions and modifications set out 
in the letter.
Main objection against Cie
room, kitchen, facilities and a 
suite’for the “parents” who 
will run the operation.
(Courier Photo).
Everyone Gets A Chance CITY PAGE
With Basin Study's P.I.P
By BRYDEN WINSBY 
Courier Staff
■ -If one were to take a. random 
survey of what Kelowna resi­
dents think of the- Okanagan 
Basin Study, the result would 
likely be a collection of blank 
looks and at best maybe a mut­
tered response that it has some­
thing to do with washroom fac­
ulties.
With real luck, one might find 
somebody who could say that 
for nearly three years a -mill 
Army, of researchers, operating 
under a joint federal-provincial 
agreement, has bsen conducting 
a massive examination of the 
VaUey’s most precious resource 
—water.
When the study is completed 
In October of next year, an 
estimated $2 million will have 
been spent and a mountain of 
data compiled on the scientific,
social, economic and ecological of information, Mr. Sinclair is
implications of water.
After it’s been translated, that 
data- will likely have a profound 
effect on the future growth of 
the Okanagan.
Meanwhile, Joe Average Citi­
zen hasn’t got a clue where all 
that tax money is going.
It’s G. W. “Sine” Sinclair’s 
job to tell him where that 
money is. going and hopefully to 
turn those blank looks and mut­
tered, responses into a degree 
of'knowledge about the Okana­
gan Basin Study.
• Mr. Sinclair is the co-ordina­
tor of the study’s Public In­
volvement Program—PIP for 
short—which has been dormant 
since Bill Horswill was fired 
earlier: this year because his 
methods apparently didn’t meet 
with the approval of his'super­
iors.
Being more than just a source
SEEN and HEARD
Mayor Hilbert Both entered 
the Regional District of Central 
Okanagan board room Wednes­
day night carrying a towel. Be­
wildered looks were erased from 
the faces of observers when-he 
presented- it to “the mayor of 
Rutland." Mel Marshall is a 
Socred member, and the good 
mayor wanted him to have 
something with which to dry 
his tears.
Mayor Harold Thwaite of 
Peachland has long ago learned 
the political art of dodging 
questions. Regional chairman 
W. C. Bennett asked when ,the 
Progressive Conservatives were 
going to nominate a candidate 
for the October 30 federal elec­
tion. “Before the election,” 
said Peachland’s chief magis­
trate, who is eyeing the nomi­
nation.
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Watson in the chair. The club’s 
annual installation of officers 
is'slated for Sept. 16 at the Ke­
lowna Golf and Country Club.
Central Okanagan Naturalists 
Club will hold an outing for 
members and their friends to 
Sugar Lake, Saturday. The 
group will meet at Capri at 
9:30 a.m. and should bring their 
lunch. /The club held its first 
meeting of the season Tuesday’ 
and members were entertained 
with various slides on beauty 
spots of B.C.
about to embark on a rather 
ambitious scheme to -get Joe 
Average Citizen, actively-invol­
ved in the study. The feeling is 
that community input will have 
considerable bearing on the 
study’s final report, which will 
be the end result of the Okana­
gan Basin Agreement.
Well, almost the end; result, 
for that final report is intended 
to set out a complete Valley 
water management plan for the 
next 50 years.
PIP will operate in Vernon, 
Kelowna, Penticton and Oliver- 
Osoyoos and for the sake of 
convenience, the people of those 
communities have been split 
into three categories: interested 
citizens who really don’t need 
any prompting to become invol­
ved ;’ special- interest'; groups, 
including the Okanagan Basin 
Water Board -and native. Indians 
and specific interest groups.
The last group is the pne at 
which PIP appears to be prim­
arily aimed. Invitations to take 
part in area “task force” meet­
ings will be sent to municipali­
ties, regional districts, irriga­
tion districts, students, service 
clubs, agriculturalists, tourist 
groups, industry, labor and rel­
igious organizations. *
They will meet once a month, 
probably until next spring, and 
will be able to discuss the im­
plications of the information 
made available-to them from 
the study and contribute their 
own opinions as to what should 
be done with it.
“It’s a unique approach,"’ 
• says Mr. Sinclair,, who feels the 
meetings will have a lot to do 
with the preparation of the fina 
report. . ,
United Appeal Goal 
Nine Per Cent Over
Goal for this year’s Central 
Okanagan United Appeal cam­
paign has been set at $77,000.
According to Dick Bazett, 
chairman of the community 
chest budget committee, the fi­
gure represents a nine per cent 
increase over the, target reach­
ed last year. He said that al­
though the sum wouldn’t meet 
the demands of all the member 
agencies, it represented a “re­
alistic”^ figure to be raised in 
the area.
Campaign chairman Frank 
Addison told directors earlier 
this . week that plans for the 
drive are progressing smoothly 
but that some difficulty had 
been encountered recruiting vo­
lunteers for key positions, as
Cliy council Wednesday host­
ed a group of local businessmen 
at a luncheon in appreciation of 
their assistance several years 
ago in enabling the city to ac­
quire property outside its boun­
daries for, the Industrial park 
and the site on which the new 
community recreation complex 
Is being built.
Kelowna Kinsmen, still smil­
ing after ending up in the black 
with their midway operation at 
this year’s Regatta, will hold
■■their first meeting of tite year 
ight at 6:30 p.m. in the
Mike Semeniuk
Service Set
Prayer service will be held 
from thp Gardci. Chapel Mon­
day at 7:30 i>,m. for Mike Sem­
eniuk, 82, of RR 3, Kelowna, 
Who died Tuesday.
Mass will be celebrated at the 
Ukrainian Catholic Church, 
Tuesday at 10 a.m.
Mr. Semeniuk is survived by 
his wife, Nellie of Kelowna; 
three daughters, Mrs. Steve 
(Victoria) Collsnyk of Slater, 
Man., Mrs. John ( Tean) Pura of 
Reno, Nev., and Mrs. Joann 
Lcwlski of Kelowna; one broth­
er, Nick of Brandon, Man.; 
eight grandchildren and seven 
great grandchildren.
<Rcv. E. Melnychuk will offi­
ciate with Rev. Vite! Pidska.
“It won’t be a political, thing 
—these people can't come to 
score points, they’ll have' to 
come in a very flexible mood’.
“We're not faced with a soc­
iety that participates, at times 
it's very slow. But if people re­
fuse to participate, which I 
doubt will happen,1 at least they 
have teen invited."
IN COURT
Russell Charles Elliott was 
remanded for pre-sentence re­
port in provincial court today 
after pleading guilty to a 
charge of trafficking in heroin, 
possession of heroin for the 
purpose of trafficking, unlaw­
fully trafficking in methadone, 
and two counts of breaking and 
entering and theft. A fourth 
charge, possession of cocaine 
for the purpose of trafficking, 
was withdrawn by the Crown.
Frank Arthur Lajlmodiere of 
Kelowna, was fined $200 on a 
pica of guilty to a charge of 
operating a vehicle while hav­
ing an alcoliol blood count ex­
ceeding .08 per cent. He was 
also prohibited from operating 
a vehicle for one month.
►i ...i*k .... • \ ! !nye assMlng, Burial will iul-
ri, with new president Jin) । low at the Kelowna cemetery
CHERRY FLY MENACE
Tougher Insect
Tougher noxious insect con­
trols have been suggested for 
the Regional District of Central 
Okanagan.
In a report Wednesday night 
on his two months of employ­
ment, noxious Insect inspector 
B. R. Gray suggested five mcii- 
eures and regional board chair­
man W. C. Bennett urged dir­
ectors to consider them.
The recommendations inchid- 
. cd:
—- Subdivision approvals 
should be withheld until trees 
on properties are removed.
— After the first order Is glv- 
ven to a commercial sprayer 
to spray a projierty, the spray­
er should have "blanket cover­
age" to apply sprays during thr
plan was embodied in a report | received the approval of fhq 
by regional planner, Donald approving officer of the Kam- 
Barcham, to the department of loops Department of Highways, 
highways recommending 20-1 as well as the health depart­
acre plots supplied with water. I ment of Central Okanagan. Thq
Mr. Collinson’s original letter letter also indicated the approve 
to the board challenged the re- ing officer had expressed "surj 
gional planner to “find or locate I prise” at the insistence of the 
people who want 20-acre parcels board to provide water to land 
and are prepared to pay for in- parcels. j
stsdlation of a domestic water ; Meetings with the approving 
system.” , . officer, district superintendent
The company proposed five, of the Vernon Department of 
seven and 10-acre plots of vary- Highways, and the regional
ihg types of property designed I planner, the letter continued/ 
mainly to “make available , to I had indicated "there is some 
the public a . property large difference of opinion as to thq 
enough for his pocket-book, and acceptability of our plan from 
for him to handle himself.” The one point of view to another* 
letter pointed out buyers in this between the various approving 
category had ’ a specific desire departments." * # ? ,
to obtain a piece of land which In his second personal appeal 
could be paid for over a short to the board, Mr. Collinson said 
period of time, and which would! the board’s insistence on water 
provide “some seclusion and supply to,each land parcel in 
tranquility." the subdivision would have a
The company’s follow-up let- more “far: reaching, effect than 
ter reminded the board the sub- anticipated." He described the ; 
division “as submitted” had plan as a “sound proposal".
Josephine Widmeyer 
Funeral On Friday
Funeral service will be held 
from The First Lutheran 
Church, Friday at 3 p.m, for 
Mrs. Josephine Ann Widmeycr, 
75, of The Golden Age Rest 
Home, who died Wednesday,
Sho is survived* by two sons, 
Roy of Winnipeg nnd Walter of 
Tacoma, Wash., and two bro­
thers also survived.”
Rev. Ernest,Rath will offici­
ate. Those wishing may donate 
to the First Lutheran Church.
more students to, place these 
boards.
— Consideration should be 
given to Include grasshoppers 
under Insect control.
The inspector has the right 
to visit orchards nnd, if proper 
spraying Is not done, to order 
it done, If an owner refuses 
several requests to spray, the 
board can order trees removed. 
Owners arc charged for ser­
vices.
Mr. Gray had no record of the 
acreage of trees removed this 
year, but felt, "it would fall 
short of 1971 figures." Last 
month the board ordered trees 
removed from three properties 
by March 31. A similar order 
was made Wednesday for a 
fourth orchard.
colm of Westbank, was 
manded to Sept. 14 on a 
serve plea.
Jean Darlene Lick of
FLOOD LAND RESTRICTIONS
CONSIDERED BY DISTRICT
Consideration will be given to preventing residential or 
other extensive development on lands subject to flooding or 
other water damage in the Regional District of Central 
Okanagan.
Board members learned Wednesday the'B.C. environ­
mental and land use committee recommended the govern­
ment enact such legislation. Municipal Affairs Minister Dan 
Campbell suggested councils or boards should first make 
their own rules.
He also said in a letter dated before the election, matters 
relating to such areas must be approved by lands, forests and 
water resources minister Ray Williston.
Election Machinery In Gear 
Tories Set Nomination Date
Mr. Collinson also took issue 
with the recommended 26-acre 
parcels, reiterating his previous 
warning for greater considera­
tion before adopting an acreagd 
policy. He suggested a “mini­
mum’’ size guideline.
In defence, Mr. Barcham 
i pointed out the lack of a water 
supply could complicate the re­
sale value of parcels since fu­
ture buyers could not use the 
property without water. He also 
suggested it was “possible” the 
best course was to leave the 
land in question as it was 
“rather than cutting it up into 
10-acre parcels."
In favor of a land use con­
tract Dudley Pritchard said he 
thought it was “up’ to the 
board” to set policy which, he 
added, should -not be “carte 
blanche" for the whole area.
With the federal election more 
than a month and a half away, 
administrative machinery .for 
Okanagan-Boundary polling is 
being oiled up. .
Mrs. Arthur. Fraser of Pen-
many people are involved in the 
upcoming federal election.
In a related matter, commu­
nity chest directors have ap­
proved a request from Mrs. Su­
san Niven, chairman of the Ok­
anagan Day Care Society, for 
assistance from the community 
chest’s demonstration and dev­
elopment fund.
Mrs. Niven explained that the 
society is a non-profit organiza­
tion formed to look after child­
ren of primarily single-parent 
families when that parent has 
to work. She said the organiza­
tion hopes to begin operation 
as soon as possible and that 
money was needed because a 
quantity of children’s furniture 
is now available at reasonable 
price. . .
Directors also accepted an 
application for membership in
the community chest from the 
Elizabeth Fry Society, which 
assists women and girls in con­
flict with the law. The local 
chapter intends to deal mainly 
in preventive work by assisting 
with leisure-time activities, 
counselling and tutoring.'1
ticton, Okanagan Boundary re- ' 
turning officer * said Wednesday i 
proclamations will be mailed to 
post offices possibly today for 
the forthcoming elections sched­
uled Oct. 30. She added’ no 
deputy returning officers have 
as yet been appointed.
Covering about 12,000, square 
miles, Okanagan-Boundary en­
compasses an area from Ellison 
Pass to the Cascades including 
Ewing Landing, Oyama and 
Grand Forks. There are a 
total of more than 250 poll 
areas in the riding, including 50 
in Kelowna proper.
As in past years, the polling 
station in Kelowna will be lo­
cated at the arena,: although 
this was not officially confirmed 
by Mrs. Fraser.
Unofficial figures place the 
population in the riding at 101,- 
331, 67,918 of which are; eligible 
voters of 18 years and over.
Until enumeration is complete, 
total eligible voters in the city 
is unknown.
Meanwhile, a Progressive 
'Conservative nomination meet- 
ng will be held at Penticton, 
Sept. 18, jtd-choose a candidate 
for the,'.' Okanagaii'- Boundary 
riding.' •
To date, six local hopefuls 
have announced candidacy inten­
tions, including. Mayor Hilbert 
Roth. However, he announced 
following the regular meeting 
of the Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan, Wednesday, he 
might pull out of the race.
Other candidates include 
Peachland Mayor Harold 
Thwaite, Bert LeBoe, Barry 
Montgomery, Mel Kawano .and 
George Whittaker.
The board could not allow dev­
elopment of the land without 
"some form of control,” Mr. 
Barcham. said.
“You have to consider the 
requirement of today’ . ^ople,'* 
Mr. Collinson declared; adding 
he could .not see why “devel­
opment in Carr's Landing: 
should be curtailed.”
“No one should say you can't 
be on a five or 10-acre plot,” 
Mr. Collinson continued, adding 
he was not asking the board to 




Ronald James Saunders of
STOCKS DROP
NEW YORK (AP) — The 
stock market moved into a 
third consecutive day of losses 
today, amid slow trading.
The noon Dow Jones average 
of 30 industrial stocks was 
down 2.04 to 961.39.
Unsettled
The weatherman seems some­
what doubtful about bis own 
forecast, predicting both clouds 
and sunny periods for Friday. 
Highs will be 65 to 70 degrees. 
High and low in the city Wed­
nesday was a pleasant 65 and 
49 degrees with .04 inches . of 
precipitation,. compared to a 
cooler 64 and 43 degrees with 
.05 inches of precipitation for 
the same day at the airport. 
Overnight lows today will be 45 
to 50 degrees.
Kelowna, suffered undetermin­
ed injuries in a motor vehicle 
accident^ Wednesday, on Glen­
more Street. Damage was esti­
mated at $1,000. The accident 
occurred at 8:45 p.m.
About $700 damage was caus­
ed in another accident Wednes­
day at 3:30 p.m., at the inter­
section of Harvey Avenue and 
Ellis Street involving Melville 
Butler of Kelowna, and Peter 
Tobiafe of Rutland, who were 
not injuried.
James McAllan of Kelowna 
and John Toney of Kelowna, es­
caped Injury in an accident, 
Wednesday at the intersection 
of Richter Street and Bernard 
Avenue. Damage was estimated 
at about $456 In the 1:45 p.in., 
accident.
A motion by Mayor Hilbert 
Roth to write the minister of 
highways to “ask for his direc-* 
tion” was defeated without. a 
seconder. Another motion by 
James Stuart to direct the plan­
ner to deal v/iir. subdivision ap­
plications in accordance with 
the board’s current terms' of 
reference, was also defeated.'
The same '■'ate was suffered 
on another try by Mayor Roth 
to table the matter until adop­
tion of a subdivision bylaw, (the 
bylaw was later tabled for dis­
cussion at a special meeting) . ;
The verbal marathon was 
finally settled with a motion by 
Harold Thwaite recommending 
approval of the subdivision plan 
as submitted.
Later, the board approved 
establishment <f an eight-mem­
ber advisory committee to deal 
with planning matters consist­
ing of one board member and 
seven members at large. For­
mation of the ‘ advisory body 
lied in with a stated view by 
Mr. Collinson at the last board 
meeting that the board had 
shied away from advice of real­
tors on the premise the industry 
had a “vested interest” in dev* 
elopment. He had also indicat­
ed the industry was prepared 
to co-operate with the board on 
planning matters, and had <>een 
assured by chairman, W. C,' 
Bennett, the industry would ba 
represented on a special plan­
ning committee.
owna, was remanded to Sept. 
12 on a plea of not guilty to a 
charge of littering,
’ ' !----------------
In county court before Judge 
R. J. S. Moir, Phillip Rogers of 
Alberta, was cojmmltted for 
trial on nine counts of fraud 
Involving $8,000. In the same 
case, charges were dismissed 
against Apollo Agencies. ,
Urged
whole valley could not achieve 
much success.
Kelowna has its own noxious 
insect regulations which the In­
spector salt! are not adequate. 
Cherry fruit flics and pear 
psylln exist in the Glenmore 
area, with the hitter In'the Ben- 
voulln area as well.
Questioned by Mayor Hilbert 
Roth, Mr. Gray said he was not 
allowed to inspect trees in the 
city, and had not advised city 
officials. j
A Springfield road orchard- 
Ist will be ordered to spray or 
remove about 110 pear trees on 
Ids property, and to remove 
them by March 31.
Nelghlmrs complained about
(former noxious Insect inspector) 
agreed that, unless a more vi­
gorous attitude is taken con­
cerning cherry fruit flics by all 
concerned, this pest will never 
be controlled. It Is Impossible 
to maintain 19-day spray Inter­
vals, recommended by the ag­
riculture department, because 
of the time required to notify 
owners to sprity, and receive 
instructions from them, j this orchard last month and nc-
Mr. Gr.iy reported excellent; cording to Mr. Gray, the trees
Mr. Stanfield
icle which never did work, or the
long range patrol aircraft to replace
DEMANDS SHIH
Now Let's Enforce Rules
On Consumer Protection
THE WORLD TODAY
BOTME HADNO SCRUPLES ABOUT KEEPING PEOPLE WAITING
M*.
CAPITAL COMMENT
steel ■ com-other majorall the
• Ontario the general rule is for tentious early postwar problem < refugees on their consciences,
CANADA'S. STORY
or flapjacks: oatmeal for por­
ridge, corn syrup, dried applesUnited States Coast Guard is
other thing's, protested the CPR
kinds of weather, in daylight 









were oh hand directing traffic 
guarding exhibits.
operations arc begun with little 
wasted time.
JOHN D. HARBRON
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
■ Thomson News Service
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
developing a system with sev­
eral airborne eyes for spotting
Social Credit party moved:
“That this House deplores the 
fact that the, government has
fared to buy all the wheat for 
40 cents a bushel, and oats for
monopoly. The CPR tracks 
were being laid across the 
Prairies at that time.
'EVENTS: ’.
1535—Cartier reached Island
The Canadian public should tell 
Mr. Benson and the government:
the airborne sensor system in 
its surveillance of fishing boat 
activities and may find some ap­
plication in search mid rescue 
work,
not adopted the appropriate 
measures for involving workers 
in C a n ad i a n firms through 
profit sharing and stock pur-
bert, who has served In the 
toe Fraser valley. The force 
bers four, in addition to 
Butler.
Oner delected, the spill can
Ise located piev..ciy oik’, its ex-
Beu-
CO YEARS AGO 
September 1912
I.alxir Day was completely .spoiled an 
a holiday by torrents of rain. ’Hie Gym­
khana which was to lie held at the 
l'i>l<> Grounds was ]»>st|>onrd. Various 
hunting parlies spent an unpleasant 
time m the im>unl.,inn. icunning home 
with little moic than a thorough drench­
ing. z
.» or prunes, salt pork, tea and 
a bill of rights which, among coffee. ■ \
OTHER SEPTEMBER 7
before Mr.<Wagner can be seen as a 
man of like mind with a man of Mr.
the first sod turned ever was 178(1—More than 500 Scottish
used for building shacks In Immigrants landed at Quebec.
thanks but no tanks-—or nlanes for p " s nre Qulckly available snouiainanKS, out no tanks or pianes ror them. court action against the offend-
that matter, if they’re going to be The device will map the loca- mg vessel- be necessary. The 
used to prolong a Cold War which tom and size of spills in all Coast Guard also plans to use
------- ------------------ - of Orleans below Qucbpc dn 
In .those days I’rnlric settlers second voyage.
lived . in primitive conditions. 1619—Jens Munck of Do,n-
Single-funw ploughs were mark probably discovered 
drawn by horses or oxen and Churchill River, Hudson Bay.
. .. Meanwhile, photographic rec­
oil spills at sea—and pinning the ords from two or more sensors 
blame on the ships that cause nre quickly available should
Ont. Completed the next 
year,'the Frontenac'missed 
by only a few days the dis- 
tincton of being the first
<; and the end-all solution to labor ' the unsuccessful litigant to pay 
problems. It does not solve the -- the cost of the-other party as 
■ problem of security of employ- well as his own. No consumer 
ment which is more and more
profit sharing holds the promise 
of producing a new motivation 
in .industry at a time when the 
chase programs as a means of' -computer has created confusion, 
promoting social stability, • rein- - Profit sharing is hot'the be-all
the Manitoba pnd Northwest , 
Farmers Union. They drew up <
, IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
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There is a time in the life of most 
governments when, if they go to the 
people, the people will give them the 
needle for reasons that have little to 
do with alternative programs pro­
posed by opposition parties but much 
to do with putting the government in 
its place. Electorates, in fact, have 
been known to defeat governments 
when all they really had in mind was 
to discipline them. And so it was in 
B.C, last week.
It would be a naive opposition 
party, however, which relied on this 
natural and generally inevitable re­
action to government as its principle 
hope of coming to power. An opposi­
tion very seldom finds itself a govern­
ment by default.
And yet, these past many weeks, 
when it was certain that a general 
election was inevitable, that would ■’ 
seem to have been the position of the 
Progressive Conservative federal party. 
Certainly, everything we know about 
the leader of . the opposition, Robert 
Stanfield, would argue that this ap- - 
proach—of letting the Liberals defeat 
themselves so he may move in in their 
wake—is not good enough for him. 
For one thing, Mr. Stanfield, apart 
from being the leader of a party which 
must suggest a responsible alterna- 
live to the government, is a political 
. realist. But he has not been. acting 
like one. For instance' he. spent a 
couple of weeks traipsing around On­
tario “just for fun.” 
. Mr. Stanfield knows .that the pol­
itical leader who tries to take the easy 
way faces the grave danger of waking 
up the morning after the election mut­
tering, “If only it had been'six weeks 
sooner,” qr “If only it had been- six
election, he would run as a Conserva­
tive, put the attention of the moment 
more on attitudes than' on promises, 
more oh who will be running , with 
Mr. Stanfield than on what programs 
they might propose. :
While there, may be many contra­
dictions in Mr. Hellyer’s record, he 
is a man whose dedication and capac­
ity for work have never been ques- 
. tioned. In the next little while he may 
be . able to demonstrate that he is an 
assett to Mr. Stanfield’s camp.
And, just this week former Quebec 
Liberal Justice Minister Wagner, an­
nounced he was leaving his position 
as a sessions judge to run as a Con­
servative. Mr. Stanfield has been 
wooing him for some time, even sug­
gesting that Mr. Wagner could be­
come the Conservative spokesman for 
Quebec.
Now, Mr. Wagner is a very positive 
man. It was apparent even when he 
gave up his gang-buster’s bullethead 
crew cut for a Kennedy-style mop in 
his effort to win the Quebec Liberal 
leadership. That changed the shape 
of his head but not his mind.
Mr. Wagner is a tough, hardline 
law-and-order man, who dismisses the 
strengthening of civil rights as “the 
soft approach” who would make. it 
much easier to lock up indefinitely 
“criminals who are obviously incor- 
• rigible.” But he doesn’t say obvious 
to whom, but finds the present hab­
itual criminal legislation, which has 
tucked away numbers of minor crim­
inals, quite sufficient. Mr. Wagner is 
the man who would restore hanging,,
weeks later.” ...
He has known that the tuning of the 
federal election was dot in his hands. - 
It was.in the hands of a prime min­
ister who would call it at a time when > 
he could, arrange to put his own best 
fdbt forward.-It was in the hands of 
a prime minister who knows that 
simply running on the record is never 
good enough.
All this means that forces will be 
working on Mr. Stanfield, no less than 
on Prime Minister Tfudeau, to show 
in the next few weeks what he and 
the people who follow him have to 
offer-have to offer, that is to say, not 
in high-flown promises but in the way 
of well-thought-out programs, in the. 
way, too, of attitudes.
The announcement a few weeks 
ago of former-Liberal-turned-Action- 
Canada Paul Hellyer that, in the next
and not just for murderers. Speaking 
seriously and speaking from the 
. bench, he has suggested that drug 
pushers should be executed—“in 
countries where the death penalty 
does exist for. traffickers, the problem 
has been almost completely wiped 
out.”
And after we have hanged the drug 
pushers, will we knot a rope for the 
thieves? Mr. Wagner’s thinking has. 
fallen a century or two behind.
It will take a lot of demonstrating
Stanfield’s views. But Mr.. Wagner is 
following Mr. Stanfield into the fray 
and may become the party’s Quebec 
leader. And what will that do to the 
Conservative program? For Mr. Stan­
field there will be a lot of other “who” 
questions that will have to be answer­
ed.
And then, of course, when the cast 
has been fully assembled, the question 
will become: What would they do?
Just What We Need
(Penticton Herald)
It’s hard to know, upon occasion, 
whether to disbelieve some small news 
items-—or smite the paper with a - 
mallet. Such was the item from Lon­
don, England, which quoted Defence 
Minister Edgar Benson as saying 
Canada expects to sign a $40 million 
contract for 100 tanks.
Tanks! Canada needs tanks, and 
especially British tanks, as much as 
it needs a trans-Atlantic suspension 
bridge for driving them over ncre.
Has the government learned noth­
ing from the money it wasted on the 
Bomarc, or on the financial fiasco of 
the Bonaventure, or the Bobcat veh-
the Argus planes now in service.
Some of these could watchdog for 
violations of Canada’s anti-pollution 
regulations, especially in the Arctic. 
But those assigned, like the Argus, to 
anti-submarine patrols are essentially 
part of the U.S. Cold War establish­
ment. Their purchase and operation 
would be a waste of tax money and 
would not even have the virtue of 
creating employment for Canadians.
At a time when George Ignatieff, 
Canada’s ambassador to the office of
COMMERCIAL 
BANK IN EARLY 
PERN.ONT* RADA BELL ON ITS ROOFTrfAT 
HADA PURPOSE• CXor. LESLIE, TMERRST MANAGER WA5AN 
AVID RSHERMAN^WdSOIHATM&COULO SPEND A5MUCMTIMBAS pos­
sible IN MIS PISCATORIAL PURSUITS HEHADWE BEU INSTALLED • 
-TOBBRUNG IF SOMEONE REQUIRED MIS PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE. J
TORONTO (CP) — A steady 
stream of consumer protection 
legislation has been passed in 
the last decade, but now de­
mand has shifted to having this 
legislation enforced.
During the 1960s, more con­
sumer protection laws were 
adopted in Canada and the 
United States than in any other 
decade this century. They cov­
ered such topics as consumer 
credit, deceptive advertising,, 
packaging and labelling of. con­
sumer goods and safer drugs.
In the growing complexity of 
a : technological age the con­
sumer is at the mercy of those
the authority given recently by 
the attorney-general of Sas­
katchewan. ,
■ A third solution, says Prof. 
Ziegel, would be to permit the 
granting of legal aid where a 
good prime facie case has been 
.made out.
■ Still to be determined is haw
the ptoceeds of a successful 
class action judgment are to be 
distributed.
In one such action in Wash- 
’ ington, D.C., involving a transit 
line, the court ordered that bus 
fares be reduced to all users of 
the system until an unlawful 
profit had been,worked
A Sad Commentary 
On Labor Relations
By FARMER TISS1NGTON 
Ottawa Bureau
of the Kelowna Courier
OTTAWA—Strikes and the 
threat of strikes, continue to be 
a sad commentary on the fail­
ure of labor and management to 
devise better methods of hand- ; 
ling employer-employee dis­
putes. In recent years, the tend­
ency of unions to resort to the 
ultimate strike weapon so fre­
quentlyand so quickly has 
’ brought a great deal of hardship 
and : chaos to the industrial 
scene in this country.
For years we have heard peo­
ple deplore the use of strikes 
and declare they are outmoded 
as a weapon in labor-manage­
ment warfare. So far, no one 
has. devised another method— 
acceptable to both sides—of set­
tling these difficulties. One solu­
tion that has not had the atten­
tion it deserves was given an 
airing in the ' Commons not long ■ 
b e f o r e the summer recess. 
Using one of their- opportunities 
to advance a. proposition during 
an allotted opposition day, the
forcing our country’s economy 
and ensuring greater co-bpcra- 
tion between capital and labor.”
The motion was debated for a 
full day and produced some in­
teresting opinions on the role of 
profit sharing plans as at least 
a partial answer to th-' constant 
labor-management battle. Such 
plans are not new. They have 
■ been operating with a great 
deal of success in some Cana­
dian businesses for many years. 
In some countries they are 
more widespread. In France, 
for example, the state .makes 
profit sharing compulsory for 
all companies employing more 
than 100 workers.
CANADIAN EXAMPLES
In Canada there are several 
examples of successful plans; 
One of the most notable is that 
of Dominion Foundries and 
Steel in Hamilton. While the 
United Steelworkers Union has
the United Nations in Geneva, is 
pressing for general disarmament— 
our government should be cutting 
back on purchases of these expensive 
„ military toys. Together these orders
Bras d’Or hydrofoil, or those jet would total nearly $1 billion, 
fighters that go directly from assem- 
bly line to mothballs?
Mr. Benson also suggested in Lon­
don that the government may order 
$600 million to $700 million worth of
10 YEARS AGO 
September 1062
k Okanagan Centre—Two fishermen, 
flung into Okanagan Lake by a broad­
side wave, were saved from drowning 
when their shouts for help reached the 
..village. Lloyd, Bishop, Okanagan Centre, 
and Peter Nickel, Vernon, were rescued 
by Lawrence Whitehead and Stan Par­
tridge who heard their cries and quickly 
launched their motor boats. The men 
were indifferent swimmers and had only 
one lifebelt between them.
20 YEARS AGO 
September 1952
East Kelowna Notes—Mrs. P. B. Jones 
of East Kelowna won the grand aggre­
gate Rose Bowl award at the East Kel­
owna Fall Fair. F. Thomeloo won the 
grand aggregate in the vegetable sec­
tion. Tho prizes were presented by Mrs. 
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30 YEARS AGO 
September 1942
Peachland Notes — Sgt. Observer 
Ted Clement left- for Halifax after 
sponging a week's leave here. Scrgt. 
Gunner Bill Sanderson is now in Eng­
land. Pilot Officer George Pringle is 
also in England, while Pilot Officers 
John Pringle and Hamish McNeill are 
with the Ferry Command.
40 YEARS AGO 
September 1932
The B.C. police force in the city has 
been strengthened by the addition of 
another officer, Constable H, P. Cal-
50 YEARS AGO 
September 1022 
Glenmore Notes—Those who accepted 
the invitation of the Glenmore Ladies’ 
Club to join them in a picnic In the 
Kelowna Phrk were not disappointed. 
The children, and some adults, had a 
delightful time In the lake, while others 
were content to enjoy toe cool shade of 
the trees.
.TASTE WITH —I 
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pany employees in its fold, the 
Dofasco workers are not union­
ized. The company pays its em­
ployees on a par with the other 
steel makers and, in addition, 
operates a highly successful 
profit sharing plan so the em­
ployees reap-benefit from their 
contribution to the company’s 
success; The result is not only 
happier, more prosperous em­
ployees, but the company -has 
not been faced with the strikes -. 
and threats of strikes that have - 
marked the history of the steel 
industry in Canada.
Some other well-known com­
panies which operate - similar 
plans are Canada Packers, 
Simpsons, Simpsons-Sears, Shell 
Canada, Imperial Oil, Proctor 
and Gamble, Warner Lambert 
and others. Bell Canada has op­
erated a stock purchase plan for 
its employees for many years.
There was a time when profit 
sharing was considered an inci­
dental benefit or a paternalistic 
measure on the part of the em­
ployers. As it becomes more ac­
cepted and more sophisticated it 
brings the hope that closer co­
operation b e t w- e e n employer 
and employee’ will supplant the 
obsolete antagonism and con­
flict. As one report phrases it,
selling him their goods and. 
services.
Legislation was necessary but 
Jacob S. Ziegel, professor of 
law at Osgoode Hall law school, 
says • efficient and effective 
teeth must be put into the laws.
“Sanctions for a breach of 
the legislation are often quite 
inadequate. They don’t deter, 
on the one hand, and they don’t 
compensate consumers for 
their losses on the other.”
FACES FINE
, For example, a dishonest 
merchant who falsely adver­
tises goods below their regular 
prices may be prosecuted un­
der section 33C of the federal ' 
Combines Investigation Act. If 
h° is convicted he can be fined 
$100 to $200.
“Obviously this penalty will 
not deter other merchants from . 
trying the same trick,” says 
Prof. Ziegel. “Nor will the con­
viction compensate the hun­
dreds or perhaps thousands of 
consumers who have been de-
ceived by the advertisement.”
Litigation is time-consuming 
and expensive. Few consumers 
are likely to risk a lawsuit to 
recover what may be a few dol­
lars.
One weapon gaining more 
popularity in the U.S. is called 
the class action. It is brought 
by one person on behalf of him­
self and all other persons 
claimed to have been similarly 
affected by the same wrongful 
act of the defendant.
What might otherwise be a 
single claim for a few dollars 
can therefore be converted into 
a 'collective or class claim of 
thousands of dollars.
LITTLE HELP
The Ontario Rules of Practice ; 
permit class actions of all 
types, but the rule is so crypti­
cally worded and has been,so 
restrictively interpreted that, 
says Prof. Ziegel, it is unlikely 
to prove suitable for consumer :
. purposes.
Another, difficulty is that in
significant as : automation re­
duces the demand for human 
labor and skills. There is some 
criticism that such plans tend to 
tie workers to one job for their 
lifetime and reduce the mobility 
of labor. And profit sharing can­
not be applied, to public serv­
ants as governments are not in 
the business of making a profit.
But there is a great deal of 
scope for profit sharing in the 
private sector. In the years to 
come it might become the fun­
damental form of remuneration, 
meeting, the social and eco­
nomic needs of the new society 
and providing workers, even 
those in dull and repetitive jobs, 
with an incentive to be as effi­
cient and productive as possi­
ble.'. .■ ■
could afford to launch a class 
action on those terms.
. One answer is to have On­
tario adopt the U.S. rule , where 
each side carries its own costs. 
Another: would be to authorize 
the provincial minister of con­
sumer and commercial rela­
tions to bring consumer class 
actions .in a' manner similar to
Sept. 7, 1972 ...
The Frontenac, first Ca­
nadian steamship on the 
Great Lakes, was launched 
156 years ago today—in 1816 
—at Ernestown (now Bath),
Arabs Killings 
Not Excusable
The tragic murders of Israeli 
athletes at the Munich Olympic 
Games by members of the Pal- 
estine National liberation 
Front is one more indication 
that Israel and her Arab 
enemies must sit down, and 
negotiate some kind of peace.
PNLF killings, bombings .and 
kidnappings are inexcusable, 
but because of the nature of 
their methods, they cannot be 
dealt with summarily. Any at­
tempt to rush the PNLF killers 
who bypassed the Olympic Vil­
lage apparatus, for example, 
could have meant instant death 
for all the Israeli' Olympic 
team.
At the same time, the scope. 
of their activities now is so 
wide—global in effect—that the 
Olympic murders necessitated 
the intervention of West Ger­
man Chancellor Willy. Brandt) 
and a crisis meeting of the Is­
rael cabinet.
i In Canada, a few weeks ago, 
we had the disgusting spectacle 
of rabble-rousing union leader 
Marcel Chartrand going to the
Middle East as a “guest” of 
the PNLF and expressing 
rather brazen opinions about 
this acceptance.
DESERT HORROR
Nor should we forget the hor­
ror in the desert in 1970 when 
the PNLF planned the hi-jack­
ing of several big jets, threat­
ened to blow them up in the 
desert and did so—fortunately 
with no loss of life to crews and 
passengers.
The threat from the PNLF is ■ 
no longer contained in the 
Middle East.; Technically any­
one Who flies, or any Israeli on 
his lawful business in the 
world, politician,, businessman, 
diplomat, athlete, can die at 
their hands. Why does the 
PNLF flourish?
The cause of course, is what 
has become the most con-
of all, the expulsion or flight 
whichever was the reason, of- 
Palestinian Arabs from thei^ 
lands and homes before ancx 
during the first Arab-Israeli' < 
conflict, 1946-49,
Every other global crisis of ■ - 
those early postwar years, Ber­
lin, “the cold war" has either 
been resolved in a way satis­
fying to both sides, or changed 
by events. The plight of the 
Palestinian Arabs has never 
been negotiated and events 
have made it worse.
The PNLF itself is clearly be­
yond any kind of negotiation 
and the bulk of its members, -. 
refugees born and raised in the 
festering refugee camps are be­
yond reconciliation. Their ha­
tred for Israel is all-consuming 
and permanent.
At the same time, both Israel 
and the Arab nations insist the 
plight of the Arab refugees, 
swollen by an additional gener­
ation born and raised in-the 
tent camps, is insoluble. Israel 
has always claimed the Arab 
refugees fled their Palestine 
homes of their own accord.
BOTH TO BLAME
The Arab states, cynically Ig­
noring the fate of what are now 
one million stateless Arabs, re­
fuse to absorb any of them and 
say their fate is an Israeli 
problem.
And both sides are wrong. Is­
rael now has a large Arab pop­
ulation as a result of her con­
quest of Arab lands in 1967. Ab­
sorption of some or all of the 
Arab . regugees would not 
constitute an internal threat as 
once claimed. Indeed more 
voices in the Tel Aviv press 
and the Knesset are.now, saying 
Israel must negotiate with any 
Arab state mildly interested in 
talking terms, such as Jordan.
The onus is equally on Arab 
states, moderate ones like. Jor­
dan, Tunisia and Morocco to 
make a move from, their side. 
It is1 the rich and indulgent 
Arab princes and military dic­
tators who also Have the1 Arab
Arctic Wind Caused 
economic Disaster
By BOB BOWMAN
Sept. 7,1883, was a. black day 
on the Prairies. The tempera­
ture dropped sharply in an Ar­
ctic wind and crops were 
ruined by frost. The entire con­
tinent Was suffering from an 
economic depression at the 
time and conditions on the 
Prairies were so bad that a 
Montreal milling company of.
U.S. Coast Guard Developing 
System For Spotting Oil Spills
AZUSA, Calif.'(API —The tent determined so that clean-up
It also will make a film rcc- ( 
ord of spill and ship for evi­
dence in prosecuting violators 
of international oil spill agree- * 
ments.
By 1075 the Coast Guard plans 
to have the equipment installed 
in airplanes which will patrol 
the country’s shores, scanning n 
50-mlle. offshore strip of ocean, 
spokesmen say.
Although accidental spills 
such as those resulting from 
collisions arc a big pollution 
problem, the Const Guard says 
“operational spills" arc prob­
ably more serious in total ef­
fect. Many of these result from 
ships pumping bilges or clean­
ing oil tanks in coastal waters 
without reporting it.
A system to'detect these pol­
luting ships under all weather 
and light conditions was de-' 
signed by Aerojet ElectroSys- 
teins of Azusa.
SEVERAL SENSORS
The company’s engineers had 
to incorporate a number of dif­
ferent sensors to do the job. 
The system has a radar semor 
which sweeps the occnn for 25 
miles on either side of the air­
plane, an infrared scanner for 
use in darkness, a microwave 
iinagor which is said to be very 
reliable in nearly all weather 
conditions, n low light television 
camera and n photographic re­
cording .system that develops 
film in minutes.
Attached to the sensors is nn 
alarm which alerts the airplane 
crew to ships spotted liv the 
wide - inngmg ladar. In the 
event of n spill, a ship’s oily 
wake will show up on one of > 
the Hit O| ■. nod tile all (llltt will
steamer in service on the 
Great Lakes. The smaller 
American steamer Ontario 
had been c o m p 1 etc d in 
April.
1959—Premier Maurice
Duplessis of Quebec died.
1952-pen. Naguib,
backed by Col. Nasser, 
seized power in Egypt.
1870—The British warship 
Contain foundered off Spain, 
killing 472.
1822—Brazil declared its 
Independence.
1778—Daniel Boone fought 
off Indians at Boonesbor- 
ough, Ky.
which to live. Space was left 
for a window or two but thera 
was no glass, so canvas or ani­
mal skins were used instead. 
Heat was usually provided by a 
sheet-metal stove. <
One of the greatest dangers 
was grass fires, After enough 
sod had been obtained for 
buildings,flhe next task was to 
- plough a trench around the 
homestead as a fire-guard. <
Settlers who were caught In
_. . ' fires could only escape bylight-
Tllis situation was one of the -Ing backfires on the leeward 
factors that led to Saskatchc- side and move onto the burned 
wan Metis sending a delegation area.
. to Louis Riel in Montana asking Their food was chiefly po« 
him to return to-Canada to bo tatoes, and. occasionally , fur- 
their leader. nips, peas, and carrots; Staples
Farmers also met In Winni- were flour for bannock, bread 
peg in December and formed
booking for tile best way to move goods to, from 
and withinWestem Canada? 1
' t I / ' I 111 1 /J > f
j We’ve got the inside track ,, 
CN uses high speed express trains 
to move goods to end from major 
distribution points in the Prairie 
Provinces. Our fast and.flexible truck 
> operation. Is used to complete deliveries 
Oui^ trudks and trains are on the 
; move every day. of the working week. 
CN Express handles your shipments 
all the way/at competitive rates and , 
you will receive only one invoice. 
Add the fact that our minimum 
rates are some of the lowest in the 
business and you’ll see why wo claim 
to have tho inside track.
When shipping dr ordering goods, 
route them CN Express. When it comes 












were still searching for the 
robbers.
City Park Oval 
Kelowna


















place the one inherited from 
Britain*.
zen.




Would Prefer Dual Citizenship
. TORONTO (CP) — Several 
Immigrants from Trinidad and 
Tobago, currently working in 
Metropolitan. Toronto, Wednes­
day urged that the Islands’ new 
constitution include a dual citi-
The present one has been In 
effect since independence .was
ag
achieved .in 1962.
.' zenship clause with Canada.
They presented their plea to 
five travelling commissioners 
from Trinidad who are collec-
' ting opinions from their' nation­
als all over the world before




STURDIES BAY (CP) — The
The commissioners are Sir
Dr. SelwynHugh Wooding 
Ryan, Mr. Justice P., T. 
Georges. J. Hamilton Maurice
and Michael de la Baptiste.
- One immigrant, Neville Rob­
ertson. said: “We wish to re­
tain ties with our homeland. To 
see ourselves we,must go, home
from time to time.
He said that unless dual citi
zenship became legal it would 
be impossible for him to be­
come a Canadian citizen and to
own land in Trinidad or even-to
return there on visits as a citi
The commissioners will visit
Galiano Island ' Planning Com­
mittee, in a plan presented Wed­
nesday, suggested MacMillan 
. Btoedel Co. Ltd. be forbidden to
subdivide its 9,000 acres on the 
island for 50 years. The forest 
company holds timber rights on 
9,000 of-the 14,000 acres, on the 
island. The freeze is intended to
prevent the company from con­
verting the land to recreational- 
residential use.
VANCOUVER (CP)— British
Columbia MPs, rep to a 
survey by Pollution Probe - Ot­
tawa, an environmental group, 
said they favored more govern­
ment action on urban transpor 
tation.; In replies to other ques­
tions, the MPs said they favored 
more action on birth control and
were split in their attitudes on 
further liberalization of abortion
BANDITS GET S 1,5 39 ,
VANCOUVER (CP) — Two
Montreal, New York and Lon
don before returning to Trini
men got away with $1,539 Wed­
nesday when they held up a 




BUENO SAIRES (Reuter) -
Argentine police said here Mon­
day they have smashed a drug 
smuggling ring which had ship­
ped about 1,000 pounds of her?
oin to the United States from
ALOHA LADIES














SEPT. 12 and 13, 1972
4:30 and 8:00 p.m.
2 PERFORMANCES DAILY
Bring your camper
on th s 20-hour
inside passage
m n -era se!
Travollore havo called It "the most spectacular coastal 
scenery In the world!" It’s tho North Pacific's Island- 
aholtered Inside Passage, first discovered bv oarly 
Spanish explorers. Now, sail It on the Queen of Prince 
Rupert, northbound or southbound, between Kelsoy 
Bay on the northern tip of Vancouver Island, and Prlnco 
Rupert; tho world’s thlrd-largost natural port, Just bolow 
tho Alaska panhandle.
Enjoy your own private stateroom, dfao on frosh B.C 
salmon aboard a slook, crulso-llko ship noted for 
friendly service. Photograph soaring mountain peaks 
masalvo glaciers, mountain waterfalls and forost-clar 
Islets.
Thon, with your own camper, car or trailer, return via 
paved Canadian highways along tho Totem Circle from 
Prlnco Rupert, Visit 'Ksan, famed authentic ro-creatlon 
of bn ancient Indian village. Set your sights on big 
game. Fishing? Tho best! You may even seo black bear 
scooping steelhead from tho mighty Skoena River 
Pass through old gold-rush country, sampling Cariboo 
country beef-steak along tho way. Then head down tho 
lovely Fraser River Valley to Vancouver end homo. Or 
do tho trip In reverse.
Queen of Prince Rupert Schedule
Summer sailings (May 8 - September B1) northbound 
from Kelsey Bay and southbound from Prince Rupert 
on alternate days.
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New Bay Orchard Park Store Hours 
Open Daily 9:30 to 6, Ihurs. & Fri. 9:30 to 9, <
If you think a really good mattress and 
boxspring have to be expensive—think 
about this! The queen size Royal Rest Unit 
by Sealy. . .with 510 supportive coil 
springs, quilt top mattress, 14 gauge 
f lexolator crown, rayon damask ticking, 
plastic handles, and the famous Sealy 
reputation. Now, think about the LOW sale 
price. . .It's a royally good buy! Think 
about it — but don't miss it!
Twin, 2 pee. unit 129.00 
Double, 2 pee. unit 149.00 








Redecorating? Plan your new bedroom 
around a Patrician Quilted Spread of satin 
acetate. Glowing solid colours to Inspire the 
decorator. Easy throw style to please the 
bed-maker. And low, low priced for the 
smart bargain hunter. Turquoise, gold, blue
Double, only 39.99
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Fall NuptialsSetting For
Rutland United Churc SWINGING 
PARTNERS
By K.M.
Six squares of dancers
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER '. Karen Dorothy Anderson of Edmonton became the bride of 
David Boyd Finlay of Wetaski- 
win, Alta., in a late afternoon
. ceremony solemnized in Rut­
land United Church on Sept. 2. 
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Clause 
Anderson'of Rutland and the 
groom is the son of Mr. and
.. Mrs. David Finlay of Mayer- 
thorpe, Alta.
‘ Two baskets of yellow mums, 
‘ white daisies and purple gladioli 
formed the background for the 
double-ring ceremony conduct­
ed by Rev. F. A. Lewis. Soloist 
Arnold Peters of Rutland sang 
the 23 Psalm and Wedding Ben­
ediction. Mrs. William .Drink­
water of Rutland was organist.
Pompadour satin was the 
choice of the bride who Was 
given in marriage by her fath­
er. Her princess-line gown was 
accented with white daisies out­
lining the front panels, the neck­
line and a single row trimmed 
the full-length sleeves. Her self­
designed and self-made head­
dress of white silk roses and 
miniature velvet roses held a, , MR. AND MRS. DAVID FINLAY
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HITHER and YON
Recent visitors during the 
long weekend with Mr. and Mrs. 
Michael Utley, formerly of Kel­
owna, now of Vancouver, were 
their daughter^ Maureen of Kel­
owna and Mrs. Utley’s brother, 
Clifford; Robillard and his wife 
Marlynrie from Campbells Bay, 
Que. While in Vancouver the 
guests rode the Grouse Moun­
tain chairlift, walked across the 
Capilano swinging bridge and 
snapped many photographs in 
Stanley Park. The Robillards 
and Mr. and Mrs. Utley then 
travelled by car to Victoria and 
Long Beach before «the Robil­
lards leave tor Kelowna and' 
Banff.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Valair 
of Vernon.celebrated their 62nd
wedding anniversary on Labor 
Day weekend. The’family gath­
ered at the home of their young­
est son/ Linwood r of Lakeview 
Heights in Kelowna’ for dinner 
and an evening of reminiscing. 
Mr. and Mrs. Valair were mar­
ried in Vernon 62 years ago and 
have lived there since. Their 
five sons and most of their fam­
ilies who still live in the Okana­
gan extended their best wishes 
to > the Valairs for good health 
and happiness.
Weekend visitors with Mr. and 
Mrs. Philip Daum, Lawrence 
Avenue, were Mr. and Mrs. 
Merle Luiselle of Richmond 
and Mr. and Mrs. Pete Suder- 
man of Clearbrook, B.C., who 
liked the Kelowna sunshine dur­
ing the Labor Day holiday.
Segrowof dSr!Srgk4. §uests at the reCepti°n at
crescent shaped bouquet of 
white stephanotis,. yellow sweet­
heart roses and baby’s: breath.
An old gold locket, borrowed 
earrings, rfew* shoes-and'blue 
garter formed the traditional 
‘something old’ rhyme. • <.
Cathy Anderson of Rutland 
served as maid of honor for her 
sister and another sister, Jack- 
' ie Anderson of Vancouver was 
bridesmaid. . Glenda. Gourley, 
the groom's niece of Fort Larig- 
ley, B.C., was flower girl ’and 
ring-bearer was his nephew, 
Daryl Gourley of Edmonton.
groom’s mother who chose a 
robin’s egg blue nylon sheer 
over satin dress with matching
DAISY TRIM ■
The maid of honor’s dress of 
yellow crepe was a princess 
styled gown similar- to the 
bride’s gown. Mauve daisies 
lined the three seams on her 
sleeves. A sleeveless floor- 
length dress in mauve crushed 
velvet was worn by the brides­
maid. A row of yellow daisies 
centred the empire waistline. 
.They both carried a nosegay of 
white shasta daisies and baby’s 
breath. • - ‘ -
The flower girl's floor-length 
dress was of yellow crepe and 
she carried a basket of white 
daisies.
Evan Brown of Mayerthorpe, 
Alta., served as best man and 
groomsman Was the bride’s 
cousip,. .Gary Anderson of 
Mayerthorpe^ Ushers were Mar­
vin1 Mattson of Edmonton • and 
Doug Donahue of Whitecourt, 
Alta. ■ /
Mrs. Anderson chose, a deep 
rose nylon sheer over taffeta 
yith a matching sleeveless' coat 
for her daughter’s wedding. 
Silver accessories and a white 
cymbidium orchid corsage com­
pleted her costume.
Assisting her in receiving the
sleeveless coat, A similar cor­
sage accented her ensemble.
The bride’s table was laid with 
her maternal grandmother’s 
damask linen cloth. The silver 
knife used, to cut the cake was 
also her maternal grandmoth­
er’s, Mrs. C. Gadsden of Cal­
gary, who was unable to attend. 
The cake’ was decorated with 
line yellow roses’and white car? 
nations and baby’s breath. The 
layers were separated with 
small wine glasses with a yel­
low rosebud in each glass. The 
toast to the bride was proposed 
by Harold Anderson, the bride’s 
uncle of Mayerthorpe and Evan
4
A
Brown of Mayerthorpe toasted
the bridesmaids. Master of cer­
emonies was Albert Anderson 
of Edmonton.
For' a honeymoon at Okana­
gan-points the bride donned a 
double-knit pant suit in navy 
with body shirt of red to match 
the red in the vest. White ac­
cessories and a, white gardenia 
corsage completed, the outfit
Out-of-town guests were from 
Edmonton, Mayerthorpe, San- 
gudo, Alta., Peace River, Alta.’, 
Barrhead, Alta., Leduc, Alta., 
Whitecourt, Alta., Blue Ridge, 
Alta., Calgary, Alta'., Victoria, 
Prince George, Port Alberni, 
Fort Langley, Peachland, Win­
field and Minneapolis, Minn. , 
The couple will make their 
home at 4524 - 51 St., Wetaski- 
win, Alta. 
ANN LANDERS
Annual Driving Trip Is 
Hell In An Automobile
Exemplar Chapter Starts Season 
Withx Poolside Planning Party
XI Alpha Sigma held its “Be­
ginning Day” activities pool­
side at the Albert Parker resi­
dence under a hot Okanagan 
sun. A terrific turnout of mem­
bers was present with three 
guests, Mrs. Frank Miki, Mrs. 
W. Osborne, and,. Mrs. Roger 
Cline in. attendance along with 
Mrs. Al Duncomb, a transferee 
from DawsOn Creek and Mrs. 
Jim. Sexton . transferring from 
Tsawwassen; Members were de­
lighted to have. these ladies in 
attendance.
A delicious luncheon planned 
by the social chairman, Mrs. 
Bud French was served buffet 
style and enjoyed around the 
pool after the majority of mem­
bers had a swim.
When lunch was completed a 
short business meeting was held 
with a. resume of activities 
forthcoming given by the dif­
ferent committees. Also pro­
gram .books and year- books 
were distributed among mem­
bers.
The first business meeting will 
be held on Sept, 14 at the home 
of president,'‘ Mrs. • George 
Chantier, with .Mrs.-Ed Hacke 
and Mrs. Gerry Lamboo pre­
senting the cultural program 
and Mrs. Bud French and Mrs. 
William DiPasquale preparing 
refreshments.
PLUMP AND JUICY
Plump kernels mean juicy, 
sweet; -tender corn. • •
Dear Ann Landers*. My hus­
band and I just returned from 
a 10-day trip that I will call a 
‘'vacation” for lack of a better 
word. Actually it was hell in an 
automobile. When two high- 
strung, short-tempered people 
are incarcerated in a car for 12 
hours a day at a stretch, one 
begins to consider the advan­
tages of murder.
My husband thinks of a trip 
as the shortest distance be­
tween two points. He takes 
c ha r g e—bossing; bullying, 
barking orders and making de­
mands. He ‘ will tolerate no 
browsing, no time to enjoy any­
thing, no opportunity to learn. 
He even resents it when I ask 
him to stop so I can use a rest 
room; He’ll pull off the road for 
lunch or supper at the crum­
miest dives you can imagine. 
At home he wouldn’t think; of 
eating in a greasy-spoon joint 
but when we’re on vacation 
anything is good enough.
. If I take the wheel to relieve 
him for awhile he criticizes my 
driving! and yells the whole 
time. After an hour, my head 
feels like a block of concrete.
I, hate these annual driving 
trips and have suggested that 
we take separate vacations. In 
fact it would be a vacation for 
me if he’d go alone and leave 
me at home. I don’t care where 
he goes, with whom or how 
long he stays/He won’t hear of 
it. I must go.
Be a referee, please. Let him 








DOG FOODWF W ■. Rover. 25% oz. tins
CORN FLAKES... ...
REEFARONI
BbfBmmiR FIIbVIH 15 oz. pkg....................
tended the party Saturday.] 
evening in the Summerland 
High School with Ray Fred­
rickson as ealler. Dancers were 
present from Westbank, Kel­
owna; and Penticton for the 
party sponsored by the Cham­
ber of Commerce Fall Fair.
Saturday evening the Peach 
City ' Promenaders hosted a 
party in the Legion Hall, Pen­
ticton with Bill' Dyck as caller. 
,■ Sept. 9, the sipg-a-long will 
be held in the Winfield Com­
munity Hall. The program is 
all chatter, no patter and Val­
ley callers and teen callers will 
be giving out with a program 
of your favorite singing calls. 
President John Hutchinson of 
the OCTA will be emcee for this I 
event.
Sept. 16 the Wheel-N-Stars 
will host a party in the Legion 
Hall, Penticton, with George 
FyaU as caller.
Beginners' class for Grade 3 
and up with square dance par­
ents will begin at 8 p.m. at
Dear Never: I cast my vote 
with you, lady. I 'think your 
husband should go by himself 
and let you spend those 10 days 
at home. And while you’re 
there, why don’t you do some 
writing? I love the way you put 
words together.
Dear Ann Landers: Keeping 
people alive with drugs; tubes, 
needles, blood plasma, mechan­
ical devices and so on is not 
wrong. God takes everyone 
when he is ready to take them. 
Your advice borders on the sac­
rilegious.—Dallas Reader
Dear Dallas: Sorry, but a 
great many terminally-ill 
patients are forced to vegetate 
(I hesitate to use the word live) 
because even though God was 
ready—the relatives weren’t. 
There is a great deal to be said 
for death with dignity.
I DO NOT PULL OUT
If you are stung by an insect 
I that leaves a noticeable stinger, 
do not attempt to pluck it out as 
I this will only force the-remain- 
I ing venom into the system.
at-
Alex and Sheila McClellands.
Oct. 10 round classes will be­
gin at 8 p.m. in the Women’s 
Institute Hall, Kelowna, with 
John and Kay Hutchinson as in. I 
structors. This is for square 
dancers only, wishing to learn 
the basics in round dancing. 
For further information call I 
John and Kay at 769-4683. Any­
one interested in square .danc­
ing now is the time to get 
started, as classes begin in this 
area Sept. 25 .or earlier.
? The; Circle “K” square dance 
club will accept any dancers 
that have danced before and 
have been away for awhile and 
new dancers are welcome .to 
join them on their regular 
Thursday evening classes be-1 
ginning sometime in October.
। For further information call: 
: 763-7110 or 765-5005.
The Twirlers beginners’ 
group will start Sept. 13 in the 
Winfield Elementary School; if 
I sufficient people are interested. 
, The beginners can then join the 
* Oct. 11 class. Interested dancers 
; living in Westbank or Kelowna 
i area call Adult Education? Of­
fice, 762-4891 or Art Dunn 763- 
■ 3005.
VITAMIN SOURCE
Half a cup of canned tomatoes 
[ contains about half the daily re- 
; quirement . of vitamin C and 
' about one third: the needed vi- 
> tamin A.
" ' CORRECTION
The account of the wedding of 
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Edward 
Anderson who exchanged mar­
riage vows in the Rutland Sev­
enth-day Adventist i Church was 
incorrectly reported as a double­
ring'ceremony.
SIGN OF AGE
-Dimples are a sign of old age 













Betty Farrally and 
Qualified Staff.
Ballet, Jazz, Highland and . 
Adult Slim and Trim.




To maintain Its freshness, 
corn must be chilled immedi­
ately after picking, held under 
refrigerated conditions and used 
within one to two days.
REZ
EVERYTHING MADE OF WOOD 
. DESERVES THE RICHNESS OF REZ!
Wood is one of nature's most versatile and at­
tractive materials. But to remain decorative 
and functional, it must be protected from out­
door elements and the wear and tear of normal 
use indoors or out. One of the best—and easiest 
—ways to do this is by sealing, staining, pro­
tecting and beautifying with REZ.
Deep sealing REZ is the result of chemical re­
search, and it.makes it possible for anyone to. 
obtain a professional finish, even the first time 
around, indoors or out, in one simple operation,
REZ PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FOR
Staining exterior wood. 
Outdoor furniture.
Staining interior wood. 





The Homeowner's Guide identifies the REZ fin­
ishes available, and describes the steps to be 
followed in using them. We hope it will be 
helpful to you in all your wood-finishing en- 
, deavors.
Drop in to Kelowna Builders today 








98c Breakfast SAUSAGE ’ 79c










Prices Effective thurs., Fri., Sat.r Sept. 7, 8,9 
Southgate Shopping Centre - South Pandosy Street




"! ‘PEACHLAND (Special) — 
Mayor Harold Thwaite and Aid. 
Des Loan clashed at a recent 
council meeting over a number 
M issues including the apparent 
Contravention of municipal by­
laws by a local restaurant own-
5;At a previous meeting, Aid. I 
Loan had questioned toe own­
er’* use of a trailer parked near 
the Old Timer Restaurant tar 
Storage and sleeping facilities. 
Aid. James McKay told council 
he had spoken to the restaurant 
bwner and understood that lease 
problems had prevented him 
from building an addition to the 




Issues Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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trailer be allowed to remain on 
the. site for one year.
Mayor Thwaite accused Aid., 
Loan of “persecuting” the rest­
aurant owner, saying, “We help 
people, not hinder them. They 
are doing a good job and pro­
viding a. service.’*
Aid. Loan replied he felt it is 
an aiderman’s, job to bring up 
matters which do not conform 
with municipal bylaws and when i 
he asked the other three aider­
men for their- thoughts on the 
matter, only one agreed with 
Mayon Thwaite. 1
On another topic, Aid. Loan 
submitted a signed complaint 
about truck tires, which have
been sitting on CPR fill pro-, 
andperty for several months 
asked that. a. letter be' sent to
PEACHLAND SOCIALS
New Secretary, Cable TV 
Blighlight Chamber Agenda
the company asking that they 
be removed.
Mayor Thwaite said he under­
stood the tires belonged to Ed 
Haymour, owner of the contro­
versial Rattlesnake Island re­
creational development, and 
suggested a letter be sent in-1 
stead to Mr. Haymour asking, 
for their ’removal.
Mr. Haymour. came under 
fire from Aid. Loan, this time 
over his apparent failure io 
take out a -municipal business 
licence for a ferry service to 
and from the island. , Mayor 
Thwaite replied that since the 
development is still before the' 
courts, “the municipality does; 
not want to legalize the opera­
tion by issuing a business lic­
ence.” Council agreed with the
Forestry Expert To Address 
Naramata Seminar Sept. 15-16
/ PEACHLAND (Special) — 
i ’A new secretary was appointed 
and cable TV in the commun­
ity was discussed at the Tues­
day directors’ meeting of the 
Yfeachland and District Cham­
ber of Commerce.
BMrs.' Helen. Keyes, a new- imer to the community, was | -appointed secretary of the 
i chamber for the balance of the 
year. President E. W. Lawby 
welcomed her assistance. The 
group has been without a regu­
lar secretary for the past few 
'‘months.
' ’; Carl Webber attended the 
^meeting to speak of his own 
1 -and Ken Livingstone's efforts 
I rto obtain a cable TV service in 
the community. A letter from 
' ;the Summerland cable TV sta- 
-tidn was read and it was sug- 
1 "gested a survey would show 
, interest in the community.
<. This must be done before any 
I ‘company can apply for a lic- 
. >nce in Peachland. Mr. Webber 
' "showed the meeting a petition 
I with approximately: 200 names
•on it, obtained in just a few 
I 'days. Directors agreed to carry 
on with an investigation and 
' take' the matter up with the 
’^Summerland company. It was I 
.’decided to ask representatives; 
to attend the next chamber 
'meeting to provide further in-1 
. .formation.
.The old Baptist Church was 
(the next item under discussion 
'and Bert Leboe, chairman of 
the church committee, announ- 
Jced his intention to pursue this 
'problem further. He stated his 
"committee was only concerned 
"with acquiring the building and 
»felt plans must be formulated 
fas to what use it can be put to 
‘in the community. It was de­
cided to form a committee 
* which will explore possible use, 
* estimated cost of operation, and 
; projected: revenue from the 
building. . ,
Entertainment chairman John 
Slivinki reported that - plans for 
the Harvest Ball social evening 
are going ahead, with the date 
set for Oct. 14 at the Peach­
land Community Hall. This 
event will take the form of a 
dinner and.dance and all cham­
ber members will be sent a let­
ter of invitation.
: Director Ken Horsby said he 
felt the chamber clean-up in 
the community was a great im­
provement, but it was not 
enough. Questions were asked 
as to jurisdiction of local beach­
es and Steve Zuk will obtain 
this information at the next 
meeting of municipal council.1 
Ken Horsby asked Aid. Des 
Loan if municipal council has 
given any more thought to a 
skating arena in the commun­
ity. Aid. Loan replied the mat­
ter has come up various times 
but nothing concrete has been 
done to date. Government as­
sistance to recreational facili­
ties was then discussed and Mr. 
Zuk will also raise this matter 
at council.
mayor’s position. '
Aid, Loan also brought up the 
matter of ownership of the 
CHBC television relay station in 
Peachland, which is registered 
in the name of Olive Thwaite, 
and suggested the matter be 
referred to municipal solicitors, 
in case future “complications” 
arose.
Mayor Thwaite said that at 
i the time the licence for the re­
lay station was approved, it 
could hot be - under the name 
of the municipality, so his 
wife’s name was used. To Aid. 
Loan he said: “I propose to do 
nothing about this matter and 
if you want to take this up, you 
must do the research.” -
Aid. Loan’s motion to have 
the matter turned over to the 
municipality's lawyers was de­
feated.
A .public education seminar1 
on forestry, with lectures by 
Dr. J. P. Kimmins of the Fa­
culty of Forestry, UBC; will be 
held at the Naramata Centre 
for Continuing Education, Sep­
tember 15 - 16.
i The Okanagan Similkameen 
Parks Society led the demand 
for the seminar and recruited 
the support of-other local en­
vironmental groups and Okan­
agan College.
A seminar organizer said the 
registration fee of $5 for the 




The J. H. Clements home on
Kroschinsky 
Wins Award




U.S. Citizens File 
For Voting Day
1 TORONTO (CP) — About 250 
United States citizens living in 
Toronto turned out for a voting 
workshop Wednesday night and 
filled out registration forms to 
vote in the U.S. presidential 
election Nov. 7.
> A 1970 amendment to the'U.S. 
voting act permits Americans 
outside their own country to 
vote or president so long as 
they have not been convicted of 
a crime.
There are an estimated 40,000 
Americans living in Toronto.
received another honor during | 
the Labor Day weekend. Dave i 
Kroschinsky won the Best Bat-1 
ter Trophy during the B.C. 
Senior B Men’s Fastball Finals 
in Kelowna. Dave, who pro­
gressed to senior status from 
juvenile ranks three years ago, 
plays left field for the Rutland 
Rovers.
The local team was the only 
one to defeat New Westminster,’ 
.eventual champions, ..early dur­
ing ’the competition. Another 
prominent local sports enthu­
siast, Rudy Runzer, was tour­
nament director.
Trepanier Creek was the scene 
over the recent holiday week­
end of a family reunion of Ilie 
Clements family, pioneers >f 
the community.
■Attending this get-together 
from out of town were Mrs. 
Dorothy Easton from Victoria, 
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Clements 
from Vancouver, Mrs. , Donna 
Varney and children from Nan­
aimo, Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Cou- 
ves and family from Cache 
Creek,’ Mr. and Mrs. George 
(Bud) Sismey and family, Mrs. 
Francis Delcourt and daughter 
Dianne, Mr. and Mrs. Darryl 
Delcourt and Mrs. Flossie Writ* 
ham, all from Kelowna. Not 
present were family members 
Mr. and Mrs. Gorden Whitham 
from Calgary and Mr. and Mrs. 
W. Zoellner from Nelson.
been kept low to encourage 
public: participation. The pro­
fessional and industrial fee is 
$25. For those who wish to stay 
at the Naramata Centre, the 
overnight charge, for room and 
meals Friday. (excluding break­
fast) arid the three meals Satur­
day; is $15; Room and .meal re­
servations are to be made di­
rectly with the Naramata 
Centre.
Advance registration for the 
two-day course may be made 
to the University of B.C., Centre 
for Continuing Education, Van­
couver 8, BiC.
Dr. Kimmins recently made 
headlines: by pointing out that 
clear-cut logging practices on 
the steep mountainsides in the 
coast timber areas are disas­
trous and appears to have some 
reservations about the clear-cut- 
r and-burn methods applied to 
the dry-belt interior upper 
county. I
He feels the public must have 
a general background of the 
balance of nature within the fo­
rests and of the history of vari­
ous logging practices in order 
to understand fully the signifi­
cance of the logging techniques 
in use today. A spokesman for 
the Okanagan Similkameen 
Parks S o c i e t y said in its 
concern for the preservation of 
some special wildnerness, areas 
in the Southern Interior! moun­
tains, the society has “observed 
with dismay a rapid increase in 
clear- cut logging in our forest­
ed uplands.”
“Those who ski our mountain 
tops or who hike the back 
country will be aware that to­
day very large areas, out of 
sight of the main valleys, are 
now being logged and burned 
clean, leaving behind a scene 
of utter desolation — a black­
ened desert, exposed to erosion 
and permanent deterioration. 
Or so it appears to the layman.
"But government forest offi­
cials, and the. timber companies 
themselves, assure the Society 
that all is well these days in 
the forests — that it is good 
forestry practice to harvest all 
sizes of trees down to a 4 inch 
diameter top, in a timber cut­
ting area, and to bulldoze and 
burn the slash so it will not be 
a fire hazard.
“They point to a “sustained 
yield”: program for . all our fo- 
ests, and recycling of new com­
mercial timber in ,80 years 
time.
“The impression is also 
abroad in the land that a mas­
sive replanting program is un­
derway in the Okanagan forests. 
But Parks Society members so 
far have found no evidence of 
tree planting in the Okanagan 
and Similkameen Valleys. 
Moreover, 1 careful reading of 
the publicity releases, in Okan- 
gan newspapers reveals that 
the replanting stories and pic­
tures actually describe work be­
ing done at the coast or in the 
Cariboo.”
PEACHLAND (Special) — 
Recent visitors at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Kroker 
were Mrs. Kroker’s cousins, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dudney, 
from Surrey, and her nephew 
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. 
Dave Orser, and friend Rick, 
from Lethbridge, Alta.
Former residents of the com­
munity, Mr. and Mrs. Peter 
Stym, now residing in West 
Vancouver, were ' guests last 
weekend at the home of Mayor 
and Mrs. Harold Thwaite.
and Mrs. Wayne Cobler were! 
their daughter and son-in-law 
and grandson, Mr. and Mrs. 
Harold Dirks, of Olds, Alta., i 
and Sheryl Wengel from Stewart 
Valley, Sask.
Ian, Mr. and Mrs. George 
Black from Nottingham,? Eng­
land; Mrs. Phyllis Aitkens and 
daughter Joyce from North 
Vancouver; Mr; and Mrs. Gene 
MaLintock from Vancouver 
and Mr. and Mrs. George Gibbs 
from Winnipeg. >
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Phelan 
recently hosted a family re­
union at their home on Beach! 
Avenue. Attending were a bro­
ther and. sisters of Mrs. Phe-
Recent visitors at the home ’ 
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilson, 
Princeton Avenue, were their 
daughter, Mrs, Rosemary Rid­




Burgers 3 tor $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70c




• Bath Tubs 
©Faucets 
O Shower Cabinets 
• Toilet Seats
O Vanity Basins 
©Toilets
• Stainless Steel Sinks
• Laundry Tubs
• ABS Plastic Pipe and Fittings. . ■ •
’•Everything for the do-it-Yourself Handyman”




Top Trade-In Value 












Mrs. Robert MitcheU is leav­
ing this week for Victoria, 
where she will seek medical 
care. Her niece, Fiona, will ac­
company her to the coast be­
fore she leaves to return home 
to England after: .spending; the 
summer here.
Visitors. at the home of Mrs. 
Myrle Ferguson recently were 
her son ■ and' daughter-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Ferguson 
from Terrace.
Mr. and Mrs. Lance Colby 
were recent visitors to the com­
munity jfrom Edmonton. .
Brian Flintoff made a visit 
home with his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Archie Flintoff, on Minto 
Street, before returning to the 
University of Edmonton.





CUSTOM MADE OR 
, BUT THE TABD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
n OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 7:30 ’til 5:30 MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . .. 
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 













FEDERATED LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 





Conducted by Audiotronics Enterprises Ltd.,
A clinic will be held in Kelowna on Thursday, Sept. 7 
to test hearing, check existing hearing aids, make ear . 
molds, etc; The tests are performed and results ex­
plained, without cost or obligation.
Should the individual require a hearing aid, quality, 
behind-the-ear hearing aids manufactured in British 
Columbia are available for
$125.00
Interested individuals or groups should contact 
P. M. Trenwith - Phone 762-2384 
933 Bernard Ave.








reg. $3 ea. 3 for 6"
Boasting Cordtex butterfly 
tif, "breathing" waist. Cool cot­
ton broadcloth. 2 back adjust­
ments. White. A 34-37< B 32-
42, C 34-44, D 32-44.
mo-
r
Personal Shopping; Intimate Apparel (IB) Kelowna.
Pork Free While You Shop Simpioni-Seura, Orchard f^rk,
..... / .. .. .... . . \. .... j.. ’.....  :.....i............ ..................... .. ,.... .............. . .............. .. ........... .................>.............. .................................... ................. ................ . ......... ........f. .............................. ............. ... . .. .............j.... ........
.................................................. ............. ...................................................
Nature Girls from
Daisy Fresh... who elsel 
$3 each
Showing off in silky nylon tricot. 
Lace-trlmmed. Straps and 2 back 
fasteners are adjustable. White 
or Skintone. With fluffy fibre­




Light and lovely, of sheerest mar­
quisette. Bra has full set-in cups 
with see-through upper section. , 
3 adjustments at back for good 
fit. White, Black or Skintone. 




Durable doubleknit tricot and 
satin faced powernet bra. Strong 
yet soft, supple and stretchy. Ad­
justable straps. Skintone. B 34- 
38, C 34-40, D 34-38,
Also with fibrefilled cups.
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Tretiak, The Mesmeriser 
Holds Canada To A Tie
::-Z/Z-s-ZZZZ ^.ZZ'Zv'
Strike One 1 
In Baseball?
I WINNIPEG <CP) — If Rus- 
I sia’s Valary Kharlamov is 
1 worth 81 million on the basis of 
I his play in the current hockey 
scries against Team Canada,
J J then young Soviet goalie Vladls- 
lav Tretiak must be worth half
L as much again.
I, The 2O-year-old Tretiak mes- 
’ merized the Canadians through 
{ two periods Wednesday night 
, as the teams play’d to a 4-4 tie 
i in the third game of the inter- 
'1 national clash.
-! The Russians won the first 
game in Montreal 7-3 and Can-
i ada took the second 4-1 in Tor- 
| onto Monday night.
I. Tretiak’s brilliant glove save 
> off Paul Henderson early in the 
; third, period Wednesday, night 
•. played a key role in producing 
: a tie. ‘ ,
( President Harold Ballard of
t
HARRY SINDEN 
j . upa and downs ...
7 Bruin coach said that should he 
1 return to the NHL he had
“picked up some ideas I’d like 
to toy.” ......
? ‘They do a lot of things we
don’t do. I can’t see anything 
wrong with a lot of the things 
they do.”
Asked if be felt a series in
mid-season, when the NHL 
players would have more game 
conditioning behind them, 
would make any difference in 
the Canadians, Sinden replied:
“We’d be somewhat better, 
but there’s no way we could 
beat this * club night after 
night.”
Even if the Canadians win in 
Vancouver Friday;: Sinden said 
she is not looking forward to go­
ing: into Moscow with a 2-1 lead 
for games Sept. 22, 24, 26 and
NEW YORK (AP) - For the | 
:irst time in the history of ma- I 
; or league baseball., a strike— I 
but not one thrown by al 
pitcher—could play the key role :| 
n determining the American I 
League champion in 1972. I
When the players struck last ||’ 
April for an’ improved pension I 
plan and stayed out 11 days. I 
the problem arose, but wasn’t I 
considered serious. I
The AL schedule was only de- I 
layed and the games missed I 
would not be made up, the own- I 
ers decided. I
But now with fewer-than four I 
weeks remaining in the regular I 
season, six clubs are In. con- I 
tention in each division- and I 
since* the title goes to the club I 
with the best percentage, - the I 
। ending could be controversial. . I
BION'S
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
FINEST QUALITY MEATS
ROUND STEAK Eu. ,k
\ vA;:.,Z''A' 'A' A Al A -'AAA- Z’: A;‘‘_ >7\A •.'
1 Toronto Maple Leafs of the Na- 
! t onal Hockey League put the 
J: 91 million price tag on Kharla- 
»* mov, but Tretiak has been the 
11 outstanding player Ln the three 
। games so far and he could be 
; the deciding factor in the eight- 
• game series that resumes in 
Vancouver Friday night.
, STOPS 38 SHOTS
» Wednesday night, he turned 
': back 38 shots, 32 of them in the 
; ’first two periods before the 
i fast-skating Russians finally
Sinden, meanwhile, admitted 
he had learned much from the
28.
"Each game here has been a 
monumental task in itself ” Sin- 
-den said, “and no, I’m not look-
i 
»
took away the play from the 
National Hockey League stars 
and held an 8-6 advantage in
visitors. The former Boston! ing forward to Russia.
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i' shots In the final 20 minutes.
« The Russian youth program 
' was also instrumental in lifting 
the team from a 4-2 deficit late 
in the second period on goals
; by Yuri Lebedev and Alexander 
Bodunov. ,
Erratic defensive -play by 
Canada led to the other two 
Russian goals, by Vladimir Pet­
kov and Kharlamov, while the 
Soviets were: short-handed. 
. It marked 'the third time in 
'three game's the Russian team 
has converted a Canadian 
power play to its own advan­
tage.
' J, P. Parise, Jean Ratelie, 
Phil'Esposito and Paul Hender­
son were the Canadian marks­
men.
• The fourth, game on the West 
Coast will .be carried nationally 
on the CBC television network 
starting at 5 p.m.. PDT. (8 p.m. 
EDT)
SINDEN relieved:
: Canadian coach Harry Sinden 
seemed relieved after the game 
that his.club had been able to 
. salvage a tie.
“We had- our ups and downs, 
so did they . . . just a super 
game,"- he said in a post-game 
interview. “It was a different 
type of game from Monday’s 
but there were more mis­
takes.”
Asked if the Canadians again 
folded under the intense skating 
of the well-conditioned Russians 
: after commanding an early 
lead, Sinden said the team 
“was quite fresh to start the 
third period."
If such was the case, then the 
Soviets’ kid line—Lebedev, Bod­
unov and Vyacheslav Anisin, a
The Good Ship B.C. Lions 
Just Keeps On Getting Leaks
VANCOUVER (CP) - Eagle 
Keys, who has been manning 
he pumps while the British Co-, 
umbia Lions slowly sink but of 
sight in the Western Football 
Conference; figures he has one 
defensive leak patched, but an­
other may have sprung. -
The Lions, who have fumbled 
their way to a 1-4 record this 
season, play the high-flying 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers tonight 
in the Manitoba capital and the 
outlook Isn't bright.
The Lions' paramount prob­
lem this, year, besides inconsist­
ent quarterbacking,' fumbleitis 
by: the running backs and. some 
less-than-glueffingered receiv­
ing, has been a defence that 
has allowed their opponents an 
average of 27.6 points a game.
The pass defence has been in­
adequate, but the main reason 
for the woeful defensive per­
formance has been the lack of 
a defence against the run and 
an inconsistent pass rush.
The Lions figure that area of 
their game will be bolstered 
with the return of defensive 
tackle Garrett Hunsperger; a 
stalwart last season, and 
middle linebacker Carl Weath­
ers, out since the second game 
with a leg injury.
HUNSPERGER IS KEY
Hunsperger “is the key to our
front .four,” Keys says.”
That should handle.the run, 
but in the meanwhile, the pass 
defence, none too strong before, 
will be weaker after a couple of 
injuries to key players.
Safety Dave Easley and de­
fensive half Mike Wilson are 
both limping and doubtful 
tonight, which means Keys has 
to juggle again.
Rookie Rocky Long, Mr. Ver­
satility for. the Lions this year, 
will start at • safety and Larry 
Highbaugh, ordinarily a flan­
ker, will see his' first-ever ac­
tion on defence in place of -.Wit 
:sohAA'AA£AA:AA':'rlAS”;:/:-A--
Long has seen action at quar­
terback, running back, flanker 
and defensive half so far this 
year for the Lions, and if he 
weighed. 40 pounds more, he 
might be. in the defensive or of­
fensive line as well.
HAD 13 DAYS OFF
The Lions have one advan­
tage for tonight’s , game.
If the dubs all finish with the 
same number of losses, Detroit 
Tigers would win the East and 
Oakland Athletics the West | 
since Detroit, only lost six 
games because of the walkout, < 
while Boston Red Sox and New 
York Yankees each lost seven 
and Baltimore Orioles eight. In 
the West, Oakland Athletics 
missed seven and Chicago 
White Sox eight.
Marvin Miller, executive di­
rector of the Major League 
Players' Association, agrees 
the setup is “unrealistic” but 
as to an advantage or dis­
advantage to the clubs, says, 
“You don’t really know until 
it's over."
Miller says that in April, | 
after the strike was settled, the 
make up games situation was 
discussed; with the owners. Mil­
ler said the players would 
mhke the games up in any way 
management desired but the 
owners' declared “We can Jive 
with it."
Only time will tell if the own­
ers will regret the decision."
They’re well-rested, having had 
13 days sincetheir last outing.
The Bombers,- on the other 
hand, are playing their second 
game in four days and are hop­
ing to climb out of a second- 
place deadlock with Saskatche­
wan Roughriders. The Bombers 
lost 32-21, to the Roughriders 
Monday.’
RUMP ROAST Can. Good, Can. Choice
1.09 
99c
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
The British ocean yacht 
Endeavour I was located 260 
miles off the Irish coast 35 
years ago. today—-in 1937— 
after breaking away from 
its tug during an Atlantic 
hurricane. Endeavour I was 
an unsuccessful challenger 
for the America’s Cup in 
. .1934.
RETURN HOME
A pair of wrens may come 
back to the same nesting place 
year after year.
trio of 21-year-olds in their first 
year with the Soviet national 
team—leaves the Canadian 
hockey dynasty, such as if is, 
in a precarious state. ■
The youngsters owned the 
puck whenever they were on 
the ice and Canadian goalten­
der Tony Esposito was 'hard- 
pressed to hold them off the 
scoreboard in the final period. 
BENCH VETS
The three appeared as a unit 
<at the expense of veterans Eu* 
" geny Zimin and Yuri Blinov, 
benched in favor of the youth 
movement by coach Vsevolod 
Bobrov.
“We played them to get some 
experience for the.young kids," 
Bobrov said through an inter­
preter. “That is why wel 
brought them . . . it was noli 
just our aim to win."
And he warned the Canadian 
reporters covering the series 
that the Russians “left some 
very capable young players in 
Moscow who will play for us 






W L Pct. GUL
Pittsburgh 83 46 .643 —
Chicago 71 61



















Houston 73 48 .557 0
Los Angeles 71 60 .542 11
Atlanta 61 72 .459
73 48 ,557 0
San Francisco 58 74 .439

















Detroit 71 60 .542 -
Boston 69 59 .539 %
New York 70 62 .530
Baltimore 89 62 .527 2
Cleveland 81 70 .466 10
Milwaukee 53 79 .402 18%
Wc»4
Oakland 77 53 .592 -
Chicago 73 57 .562 4
Minnesota 65 63 .508 11
Kansas City 62 66 .484 14
California 61 69 .469 16






LEAN BACON Bits & Pieces 
COIL GARLIC Maple Leal...
BOLOGNA Maple Leaf, By The Piece
AQp>3 Ibs. 1.99 








Alberta Grain Fed Red or Blue Brand. 
Canada Good, Canada Choice.FDAIITC Canada Good, riCVRI 3 Canada Choice
UlilhC Canada Good, FlllilrJ Canada ChoiceH* CIMC Canada Good,
lb. 3/C llUCj Canada Choice
ib. 83c 
ib. 69 c
FROM OUR DELI COUNTER
Cold Meat Cuts, CoHage Cheese, Italian Olives, Beef Bacon, Bulk Cheese
im i ilBUTTER- ■ill-1 vinegar Winston House, 128 oz.
Kelowna Toyota | COFFEE
Hwy. 97 N. . 762-5203 11 Maxwell House
CANNED MILK Pacific, tall tins




5 - 99cCLEAR OUT
OF ALL 1972 NEW MODELS
ONLY 40 UNITS TO CHOOSE FROM 
These Cars & Trucks Must Go .. .NOW
7 BRAND NEW 1972 F1RENZAS to choose from. . ..... ..... . A SL 4 Dr. Sedan Priced as low as
8 BRAND NEW 1972 VENTURAS to choose from..... ...... . A 2 Dr. 6 cyl. Sedan Priced as low as
7 BRAND NEW 1972 GMC TRUCKS. 8 cyl., 6 cyl., A Trans,, speed trans,, and 3 speed std, trans. Prices starting as low as
2 PONTIAC LEMANS 2’ Doors , 4 Doors.
| -I BRAND NEW 1972 SKYLARK 4 DR. IL TOP;
I Vinyl Roof. Factory air-cond., P.S., P.B., Radio, etc.
1 BRAND NEW 1972 PONTIAC. 2 Dr. II. Top. CATALINA
I P.S., P.B., Radio, Rear Defoggcr. '
1972 DEMONSTRATOR CLEAR OUT
ICE CREAM 
MARGARINE





Old Dutch, tri pack 2 99c
2 - 29c




BEEF STEW XV.... 
PEANUT BUTTER Kraft .. 
RUG SHAMPOO Glory ... 
APPLE JUKE
TIM s ll>. Plus 
IIDE 1 lb, free. King size ..
24 oz. 2 for 99* 
....... 40 oz. 1.19
24 oz. 1.69 
....... 48 oz. 49c
1.99
32 oz. 75cSALAD DRESSING Miracle Whip 
(REAMETTE'S SPAGHETTI.....
CAKE MIXES Duncan Hines. .... ...
MINI PUDDINGS Jello .................. .  4’s 59c
BKK RELISHES.. .. . . „ K. 3;or $1
VEGETABLE OIL w«t ... .. . . . . . . . <>z 79c
GRAPEFRUIT JUKEu™otalca „ m. 2 lm 1.09 
CUT GREEN BEANS,
Prices have never been lower on these “(14)” 1972 Low Mileage Fircnzas, 
Pontiac, Vcntumu, Lemons, Skylarks, Buicks, Riviera, and GMC y Ton
REMEMBER ALL ITi MUST 60
"NOW
- JACOBSEN St,
"YOUR TOTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
1658 Pandosy St Open 'til 9 p.m. Phone 763-7700










TOILET TISSUE Cashmere 
KOOL AID Unsweetened ...
Z 2 >b. 49c SUDDEN BEAUTY Hair Spray
19 oz. 2 for 99c PPC .fOODDiet
SEASONED GREEN BEANS, 
WHOLE KERNEL CORN YOrkHMllM 4,.,99c
SWIFT CANNED HAM ib. 139
KIDNEY BEANS Goodness Mo, 14 oz. tins 5 for 99c
TOMATO JUICE'K' .
DEVON PEAS . . .
STONE WHEAT THINS 
INSTANT CHOCOLATE
 59c 
 <. 49c 
. 9 „„ 49c 
. M oz. 89c 
14 oz. IlnslO for 99c 
. . . . . . .  4 tins99c 
... 14 oz. tins 6 for$1
LARD Silvcrlcnf
Weston’s — 10 oz. 3 for $1 
Hershey's .'2 lbs. 89c 
---- ... li>. pkgs. 5 for $1
SHORTENING?^”’...............;.. . . 1.49
CHEESE SLICES Kraft Canadian . ....... 16 oz. 99c
CLARKE'S SOUP 7 ,„, 99c
(REAM STYLE CORN York .... 10 oz, tins 6 for $1
GARDEN FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
GRAPEFRUITS




GRAPES Green seedless 
i POMEGRANATES
10 for 99c
5 ibs. 89c 
4,S1









Pay Your Power and Telephone Bills at Dion's 











Winning B Games Straight 
Possible, Says Orioles Boss
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
“There’s no reason to believe 
that we can’t win 23 games in a 
row."
Earl Weaver, Baltimore Ori­
oles’ manager insists that he 
ign’t flipping his baseball cap.
Optimistic as always, Balti­
more’s boss looked- on the 
-sunny side despite a tough 4-3 
loss to Detroit Tigers Wednes­
day night that dropped his 
team to fourth place, two 
games behind, in the American 
League East.
"We’ve spotted them - a 
couple," said Weaver. “There 
are 23 to go . . . and* we’ve got 
to get hot, that’s all there is to
The Tigers held on to first 
place by an unstable half-game, 
looking over their shoulders at 
the Boston Red Sox. New York
Boston, Rico Petrocelli
For Medals At The Games
MUNICH (CP) — Six medals 
were won and two lost Wednes­
day as sport returned to the 
20th Olympic games after 24 
hours of mourning for 11 Is­
raelis who were killed by an 
Arab guerrilla band.
Competition resumed shortly 
after a memorial service for 
the dead but when the Games 
started again, there were fewer 
participants.
Delegations from Israel, 
Egypt, Syria and Kuwait left 
and were followed by individ-
a drug banned by the com-■ and 16 bronze.- The U.S. had 
mittee. more medals—70 compared
The committee also withdrew 
the bronze medal won by the 
Dutch team in the 100-kilometre 
team pursuit event Aug; 24 be­
cause one of the four riders, 
Aad Van Den Hoek, .had taken
slon of Greco-Roman wrestling 
by pinning 400-pound Chris Tay. 
lor in a first round bout
In team competition, defend­
ing champion Hungary ran 
West Germany out of its own 
stadium, beating the Germans 
4-1 in soccer.
The victory before 80,000 fans 
saw the Dunai boys, Ede and 
Antal, each score a goal in the 
first half to lead the' way for 
the winners.
The victory puts Hungary in 
a powerful position to reach the 
final Sunday night since it now 
has two victories in Round 2 
play. West'Germany has.a tie 
and loss.
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Marcos Allows Olympiads To Stay
MANILA (Reuter) — Presi-
dent Ferdinand Marcos today 
reversed his order to the 77- 
member Philippine team to re­
turn home immediately from 
the Munich Olympics following
the Arab guerrilla attack on the 
Olympic Village.
The president said those' still 
participating - in the Games 
could stay oh. But those no 
longer competing should return 
as soon as possible.
Swede Fells Canada's Hopes
combination with the lists in the show-
German who has won a medal 
in every Games since > 1956, put 
a crimp in American title hopes 
in the super heavyweight divi-





with 64 for Russia—but had 24
100 PANASONIC ; 
ORHITELTV’0.
Suction Alone Will NOT Clean Rugs!
KIRBY AIR FLOAT 
VIBRATION AND SUCTION 
IS THE ANSWER
Adjusts with a touch for all rug heights.
uals, 13 from the 120-member 
Norwegian team. They all said 
that in light of the terrorism 
they were,unable.to continue.
It was a quiet day with .only 
two finals events completed. 
- Vassili Alexeyev of Russia 
emerged as the strongest man 
in the world as he hefted a to­
tal of 1,411% pounds to win the 
super-heavy weight weightlifting 
title.
And in fencing,. Csaba Fen- 
yvesi of Hungary won the gold 
in men’s individual epee.
TWO LOSE MEDALS
On the minus side of the led­
ger, the International Olympic 
Committee took medals away 
from an American swimmer 
and a Dutch cycling team be­
cause of the use of drugs.
Rick Demont, who swam to 
victory in '■ the men’s 400-metre 
freestyle last Friday, had. to 
forfeit his gold medal because 
a medication he used to fight 
asthma contained emphedrine,
the drug coramine.
Presence of the drugs was re­
vealed by tests which are man­
datory for all medal winners.
The medal standings after 126 
of 195 events showed Russia 
.eading with 27 gold, 21 silver
gold, 25 silver and 21 bronze.
In the unofficial point stand­
ings, based on the traditional 
10-5-4-3-2-1 scoring system for 
the top six final placings in 
each event, the. U.S. led with 
569.
Russia had 501, East Ger­
many 382' and Japan 229. Can­
ada,. in 16th position among the 
124 countries entered, had 32 
points.
The only Canadian participat­
ing Wednesday was heavy­
weight boxer CarroU Morgan of 
Antigonish, N.S. Hasse Thom­
sen of Sweden decked the Ma-; 
ritimer in the third round, thus I 
eliminating any hopes Canada 
had of gaining a medal or 
points in boxing.
The big surprise in the ring 
has been Teofilo Stephenson, a 
Cuban who stopped top-ranking 
Duane Bobick of the U.S. in a 
q u a r t e r-final heavyweight 
match Tuesday.’ Now the divi­
sion is a wide-open affair.
Bobick’s defeat marked the 
first time since 1956 that the 
heavyweight title will go -out­
side the U.S. ,
Wilfried Dietrich, . a West
NOW OPEN
in Kelowna 
Featuring all types of orna. 
mental iron works and de­
signing. Railings, lights, 
ornamental store fixtures, 
etc. Custom built boat trail­
ers.
“We weld anything that’s 
broken, except your broken 
hearts, and that we try."
Okanagan Welding 
A DESIGN SERVICES 




the defensive play of the game 
in the sixth inning. He dived to 
his right, gobbled Roy White’s 
sharp* grounder and threw to 
second base for a force-out play 
from, his , knees.
SIX-RUN RALLY
Joe Rudi’s two-run homer 
and Don Mincher's pinch two- 
run double featured a six-run 
third that carried Oakland over 
Chicago. Ken Holtzman won his 
16th game for the Athletics.
Rudy May pitched a six-hitter 
for California: Dick Woodson 
pitched Minnesota over Texas 
with a two-hitter and Cleveland 
took its first game on Buddy 
Bell’s two-run homer in the 
eighth while Milwaukee won 
the nightcap on homers by 
Johnny Briggs and George
Yankees,■ who lost to the Red 
Sox 2*0 Wednesday night, 
dropped to third,-1% games be­
hind the front-runners.. ।
While hot much daylight 
opened In the East race, Oak­
land Athletics opened some 
room for themselves in the 
West by bombing second-place 
Chicago 9-1. The victory gave 
them a four-game lead over the 
White Sox.
Elsewhere in the American 
League, California Angels de­
feated Kansas City Royals. IM.; 
Minnesota Twins blanked Texas 
Rangers 2-0 and Cleveland In­
dians and Milwaukee Brewers 
split a twin bill—the Indians 
winning the first game 4-3 and 
the Brewers the nightcap 5-2.
STRONG BULLPEN
The Orioles were victimized 
by Detroit's bullpen, which 
stretched its scoreless streak 
through-3 innings. This time, 
Chuck Seelbach came in to 
save Mickey Lolich’s 20th vic­
tory- The lefthander finally 
made the 20-game plateau on 
his fifth try.
Seelbach came to the rescue 
after four Baltimore singles 
had produced two runs in the 
Sixth: Lolich was . lifted after 
striking out Boog Powell ant 
' Seelbach then got the last out 
with two Baltimore runners on
Scott.
Not only are Pittsburgh Pi­
rates trumping the rest of the | 
National League East, but 
they’re doing it with five aces.
Nothing illegal, mind you. It’s 
•; ust that Pittsburgh’s pitching | 
staff, usually . overlooked, is 
starting to get some of the rec­
ognition it deserves.
“They have a good, steady 
pitching staff and they can 
send a good man out against 
you every game,” observed 
Chicago pitching coach Larry 
Jansen .after. .Dock Ellis 
blanked the Cubs 4-0 on seven 
hits* Wednesday night,
Elsewhere, Cincinnati Reds 
beat Los Angeles Dodgers 6-3, 
Montreal Expos trimmed New 
York Mets 7-3, Philadelphia
Phillies edged St. Louis Cardi- 





secutive victory equalled the 
Pirates’ longest winning streak 







Reggie Smith’ hit a two-out 
home run in the fifth inning id 
lowing Carl Yastrzemski’s 
triple and Bob Bolin choked off 
a threat in the eighth inning to 
give the Red Sox their triumph 
over New York. The victory 
was Boston’s 10th in 12 games.
While Smith and Yastrzemsk 
were the offensive stars for
lead in the East Division to 
13% games over the Cubs.
Wednesday’s Stars
Batting—Reggie Smith, Red 
Sox, blasted a two-out home 
run in the fifth inning for the 
only runs of the game as Bos­
ton, turned back New York 
Yankees 2-0.
Pitching—Di c k Woodson, 
Twins, pitched a two*hitter as 
Minnesota . defeated Texas 
Rangers 2-0.
CHUVALO WINS
TORONTO (CP) — Canadian 
heavyweight champion George 
Chuvalo has scored his 70th 
professional boxing victory. The 
34-year.old Chuvalo knocked 
out Charlie Boston of Now York 
in the second round of a bout tn 














Up to Age 21
Sept. 9, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Boys and girls myst be ae- 
companlcd by parents and 
bring birth certificates.
Registration 11.50. Total of 
125 for 28 week season, pay­
able by Oct. 30, 1972.
Above Includes howling, shirt, 
trophy anA registration dues.
MERIDIAN 
LANES




If this is your problem call the experts at 
GUY'S PAVING CO. LTD. 
(Locally Owned and Operated) 
Phone 762-2523 Anytime 





A TOYOTA COROLLA 
AND IT S YOURS.
Every Toyota dealer in Canada has put a 
combination lock on a shiny new Toyota Corolla 
Sports Coupe.
Whoever opens the lock, keeps the car? (One 
of 10 in all.)
Here’s all vou do to win*, just drop by your 
neighborhood Toyota dealership and pick up a 
combination. Then try it on the lock.
If it opens, congratulat ions.
But if it doesn’t, don’t go away. You may have 
won one of 100 Panasonic Orbit el TV sets. Or one 
of 1000 Panasonic wrist radios. Just check your
• I’O’-mUL* winnvLi must answer conectly a UJII-teMing question and qualify under contest rules.
10 TOYOTA COROLLA 
SPORTS COUPES.
room. If your combination is there, 
you’re a winner?
Come in to a Toyota showroom 
sometime soon. Take a Toyota for a test 
drive and play Toyota’s Winning v 
Combinations.
There are lots of prizes and lots 
of ways to win. And you’ll get a free 





COME IN AND PICK Ul» YOUR FREE TRAVEL GAME.
'if C-'n- > r*l co. M.vk H 11 • I 7 f’. ol O'-c,( Ic.i-ihOf t lino Wifioin'j Cooliinotioo!
KELOWNA TOYOTA LTD,
2320 Han ey Avenue — I cl.: 762-520.1
,i,4
I'j, ‘ -ft'- ' '. j ' pf-Ws '..-4-p:P;£hS'
BWt’WWi?LmP. 4®»4 ,*S
MS "'3» W Ss
—
t Is ■'•• ’Si*i» i'v
i PAGE XU E3ELOWNA DAILY COXJBIEB, THinUU SEPT. 7. V/tl
20 »> ^*1.39
COLD MEAT Excellent variety.............. 6 oz. pack
BAVARIAN SMOKIES v“_ _ _ _ _ _
. . . . 1.98
2 for 79c
. . . . . . . . . . 69c
... feature 1.59
. . . . . . . . . . 49c
........ 1.29
12 oz. T OQ 
spray, ea. 1.47
. . ,49c
, ASPIRINS ?K”pack bottle.................................................
TA ATU D A CTE.close up size-
I VUIUFfwl E Reg. or mint. % price ................
TAATU DDIICUEC Buy °neandget







“New by Dr. Ballards”




dUCEMIXES 1, „z. pack .„... 2 for 89c
lb: 79c GOUDA CHEESE MUd . .....
PAPER TOWELS “Kleenex” Assorted ........ 2 roll pack 59c
rDVCTAI C OranSc or Lemonade. Sungold. t\ 
i VvklulALd 3 oz. size. 2 envelope pack ........ . v pkgs. O7C
KETCHUP ubby s
. 4 pkgs. 1.00 
... 4 pkgs. 1.00 
5 tall tins 1.00 
....feature 1.39
IIAL1T DI II DC “Philips” Inside Frosted.
Livn i DULd3 from 15 watt to 100 watt bulbs
AA A C All I I AC Bernardin Wide mouthMAbUN LlUb 12 pack . ....................
3 boxes 89c ■.
' r-*
.■V
FEMININE NAPKINS ^c., 3fa pack
ItFI ATUC Asst> co'or8‘ Erc<5, 'J(K>|iVlnd' 26 pack. Feature price .......
Chicken Noodle. Liptons. yyUr 2 envelope p^ck .............
MILK Pacific evaporated.
SHORTENING 3%“°^
TOMATOES “Local” Vinc>ripcncd...... .................... lb. 29c
CABBAGE Excellent for Sauerkraut........................ lb. 9C
Mason Fruit JarsX“’-’: ■ .*2.79
DOG OR CAT FOOD .k
BEEF BURGERS K dof:. 85c
) ■ AIAAIM EC “Cremettes”, Fine, broad and
i rlVUULEJ Ex. broad. 10 oz. pack..........
’ CUAAADAA “Richard Hudnut”. Protein. 








/ i k '
PRIME RIB ROAST




ib. *1.29PRIME RIB STEAKSftnada Choice, Canada Good. Excellent for B-B-Q . . . - - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tMOKED PICNICS S ot Whole__________ lb. 49c BEEF LIVER Fresh, Skinned and Deviened    lb. 65(.
lb 45c COD FILLETS B. C. Smoked  ,...............................lb. 69cIjrkey HIND QUARTERS f ± 
SIDE BACON L........
of fee"Chase and Sanborn" 
atelli Dinners %
Bathroom Tissue 




"Capri" asst, color. 
8 roll pack . . .
6'“ 97c 
79c
10% OFF VEAL PATTIES Seasoned..........
Flour Robin Hood
Vinegar "Winston House". 128 oz. gallon jug 
Margarine Margarine . . .
Grade A Eggs ?.!,..
. . . .  99c
6 for 1.00
3 for 1.00 
.. . . . . .1.69
3 for 99c





Powdered MilkS... 5».«* *2.49
CHEESE SLICES ^es":....... i. . .
APPLE JUICE 4^.............. ................
PINEAPPLE JUICE _ _ _
TOMATOES WMe peeled ............... .............
BEEF STEW *.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DE AC CREAM CORN style. 
I End Fancy Aylmers. 14 oz. tins.................
DEAMC clJTGREEN0RWAXED- DEAIw 14 oz. tins ............—..........
WINDOW CLEANER ^"o^ray tor
SPRAY STARCH .1..........
- 99c RED KIDNEY BEANS
99c THROAT LOZENGES





... 16 oz. pack 97C
Your Choice 
MIX OR MATCH
. . .  4 for 89c
. . .  4 for 89c
2 for 99c




hETEDPEMT Punch heavy duty. UE I EKuEN I V/2 lb. Free. 6% lb. pack.........  .
DETERGENT .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLEACH al128 oz. gallon jug.............................
FLOOR FINISH




2.5 oz. "J rft, 
bottle...... I *3#
I Cantaloupe
AviHMAr lun^ b°x size- ; vranjes "Outspans".. 






12 oz. ft ftft 
tins 4 for 77<»
2 for 89c
..............each 1.89
"FEATURED FROM OUR IN-STORE BAKERY"
CINNAMON BUNS . . . 6 35c
DATE AND NUT L0AFSh.^ !2 each 55c
HOT BREAD ...................................... 5 te 95c
FROZEN FOOD FEATURES
DC AC ~ MIXED VEGETABLES. “Frozo” Brand ft Q fl 1 
rC Ad 2 lb. cello pack.......................................   4 for OVC
WAIAIAIEDC Banquet. Beef, Chicken or DINNeKj Turkey. 11 oz. pack......
FISH AND CHIPS 
ORANGE JUICE
'Donald Duck. 6 oz. tins ...
Fraser Vale, 
24 oz. pkg. ...
4 for 99c
STRAWBERRIES S l5 oz
IfC /"DE AAA “Noca” $a,,on P,uslic Pai1'I1X VltEAlVl Assorted flavors................
2 for 99c
69c
Open Monday to Saturday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
CORNER OFBERNARD AHO GIENMORE -PHONE762-3349
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
■b^:!4f 'EW:;. b'.vbAf^ . < - , : »b ,b .b'-Eib <3 b,; .■vb’fciA- /<■ ■ ■■■■ , ; . : . --bs^ ; v.bj.b ; ; .e ■ .b ::ii









I TOLD HIM THATAU.OF MY 























































































































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXYDLBAAXR 
fa LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. Io this sample 'A Is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc; Single letters.. 
< apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES .
L BCXCT EPTCE AC TPELTPQ, UBCR 
SNKRY HNT HCPT LO UNKQE ZPGC 
ZO JNRVCTXPOLXC UBCR NQE.- 
TNACTO HTNVO
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: CHARACTERS DO NOT CHANGS* 
OPINIONS ALTER. BUT CHARACTERS ARE ONLY D& 
VELOPED.-BENJAMINFRANKLIN
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Hexachlorophene 
Wasn't Banned
By George C. Thosteson, BLD. .
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Several 
years ago nurses at a hospital 
used a-Iotion for back rubs, and 
I have been using it ever since. 
Also a soap that contains hexa­
chlorophene.
. A doctor told me that since 
they both contain hexachloro­
phene I should no longer use 
them. My daughter, a volunteer 
at a hospital, says the lotion is 
still used there..
Is it really harmful to use in 
moderation? I am 64 and very 
healthy.—FJE.P. - ■
- I '
It’s plain to see the confusion 
over hexachlorophene still ex­
ists. ’ .
Hexachlorophene, is effective 
in suppressing germs; hence, 
its use in soaps and some other 
products.
However, studies-.-with ani­
mals showed ■ that it 'could be 
tdxic, causing brain damage. 
As with other materials that 
have been tested, large 
amounts were used. But since 
they did' cause damage, warn­
ings were issued concerning hu­
man use.
Hexachlorophene was not 
banned. It was simply a matter 
of making a public warning. 
Products containing it should 
be used with awareness' that 
the risk of. absorbing it is 
greater when used on broken or 
injured skin—on bums or skin 
disorders, for example.
It was widely used in hospital 
nurseries to ' combat staph
The two precautions are Dot 
to use it on broken skin and to 
rinse well after using it After 
all, you have used these prod­
ucts for years without apparent 
ill effect, and I see no reason 
for you to discontinue.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My son 
is just a year old and one tes­
ticle has: not come down. One 
doctor tells me to leave it 
alone, it’s not uncommon. An­
other says have it operated on, 
and. still another says wait until 
he is,5.
*' I’m very confused.—Mrs. 
G.L.B.
(staphylococcus) skin in­
fections. After. the recommen­
dation that its use be stopped, 
an increase in skin infections 
resulted. (Some hospitals, how­
ever, never had used it as a 
routine thing, for . total-body 
bathing .of babies).
The answer, at the moment, 
seems to be to use it as needed, 
but not as a daily thing for the 
little ones.
' For adults with intact skin, I
An undescended testis is not 
to be ignored. Keep track of the 
situation. But there’s certainly 
no urgency for surgery at his 
age.
I concur with the advice not 
to consider surgery until he is 
at least 5. At age 3 or 5, if it 
has not descended, hormone in­
jections— (chorionic gonadotro­
phin) may be tried, which may 
solve the problem.
Around age 5 the testis be­
comes more mature, and sur­
gery to bring it down can be 
undertaken then.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Would it 
be possible for a woman to be­
come sterile from watching 
color television over a period of 
eight hours? How many? Would 
eight hours be possible?—P.W.
No. I suspect that you have 
misinterpreted something you 
have read or heard.
Dear1 Dr. Thosteson: I have 
been taught that drinking 
plenty of water is essential to 
good health. Today there are 
people who drink very little wa­
ter, preferring juices, tea, soft 
drinks, etc., instead. Please 
comment.—Mrs. O.L.P.
N
It’s water, regardless of the
know of no objection to its various flavorings, so it isn’t 
use—the two items you mention harmful if all the water you
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WERE USED BY THE ANCIENT INCAS OF PERU FOR LONG SEA VOYAGES 
'• PROPELLED BY SAILS AND STEERED BY A SYSTEM OF RUDDERS 
-COBS/ST/NG OF. MOVABLE BOARDS POSITIONED VERTICALLY 

































on Casorso Rd. between 
Boyce and Bcchard Rds. 
Phone: 763-6707
8U>»IB,THATWERBOFMINB 
IS GE1TNG SO STINGY? f
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER





















East South West North
Pass. !♦ DUe Redble
Pass Pass 14 Pass
Pass 1NT 2V 3 NT
■ Opening lead—eight of hearts.
The luck of the. draw pitted 
the United States against the 
Italian Blue Team on the; sec­
ond day of the Olympiad, and 
the Aces suffered a crushing 
defeat in their first world cham­
pionship encounter with their 
distinguished opponents.
The Italians, playing mag­
nificently, garnered 63 interna­
tional match points to the 
Aces’ 3 and thus captured all 20 
victory points at • stake. Ihe 
U.S. team eventually recovered 
from this blow to finish second 
among the 39 competing coun­
tries, but getting the best of the
Italians on only one board out 
of 20 was hardly conducive to 
bolstering their confidence.
The Aces got the worst of this 
deal, which featured good play 
by both declarers. With Law­
rence and Goldman North- 
South for-the U.S., they reach­
ed three notrump and Garozzo 
led a heart.
■ Goldman went up with the 
king and, in view of the bidding, 
placed West with shortage in 
both minors. Accordingly, he 
cashed. the queen of diamonds 
at trick- two, followed next by 
the ten. It did not matter 
whether or not East covered; in 
either case Goldman was bound 
to make four diamond tricks.
However, Goldman was fight­
ing a losing cause, since all he 
could do was score eight tricks 
and go down one.
When Avarelli and Bella­
donna—playing the Precision 
Club—were North-South for 















guaranteed both majors and 
Belladonna took full, advantage 
of the artificial bid by also 
leading the Q-10, of diamonds. 
But Belladonna made the con­
tract because West’s opening 
lead at this , table was the ten 
of spades. He won in dummy 
with the jack, and he could not 
now be stopped from scoring a 






SUTTNERS AR3 IQp 
MANY. FOR MB TO FLY 
GUT AMONG THEM’. XU. 
WAVS TO AND BRI CXI 
But where? there 
ARB SEVERAL EXH5 
FROM THS AVON
WHAT ARB YOU REACH1NS FOR ‘ 





SOI LABOR N THE PRIVATE 
VINEYARD OF THE DUCHESS^. 
TAKING VERBAL BEATINGS .
REGULARLY ANP TRYING NOT 
TO WHIMPER
HEY? WHEN 






YOU KNOW WHATlS HAPPENINSTD US- 







CORNWALL, Ont. (CP) - 
Commons Speaker Lucien La­
moureux, expected to withdraw 
from the1 House at the end of 
the last Parliament, announced 
today that he will run again ria 
an independent in Stormont- 
EZundas.
Constituency Liberals had ar­
ranged a nomination meeting 
for Thursday night with a 
strong likelihood that riding 
president Brian Lynch would be 
named to contest the scat held 
by Mr. Lamoureux since 1062,
Mr. Lynch said today he was 
"somewhat surprised" ns there 
had been an "understanding" 
that Mr, Lamoureux—presiding 
officer of the Commons since
BREAK TAILS
Some lizards when caugh1 
may escape by breaking of 
the r tails.
OVAL TRACK RACING
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, SEPT. 10
Time Trials 1:00 p.m. — Racing 2:00 p.m- 




Admission: Adults $2.00 Students $1,50
Children: 50j? — Under 6 years free
YOUR HOROSCOPE
FRIDAY, SEPT. 8
Arles (March 21-Aprll 19): 
Begin immediately on a de­
tailed wind-up for the week’s 
doings, as you will have little 
chance to clarify anything 
later.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Budget both your time and 
money, take bn first the really 
Important matters. Stubborn­
ness pays off In savings this 
Friday.
Gemini (May 21-Jiinc 20): 
Too much concern over trivial 
matters and money is the cur­
rent drift. Tako the trouble to 
express your deep faith.
Cancer (Juno 21-July 22): 
The day is best spent smooth­
ing out the upsets and loose 
ends of the past several days. 
Be in no great hurry, be thor­
ough. . .
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22); Avoid 
financial speculations, parlay­
ing already thinly spread in­
vestments. Bring in the outline 
of new social groupings.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You 
can be of special service briefly 
to somebody of great prestige. 
Make the most of It and go on 
to other ventures.
Libra (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): The 
human element comes in 
strongly in today's history. 
Laying aside any financial 
worry for now, do the neces­
sary.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Borrowing, lending, refinancing 
are all very "iffy" activities. 
Skip the frills, trim your out­
lays to fit resources.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21): 
Buy only that which you know 
from experience. Participation 
In friends’ enterprises finally 
leaves you near the short end.
Capricorn (Deo. 22-Jan. 19): 
Expressions of co-operation anc 
approval needn’t lead you to 
take on more than you can 
handle. Avoid being careless.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Ftb. 18): 
Use moderation in practical ar- 
rangemonts and personal 
habits. Emotional urges should 
be let free in any fluent ex­
pression.
Pisces (Feb. 10-March 20): 
Consultation consumes tiine, re­
quires tolerance, brings solid 
agreement and participation in 























OTTAWA (CP) - Canadian 
,coal experts will gather in Ed­
monton Sept, 19-22 for the 24th 
Canadian conference on coal, 
The meeting provides a forum 
for exchange of views on coal 
resources and their use.
The conference , is organized 
by the federal government, the 
Coal Association of Canada, 
and the coal division of the Ca­
nadian Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy.
MANY SNAKES
There are about 2.300 kinda of 
snakes In the world.
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room 0 Dining Room 
e Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
2M Bernard Are. 76WSI0
IF THERE IS 
A RIGHT WAV 
ANDA WRONG 
WAtA
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. VALUES ARE A DAILY OCCURRENCE IN THE COURIER WANT ADS-SHOP THEM
1 USE THEM NOW — PHONE 763-3228
USE THEM
,4















LAKESHORE and MISSION CREEK 
PHONE 4-4545 
CHINESE SMORGASBORD 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
from 6 to 8 p.m.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT ON 
second Roar at 2157 per month: ■ one 
bedroom suite; $140 per month: all 
utilities included. Close to Shops Capri. 
No children, no pets. Retired couples 
preferred. Apply Mrs. Dunlop, Suite I, 
1281 Lawrence Avenue or telephone'
762-5134. . tf
REECE & ASSOCIATES 
Real Estate Appraisals for 
Valuation Day purposes.
T. Gary Reece, 
B. Comm.,' R.I. (B.C.) - -






Delivered Anywhere in 





Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.
,________ T, Th, 8, tf
MASONRY
STONEWORK






Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Faint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies 
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T. Th, S. tf
REPAIRS ___________ '
THE FIX-ALL SHOP ' 
General repairs, household,, in­
dustrial, etc. Specializing in 
custom ' woodwork. Welding 
fabrication.





SALES & SERVICE 





PRICE 2.75 CHILDREN 1.49
CABARET . ■
Friday and Saturday, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
FEATURING THE COUNTRY REVIEW 
We specialize in Take-Out Orders 
SERVING KELOWNA, RUTLAND and MISSION 
Open Tues., Wed., Thurs., 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Fri. and Sat., 5 P-m. to 3 a.m.
CLOSED MONDAYS Th., F, S. tf
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM. UN- 
furnished ground floor «ulto avallabla 
October 1st. 1797 .Water Street'. Stove; 
refrigerator, wail to wall carpets, cable 
television, heat. , lights, launder and 
parking included. No children, -no pets.- 
Retired or professional - tenants prefer-' 
red- Teiephone 763*3695.______ tf,
WANTED: YOUNG WOMAN TO SHARE 
guest house at 4316 Hobson Hoad; from 
September 1st (72) to June 30th (73). 
Ideal for student—completely self con­
tained. . Before August : • 31st contact 
Donna Petrick, 291-3205 Vancouver. 
After August 31st contact. Donna Pet; 
rick, 4316 Hobson Road, Kelowna; 84
BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED ONE 
bedroom, apartment;- Fireplace; wall to 
wall carpets, linen, dishes and' all • util­
ities .supplied except telephone. Garage. 
Available /immediately.. Telephone 769* 
4489.* . * ,tl
is; HOUSES FOR RENT
f 36
’ MOVING and storage
■ Jenkins Cartage Ltd.
। Agents for-
■ North American Van Lines Ltd.
. Local. Long Distance Moving 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction’*
' 1120 ELLIS ST. - 762-2020 
T, Th, S, tf
VICRON INDUSTRIES 
LTD.
Designing and Manufacturing of 
All Types of Ornamental Iron 
Custom Welding 
Phone: Bus. 765-9367 
Plant: R.R. 2,* Cary Road, 
Rutland, B.C.
T, Th, S 36
OK. MISSION
Lake front 3 bedroom fully fur­
nished available September 15, 
1972 to June 30, 1973. Close to 
school.




cated close to downtown 
Kelowna in quiet area, close 
to park. $175 per month in­
cludes refrig., stove, fire- 
- place.-
763-3200 days. 762-0461 eves.
32
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
ATTRACTIVE UNIT IN FIVEPLEX. 
Two bedrooms, full ’ basement. Close 
to shopping centre. One? block from 
bowling , alley. Telephone 765-7192. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX. VA- 
cant September 15th. Close to > school 
and shopping. Telephone 767-2520. Peach­
land, , tf
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1st. TWO BED- 
room plus nearly new duplex. Air /con­
ditioned,’ Lakeshore Road. -Telephone-
762-3276. tf
TWO. BEDROOM DUPLEX INCLUD- 
ing wall to wall shag carpets, stove; re­
frigerator and drapes. Available Sep-
tember 15. Telephone 765-9684. 34
DELUXE DUPLEX UNIT ON HOLLY- 
dell Road. Fireplace, shag carpets.
TWO BEDROOM, FURNISHED Mo­
bile home, October 1st to May 1st 
Adults. No pets. $125 per month plus 
utilities. Telephone 769-4868.' ** ■ 34
WANTED, 4JIRL TO SHARE THREE 
bedroom. house with two' others in Rut­
land... $60. See Maureen at Capri
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM ‘f 
wall to wall; carpet, colored appl 
cable T.V., heating .and laundry 
ties.. Available: immediately. .Tel 
765-8262.____________________ ■* ' tf
ROSEMEAD APARTMENTS. " LARGE 
three bedroom unfurnished suite, plus 
full sizedbasement.' Close; in.' Adults 
only, no pets.- $125 per month.-Available 
October 1st. Telephone. 762-4324.* ' : ■ tf
BACHELOR APARTMENT. FOR RENT 
to middle aged business woman.. Half 
block- from -Safeway. . Fully furnished 
and self-contained; Ground.’ floor, pri­
vate -entrance., Carport, all facilities'. 
$90; per month, Telephone;763-2548. * tf 
TWO BEDROOM* APARTMENT . IN 
garden-like setting, with" view of lake.* 
Carpeting’ throughout, refrigerator*.and 
stove. $125 per:; month. No * pets;; First 
Avenue 8., Westbank./: Telephone 768- 
5875. . *. , ' . tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT 18. ROOM AND BOARD 2
SLEEPING RO 0 M WITH LIGHT 
housekeeping fieURies on Highway 33 
for $45 per month.. GenUeman. Tele* 
phone 765*7208 after 6:09 p.m; 33
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN I 
and are looking for: a- home, call us, e 
Reasonable rate, don in. Telephone < 
763-3953. 33 I
UGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR 
rent to girL non-drinktr. non-amedwr. 
Walking distance to downtown. Tele- 
phtme 762*8558. 33
ROOM AND BOARD FOR. GENTLE- 
man, : sharing; *90 per month, i All liv­
ing privileges to right- person. Telephone 
762-0224. after 3:30 pan. tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM. CLOSE IN 
downtown Kelowna. Newly painted. 
Gentleman preferred. Ample parking. 
$45 per montb. 76S-557S. 31,33, 35
19. ACCOM. WANTED
WANTED, SLEEPING ROOM FOR 
gentleman Monday to Friday - every 
week. Telephone 763-4818. S3UGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM. SEP- arate - entrance. Gentleman preferred. 
Telephone 763-5683. tf
20. WANTED TO RENTPLEASANT BOOM AND PART BOARD 
available. * $J0 per month.. Student* 
, welcome; Telephone ? 763-7404. , tf A SMALL FAMILY OF FOUR WITH 
small well-trained dog, requires three 
bedroom ' home in the Kelowna area. 
Reasonable: rent. Will supply references. 
Telephone 763*4143 after 5 p.m. or 763- 
3018 day*. . 33
MODERN HOUSEKEEPING UNITS FOR 
rent. Winter rales, by week or month. 
Telephone 7674205, Peachland Motel. 42
18. ROOM ANO BOARD
YOUNG COUPLE WITH BABY DE- 
sire Immediately, one or two bedroom 
house or apartment. $130- maximum, 
refrigerator and stove, Gienmore area. 
Tdephone: 763-7559..________________ 37
STUDENT RESIDENCE STILL ' HAS 
room for students -male or. female. Ab- 
. stainen preferred. Five minutes;walk 
from Vocational School. . Telephone 
f 763-6861- * ' 37
ROOM AND HOARD AVAILABLE. 
* Gentleman preferred. Telephone 763*6771. 
: 4____ * * ' '____________ vl
$10 FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO 
the -rental of a three bedroom -house in 
Kelowna. Telephone 763-7051." 34
WANTED TO RENT ,
ED TO RENT: GARAGE FOR 
boat and utility trailer. Preter 
to lake or downtown area. Tele-
7654K69.
REE OF FOUR REDROOM HOUSK 
duplex. Reasonable rent. Will lease, 
ierences available. Telephone 763-8333.-
. LIKE TO RENT FOR TWO 
in September. Volkswagen van 
d for pamplng. Telephone. 763-
_____OF THREE DESIRE COUN* 
house ar cottage, preferably West 
k area. Write J. Shepherd. General
Delivery; Westbank.
WOULD LIKE TO RENT — ONE CAR 
garage.. Close to downtown preferably 
near Pandosy Street. Telephone 762-8868.
REQUIRED BY OCTOBER 1. TWO OR 
three bedroom home in Kelowna. Re. 
liable tenants. References available;
Telephone 763*6187.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH BASE; 
ment;. or large storage. Reasonable 
rent. In Kelowna or Rutland. Telephone
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
762*0181.
SMALL HOUSE OR CABIN. NEAR 
town. Telephone .763-3376. ask for Tony ■
Booker. W, Th. S. 37
dining room . and - two additional 
rooms, in basement. Rutland, 
monthly. Contact Hoover Realty 








AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER ' 15th — 
Brand new three bedroom duplex on 
Morgan Road in Rutland. $165 per
month. Telephone 762-3729. 33
TWO BEDROOM MAIN FLOOR HOME 
downtown on Harvey .Avenue* available 
Septembe^lS. $150.: Stove and refrigera­
tor included. Furnished three room suite 
in older rental. complex on Highway* 33 
south. $70. 762.8167.' ' ' , ■ if
WANTED ONE OR TWO GIRLS TO 
share my. brand new two? bedroom 
apartment. - Carpeted, .two baths'; refri­
gerator and. stove. Total $140 per month. 






NEW HOME IN RUTLAND. THREE 
bedrooms on main floor, drapes sup­
plied, some furniture. fireplace and 
carpet. Suitable for- two or three school 
teachers. - Reasonable rent for ■ good 
tenants; No’ pets. Available , immediat­
ely. Telephone 765-5351 after 5 p.m. tf
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex. 
MacKenzie Road. Rutland. : Two ’ baths;
NOW LEASING LOW RENTALS. $130. AVAILABLE AUGUST 15th. SPACIOUS 
Two: bedroom fourplex, in Westbank. I three bedroom suite in Fairlane’ Court.
Telephone 768-5262. tfl Fully ' modern, close to Shops Capri and
nfaw" rnr w rntrncr ' wni m “nwiv Dorie’s. Elderly people preferred. No 
children or pets. Telephone 763-2814. tfroom nomeinGienmore. . $180 per I ——------ - ---------- - - ■ ■*■
month. Telephone 762-3729. ■ 34; DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA’S EX-
nr nwn tvpf two npnwnnw" wnan? clusive concrete and steel high rise BEpROOM HOftlE apartment Maximum safetyand*quiet*
in Belgo area. available now. Tele* ness.. Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth 
phone 765*6419 after 5:00 pjn. 331 Towers. 7634641. tf
2. DEATHS
> HALL — Mrs. Evelyn Hell ol Revel- 
. stoke, passed away on September 5, 
! 1972 at the age of 44 years. She is aur- 
; vlved by her loving husband Robert of 
* Revelstoke; also' two. sons. Funeral ser- 
vices for the late Mrs. Evelyn Hall wlU 
i be held on Friday September 8th at 
* t *2:00 ■ pJn. from The Garden Chapel, 
■ V Revelstoke, with The < Rev. P. K. Louie 
: Officiating/Interment will follow at the 
.- Mountain 'View Cemetery. THE GAR­
DEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
. are entrusted with the funeral arrange- 
' ments. TOephone 762-3040. , 32
V SEMENIUK — Mr. Mike Semenluk of 
• r.r. 3, Kelowna, passed away on Sep- 
] tember 5, 1972 at the age of 82 years.
Mr. Semenluk is survived by his lov- 
> Ing wife Nellie of Kelowna, three daugh- 
’ ters. (Victoria) Mrs. Steve CoUsnyk of 
< Slater. Manitoba. (Jean) Mrs. John Fora 
* of Reno, Nevada; (Joann) Mrs. O. Lew: 
< Uki of Kelowna, one brother Nick of 
- Brandon. Manitoba.. eight grandchildren.
i
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
and seven- great grandchildren.. Prayer 
services for the late Mr. Semenluk will 
be held at the Garden Chapel, 1134 
Bernard Ave. on Monday. September 
11th at 7:io p.m. and Mass' will be 
celebrated at the Ukrainian Catholic 
Church on Tuesday, September 12th. at 
10:00 a.m. with Father E. Melnychuk
BATON LESSONS
Register now for Baton Les­




PIANO AND THEORY LESSONS. LEO 
R. Pageau. Artist. Diploma A.R.C.T., 
Grabam N. Welch, Bachelor of Music,
A.R.C.T. Telephone 763-4126. 32
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining -walls, flower 
planters and stonework. Can Sebastian. 
762-7782._____________________________ tf
PIANO LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS 
in Gienmore area, commencing Septem­
ber 11th. Telephone 762-4409 after 4.
p.m. 34
SENIOR TORONTO CONSERVATORY 
student wishes to teach piano'beginners 




Excellent location in Kelowna. Easy, to 
operate, clean, - efficient, food business.
Owner • retiring, only $22,800 full price. Try 
your trade-for house or land. Call Art Day 
3-4144 or 8-5089. MLS.
LOTS NEAR THACKER DR.
Some of the best views in Lakeview Hts. 
All services in and ready to go. Priced fair- - 
ly, For details contact Art MacKenzie 
9-4264. MLS. ■
“3 ROAD FRONTAGE
In prime commercial area. 1.35 acres and 
buildings on paved roads. Successful trail­
er sales and repairs. New operating and 
showing good return. Call Gordon Stuart 
9-4295. MLS.
SNUGGLE UP!!
In this cozy two Bdrm, house, just right for 
the retired couple or small .family. Very 
close to school- and Southgate -Shopping 
Centre. Ph. now, Marty Martin 2-2251. MLS.
TREMENDOUS VIEW
A building lot that literally looks down on 
Lakeview Hts., has wired TV cable, under­
ground power, domestic water, easy to work 
. soil, only $7000.00, take a year to pay. See
George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
ACTION WANTED
Owner has moved and wants quick sale. 
2 Bdrm.' retirement home; Nice fenced lot. 
Asking price $15,000. To view ph. Bren Witt 
9-4326. Bring in all offers. MIS.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD
1451 PANDOSY ST. ••• SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • Office Ph. 3-4144
I officiating. assisted by Father Vitel Pld- 
J skalnye. Interment will follow at the 
1 Kelowna Cemetery. THE GARDEN 
' CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS are 
' entrusted with the funeral arrangements. 
' Mi0”8 ^-SHO. 33
! WIDMEYER — Mrs. Josephine Ann 
i Wldmeyer of The Golden Age Rest Home 
. passed away on Sept. 6th at the age of 
75 years. Mrs. Wldmeyer la survived 
by 2 sons Roy. of 'Winnipeg' and Walter 
of Tacoma.' 2 brothers also survive. Fun­
eral service for the late Mrs. Josephine 
Ann Wldmeyer wlU he held from the 
First Lutheran Church on Friday. Sept. 
8th at 3 p.m. Pastor E. Rath officiating. 
Those wishing may donate to the First 
Lutheran Church. THE GARDEN CHA­
PEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have been 
, entrusted with funeral arrangements.
12. PERSONALS
(Telephone .762-3040). 32
THE CANADIAN CANCER . SOCIETY 
gratefully accepts donations In memory 
ot loved ones, .to further research In 
conquering -cancer. Contact Box 10. Ok­
anagan Mission Th.' F. S. tf
5. IN MEMORIAM
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery now address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
lend: Rutland Telephone 763-8494. tf
8. COMING EVENTS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna; B.C. Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923. tn Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
in your- home? Contact Al-Anon at 763- 
6675 or 765-6768. tf
DO YOU LIKE CHILDREN? WE HAVE 
an attractive, * furnished, two room 
cottage for kindly, mature: .lady as 
part exchange for-some help with small 
baby' and two older school children. 
Telephone 764-4182. tf
URGENT! YOUNG RESPECTABLE 
married couple, bilingual, seeks ride 
to Eastern Canada on or after Septem­
ber 8. Willing to share expenses and/or 
driving. Please telephone 763-6222. days;
THE SEPARATE SWINGERS CLUB 
will hold a social on Saturday. Septem­
ber 9. dance to live music, Members 
and Invited guests only. This club Is 
for widowed, divorced • and separated 
people, and singles over thirty, it In­
terested please write P.O. Box 534. Kei*
owns. B.C. 34
763*5065. evenings. 33
ELECTROLYSIS — GENTLE; SAFE 
medically . approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further 'Information, tele­
phone. Helen Gray.' 763-6512. . tf
244 bedrooms, spacious living. Some ' I THREE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE;
children welcome. Water?and garbage: 16. APTS. FOR RENT < I stove, refrigerator, drapes. all utHltiesJI 
collection -free. $135, per : month. No | ______________________ 1 included. -Available . immediately. Rea^l 
pets; Telephone 763-3472 or 769-4546. tfl I sonable:rent .tobright party.. Please tele-;
FOR RENT OR RENT WITH OPTION! MAKE YOUR HOME J
to ■ buy, large * downtown two suite I AT 1 TWO BEDROOM, , FULL'* BASEMENT,’
house. One suite now rented. Remain-1 i I in -sixplex. Close to Shoppers* ' Village
ing suite, three bedrooms, or, could be rADAMATIAM and school in, Rutland. Stove and re­
used as rooming or boarding house. LUKUINMI IUIv frigerator available. Possession OctoberTelephone 763-460L ’ " .tfl I 1. $150. Telephone 765-9038._______ , . 37
FROM OCTOBER 15 to APRIL 15, VILLAGE AVAILABLE NOW, UNFURNISHED
cmfortable two bedroom house. Elderly ’ ' i large one bedroom basement ? suite,
couple* preferred. No children or pets. mpAMATIOhJ AVP stov? an?,;„ref~geFato!‘;
Furnished $140, unfurnished with range 14 VVKU1N ftl IVIN AVD,. couple. 1142 StockweU, Avenue. Tele-
and refrlgerator,*$12S. Centrally located. I ‘ Tf PI OWN A I phone 763-2450. 37
Abstainers preferred. Telephone 762-0105. , . , NEW ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT
■ * ^ Spacious, . deluxe 3 bedroom suite, refrigerator,' stove, utlUties, $100.
FURNISHED: LAKESHORE HOME ON family apts. in gardenlike set- couple or lady.. Non-smoker. 
Hobson Road. This beautiful three bed-lAvaUable September.l5. Te!ephone 765- 
room bome, available immediately, |un®* 1 5776. \ 37
™SenT„* -Wall-to-wall carpets. i new. town house, benefits of 
—Cranes 1 apartment and borne living, next to-golfand MeikSl n ,*>e I course. Good location. Excellent view.
telephone 762-2127.________ __________ 32 —Colored appliances. Adults preferred.. Telephone 763-2104.-
Available now. ------ s--------- ;----------------- :____ Is
r o n i Hnn IH I IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. NEW TWO
WamJloSiart'I 764-4440. I bedroom basement suite. Carport, sun-
do*k£ C^UlionU&t^«MlKyaSsheT'AU mmues’ L^undre’S 
m«o. ' . r.i . ■, ..................„ ..... . I turnisnea. All titiliues. • Laundry* 4IoUy*
_____________________________!: wood Dell. $125.00.. 765-8637. 33 
^te^^neTJSK’_________________N0W RENTING ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS
FeatSring TmT bSh?' twor l>&, Kitchens, children and pets welcome.
Fa^geXtag reom. ail Srpeted^Close THE LATEST IN Sh ™ ^769^ “ ’“"‘“’tf
to schools and shopping. Children wel-l APAPTIvrPNT tTVTKrn I ■ ■■ *
come. Telephone 765-8788. 341 .-nrAAAmiMNA. UlVUNtj ONE BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENTw
npwA nmufiAw ttaitr ptu'yi ‘I Brookside Manor* 1951 Gienmore • St.
raE BR0CKT0N MAN0R
carpeting. Small pets and chuoreni - l <p -------- . -------- > • .
welcome. Available October 1st. $1451 1831 Pandosy Street. LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART-
per month, includes refrigerator andl ment in fourplex: wall to wall carpets,
stove,. Telephone .765-8733. ul , • .. . balcony. Available October' 1st. Tele-
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX AVAILABLE Select yOUT SUlte ROW phone 765-8529. .... * ■ tf
October i. wail to wail carpet, stove, for immediate occupancy. ONE AND TWO bedroom. de- 
refrigerator, water, supplied. $135. Tele- luxe housekeeping units.. * Television,
phone Paul. 762-2124 before 9:00 p.m. I Tn view* I Close to Vocational Schoo! and shopping
, or view at , 450A, Kelthley Road, Rut- _ „ ’ centre. Telephone 762-3567. ■ ■' tf
; land* ■'■■■■------ ------------------- —— PHONE 763-3685 bright, deluxe, spacious suites
1 THREE BEDROOM HOUSE; CARPORT > . t ’ tf for rent. Knox Manor Apartments. For
1 and large yard. No basement. Two ——------;—1  ........ . " information telephone 762-7918. 1855
; bedroom triplex unit, Rutland. FuU base-K. . __ •<;. I Pandosy Street. tf
Z.0 7^5a446aMe 8ePtember 10, TelFf ROYAL APARTMENT ONE BEDROOM BASEMENTt SUITE. 
TWO BEDROOM. HOUSE, ' UNFUR- qgq .DnnrhliffA Av* •' I Non-smokers; or drinkers, no pets. Tel6-
nlshed, stove and'all utilities Included. -■ aw nuwtuue avc. phono 763-2G8X if
OPEN HOUSE






5 lbs. of ground* beef, 5 lbs.
of chuck steak, 2 lbs, of pork 
.chops, 1 lb. of stew, 3M# “ 
chicken, 1 lb. sausage, 1
salami, 2 lbs. bacon.






SIXTH KELOWNA CUBS AND SCOUTS 
ReiUtration and Group Committee 
Meeting. Place; St. I’aul'e United 
Church. 3131 Lakeshore Road. Date: 
September 11. Time: 7:30 p.m. Parents 
' ' <mly‘ _ 33
OKANAGAN VALLEY OBEDIENCE 
Club la holding fail classes for dog 
obedience commencing September 10. 
Kelowna Badminton Hall, Richter St. 
For Information telephone 70M863 or 
761-7I5O. ■ 33
NOW CALL COURIER 
i CLASSIFIED ADS
DIRECT 763-3228 ,
1 substitution per pack, 8 dif­
ferent packs io choose from. 









SUNDAY, SEPT. 10,4:30-9 p.m
Featuring:
Whole Hip ot Beef, carved right before your eyes
■fr Baked Virginia Style Ham
Roast Young Tom Turkey
■ft Shrimp and Lobster Newburgh
Plus many assorted salads and cold cuts, 
also coffee.
ADULTS $2.99
mMth^iteferences.^^rdep'hone75 765jl bedroom suites on quiet ONE And two bedroom house- 
5353-after 6 P.m*___------------ ;------ « Street close to downtown, air month.8 clrae to\rocatlonM'schoo|kand
?hreeLffim.VUhroomVinS Ca,ble TV, laundry an vrn
ing ibasetnent suite. $200; 2 two- facilities, elevator, intercom, ™m(hEL??rtvA«nivT^rh?M MneSSbedrbom. including basement suite, $175 ; ’ I month. Lady only.. Three Mocks from
each*. Telephone 765-8290. tf covered parking. Reduction of Post office. Telephone 762*2100 before 8
■------------- ---- :----------------- --------------------------- . . - . . , __ , p.m. or 762-2125 alter 5 p.m. .tfrent to tenants 65 and over. I———;------------- ----- ——-u—.—Ciqq PPP MONTH , I SELF CONTAINED. ONE BEDROOM
$1jj rUlv IVDJJN in I , L. I furnished .suite: carpeted; • lights' .and
Includes refrigerator, Stove, Telephone Manager. I bent mdu deajo 
drapes; shag, carpet in love- ———----- ’——  ly 2-bdrm. Rutland’duplex. . • /OZ-OblZ one and> toodedroom suites
a.-iuma CaM ik . . tf for rent."Brookside,Manor; 1051sGlen,Available Sept. 15, I.,.........................................................—-I more Street. Close, to.Shops (Japrl. Tele,
763-3200'days 762-0461 eves. ' i , | P.hon<> —L. “
. 32 fan-tanninl Um ten lombahdyparr; apartmenW; 13(6—--------------------------........... ■—------- -- --------— ? \.eniClirilal nOUSC I Lawson Avenue, large one bedroom suite.
NEW THREE BEDROOM FOURPLEX. , all utilities paid. Apply suite 108. 0t
available September 15th. One and a A I telephone 763-4680 alter 6:00,p.m. .37ApartmenTS ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED 
____________ ___ _» MCINTOSH ROAD—RUTLAND
available September isth. spa-I Spacious suites, downtown, air 762 0477. v
c'aZtfog0 YhXhoutP\\in d^sS; conditioned, cable T.V., range, ^’■S^m-b7sement"wite 
carport. $130 per month. Telephone 768* refrigerator, laundry, drapes, in Rutland.. Refrigerator, stove, beat, 
5875, tt carpets, intercom. I*S,. month, suit
New in the Mission — Bungalow styling with front en­
trance into living room, glass sliding door opening onto 
sundeck from dining room, central .hall leading to three 
bedrooms with a fully tiled shower in the master bedroom 
ensuite. Old brick fireplace, double carport, full base­
ment and large lot combine to-make this your next home. 
Asking price of $27,900. EXCL. with a $19,000 9% first 
mortgage.
REALTOR IN ATTENDANCE: ROY PAUL
LARGE FAMILY HOME — Why be cramped for space 
when this;5 bedroom home can be yours. This split level 
home* features an extra large kitchen with cupboards plus 
a pantry cupboard and more. The kitchen looks into the 
family room and is * separated by a sliding glass door. 
There are also two full baths. Situated on a fully fenced 
and landscaped corner lot. Call Dennis Denney at 4-7581 
evenings. MLS. '
EXCELLENT REVENUE PRODUCER! This 3 bedroom, 
full, basement duplex situated in the city in a quiet area 
close to all facilities is -practically paying for Itself!!! 
Revenue produced is $350 per. month — mortgage pay­
ments are $279. Vendor will carry second mortgage to 
low down payment or'take property as-trade. For further 
information please call Murray Wilson at 4-4047 evenings. 
■MLS.
Jim Barton 4-4878 Hugh Mervyn 2-4872 Roy Paul 5-8909
Lakelands
1561 Pandosy St. , *763-4343
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
WALK TO SHOP, CLQSE TO CAPRI!
But, secluded; Beautiful garden area. Fended. Some fruit 
trets.’ 3 bdrms,/large living room.'Older home at only 
$15,000.' Please call Luella Currie at 2-5030, or evgs, at 8- 
: 5620. MLS. ■ * - • ' ■■■ " * .
33
NEW DUPLEX AVAILABLE OCTOBER 
1. Three bedroom, spacious living room 
and dining room. Carpet throughout. 
Built-In range. Rent $160. Telephone 
765*7804. ’ »|
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, RUTLAND 
area, full basement, wall to wall car>| 
pet throughout. Close to school. Avail* _ 
able Immediately. 765-7066 or 763*4434.
765-9133
762-0928
WILL SHARE MY HOUSE WITH A 
business woman. In good district, near 
Kelowna golf course.. Telephone 762-
2262. 33
NEW LARGE ONE BEDROOM. SUITE, 
ft I Private entrance, Two blocks north of 
u Barr and Anderson, No. children' or
pets, Telephone 763*4106. 33
CHILDREN under 12 $1.49
For Reservations Call 762-0789
1465 HARVEY AVE.
9.61 ACRES: of recreational 
area. Property just a few 
minutes drive from Kelowna 
Vendors are asking only $7, 
000 with $1,500. down; Call 
Alan Elliot at the office or 
evenings at 3-7283. MLS 
OKANAGAN MISSION■ — 
OVER 2,000 SQ. FT. HOME 
—% ACRE LOT: Words can 
hardly describe this* beauti­
ful home. This home features 
three bedrooms, a den, a 
fireplace in the living room, 
a family room, a large cov 
ered patio and double ga 
rage. Manicured lot with am­
ple shade and fruit trees. 
For complete information 
call Gord Funnell at the of- 1 
fice or evenings at 2-0901. 
MLS.
OWNERS HAVE MOVED 
Beautiful 4 bedroom home in 
Lakeview Heights. Double 
garage, family room,. large 
white rock double-sided fire­
place. ' Quality construction 
throughout. Asking price Is 
$44,500. Priced to sell. Call 
Ben Bjomson at the office 
or evenings at 769*4221, MLS.
Einar Domeij 
Joe Slesinger
Residential Appraisals — 
G. R. Funnell, R.I., (B.C.) 
Orchard City Realty 
762-3414 
573 Bernard Avenue
4 BEDROOMS - 
OK MISSION
. . . nestled in cherry trees. 
Large living room, family 
eating area in cabinet kit 
chen. 4 piece bathroom 
Large lot, carport. Price rc 
duced to $21,000.00. MLS.
_ ________________ 38L  ______ —--r. . FURNISHED TWO ROOM BASEMENT 
FURNISHED LAKESHORE H O-U BE PARK WOOD'TERRACE lncludMfor rent, three bedrooms, ' fireplace, • nl\l\VVvUU , I L.IXIXOV.6. utilities. Telephone 762-8194. . 32
lovely location. PoaseMloiv September 1 SHERWOOD MANOR, ONE BEDROOM
1Mb. $300 per month. Call Lupton Spacious 2 br. garden apts. 10- suite, quiet, adults.only, no pete. Tele- 
Agencles Ltd., 762-4400. 34 . • .. | nhone 762-0061. • tt. cated just off lakeshorc and city ---------------- ------- JINEARLY NEW SPANISH TWO BED* . J . .. WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED
room duplex suite with refrigerator and limits. Inc. range,' rcirig., air ge]Uxe ault« available. No children or 
•love. In Rutland. Available October dlti nM. „nble TV etc pet..-Telephone 7M-72H. tf
lat. $145 per month. Telephone 763*3578. conaiuonci, cuuie *v, etc. --------------------------- —_______
’ 33 I MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT, BEAU-
THREE BEDROOM. UNFURNISHED 762-4045 — 763-4438 phone 763 MM. tf
tor and stove Included. Avallabla Im* I tf I DELUXE SUITES I OR RENT. HOCHE-
medlatety, 1213 monthly. Telephone /'■— ;;;,,, =; >•«■ “nd Oatoau Apartments. For In-
Carruthers and Melkle, 762*2127. 321 ?l03^!cJ^NJlt1*^ - j8” ®T*. tftrro*non iPhone 76M41L tt
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH RENT- UfSEte of * tumor. 1171). "“one. two FURNISHED SUITE. PRIVATE EN­
ed suite In beautiful Casa Loma area. I storey townhouse apartment available. I trance, available September 1. Non
Available end ot August. Please tele- two bedrooms. l'A baths, two patios. I smokers. Telephone 762*4847. tf
phona otter 6:W p.m., 762-MM. tt air CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. ONE
TWO BEDROOM HOME. FULL BASE-1 I •“<* ,w0 bedroom suites for rant. No
ment, refrigerator and stove optional, T*ms%teb*TTe^hX“»481’iT tt r^^* T*tephlW8 tf
UM. Telephone 76^0971 between 4 p.m. .. *.....p. . . *,•... UNFt?RNisHED•nd I p.m. tf CONTINENTAL MANOR. nOWCLIFFF. ™»EE R.™X re-
.......................... Avenue; one end two bedroom detase •«'* **8^*,“* ,. 
AVAlLABlJE OCTOBER 1ST. LLNTRAL* I available tor Immediate occn* I ‘fr*11*8. Telephone 762 5100._________34
ly totaled duptex. carpeted, with fin ah* pgBC, WgU ,Q waI, ean,el< 
ed besetneoLAdtiltn only..No pets. UM undercover parking, laundry facilities, a v Ftlft RENTper month. Telephone1 <63-3642 ** I elevator, and a reduction for tenants I rWK KER I
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - FUR-1 W*esr»a^ over Adults onte No c;lean, WELL FURNISHED ROOMS 
nished Iwo bedroom cottage, overlooking P«<»* ™ ••*"* Telephone ?»j-nt>i t ((h xfpar,u cn|rsnee end linens sup-
Wood Lake. No pete. Ills monthly plus I ____________ ” | pile ,!. Or room end board. Telephone
hydro- Telephone 76«-t»» Winfield, tt I AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 15. BEAUTI- 763-2136. H
TWO BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT! *£"«’**v‘r*',*ir "SLEEPING ROOM FOR TWO STU-
duplex, tuo per month plus utilities. I M Green Bay. westesnh*. ’“*!”*J** I dento »harmg. Single beds; linens and
Avaitetoe October let. Children allow-1 driving Uma to Ketowaal. Perfect for I provided. Nmr store* and Vocn-
ed. Telephone 7434124 after 8 p m. tt Iwo nurses or school teachers. Premises I (|ftnal Telephone 7M-8SU. <f
-.... ..................... ........ ............. ............ .... ...-......I arw *o*K HUMUiroafnou* for I .................................................... .............. ......
AV All ABLE OCTOBER 1, LARGElfuL quM comfort. Very ressmtebte. I GENTLEMEN. FURNISHED ROOMS,
three bedroom suite In Rolland tonrples.I Telephone 763-4333 evenings. »:»• ?:<»I kitchen, bedroom, bathroom. linen and
near shopping centra and schools. No! p.m. $41 utilities supplied. Separate entrance. *40
pet*. Telephone 762071*. If I I per month. Telephon* TttTMd. tf
----------------- ---------------------------------------------- . I AVAIIARLK OCTOBER 1st. A DESUl-1 --------- ---------------- 1-------------- —---------------—
DWLEX tvrrr. WITH run. Base.|«m« krngream-rndte. to..J-alrian«lONE BEDROOM ,..FULLY,..^FURNISH* 
mrnl *n<$ r«tp*xt. tenlrsl lot aifon. *IM| Court (lr»« Io shopping, Elderly propio I rd, with litihrn faiilllira. Five minute 
P»» month. Telrphona 161-4161 nr ?*?•I preferred. No children or pete. Ttle-lwalk Io downtown Katowna. Battsbte 
3®»* , UlpheM 7634114. tf for working tody. T«M(M tt
HWY. 97 MOTEL
Small neat motel with store and 2 bdrms., full bsmt, home 
mujt be sold. 8 kitchen units, hard surfaced parking, and 
space for expansion, plus an extra lot with 65 ft. frontage 
shows a great potential. For further details, please
phone Jean Acres at 2-5030 or evgs. at 3-2927. MLS.
1.44 ACRESCLOSE TO LAKE
Level land, close-in. Could be easily subdivided Into 4 lots. 
Only $15,050. (MLS). OPEN TO OFFERS! Phono Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs., at 2-3805. '
CARAMILLO HEIGHTS — $32,950
Home with everything! Nestled in the Pines. Superb finish­
ing on this BRAND NEW 3 bdrm., full bsmt, bungalow, 
situated in beautiful Caramillo Heights. Featuring two floor 
to celling fireplaces, walnut feature wall, , ensuite plumb­
ing, sundeck, and pretty, kitchen. Hurry! You can still 
choose your carpets. (MLS). For details, please phone 
Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3805. ,
/ DUPLEX — $3(\4OOOO
Lovely two bdrm, duplex with full bsmt., one side rented 
for $150.00. Situated on almost Mi acre, fully landscaped, 
in park-like setting. Close to schools and away from heavy 
traffic. Really Immaculate and beautifully finished. 




Sm this 2 bedroom home on quiet street, near the lake. Re­
modelled kitchen and bathroom. Shaded back yard with 3 
trull trees, on large city lot. Close to shopping, schools and 
hospital: Double garage. Ideal for young couple starting out 
or a retired couple.





All bedrooms carpeted. Liv 
ing room and dining room In 
carnet. 4 piece and 2 piece 
bath on main floor.. Cabinet 
kitchen with eating area. Full 
basement with roughcd-ln 
rooms and plumbing. Covered 
deck, carport. Fireplace up­
stairs and down. Low down 
payment if you qualify for 
B.C, second mortgage. Full 
Price $20,300.00. MLS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200 ,
J. J. Millar . 





Solid small home on corner 
ot Richter St. and Francis 
Ave. Large lot with loads of 
potential. Only 83500 down 
and full price is $13,000. For 
further Information or to 
view, contact Larry Schlosser 
at the office or 2-8818 even 
Ings.
Larry Schlosser ... 702-8818 





FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
ham*, by owner, she* carpet through 
nut Roughed in mmpus room. Double 
fireplace, ratporf. ArtM* fttra new 
path la Rutland. Tetepboaa M3-»n?
1 avenin**.
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KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
PREFERRED AREA — well 
kept home In an area suit­
able for retirement or family 
— close to schools, churches, 
and shopping. Priced to sell, 
vendor moving to coast. Call 
Frank Hauk at 7624562 even- 
fngs.MLS. ...
WELL BUILT HOME — 
Choice location — only 2 yrs. 
old. 2 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 
rec. room, carport, and tool 
shed. Reduced to $23,500 or 
offer. Quick possession. 
' Mountain Ave. location. De- 
. tails or to view call Bill 
. Campbell at 763-6302. MLS.-
FUTURE POTENTIAL — An 
i income property zoned for 
(apartments in down town lo- 
cation. Can be purchased; 
with low down payment. Call 
'Blanche wannop at 762-4683 
evenings. MLS.
BEAUTIFULLY APPOINT­
ED VIEW HOME — in .Lake­
view Heights — 3 large bed­
rooms, master- ensuite — 
fireplace, quality carpeting— 
12x24; covered sundeck with 
commanding view of lake. To 
view this lovely home please 
call Bud-'Dalley at 769-4875 
evenings. MLS.
LOVELY HOME — GOOD 
LOCATION — in the city 
dose to school, transporta­
tion, shopping, this newer 3 
bedroom, full basement home ■ 
has fireplace in the tastefully 
decorated front room, is 
beautifully landscaped and 
ready for you.. Asking $21,800. 
Call Dave Deinstadt at 763- 
4894 evenings. MLS.
GROCERY BUSINESS — 
looking for a family that is 
willing to work and he in­
dependent. Can be purchased 
■ for $8,500.00 full price, -in- 
' eluding stock. Take over im­
mediately. For appt, call 
Ernie Donnelly at 762-2551 
evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
PRICE REDUCED BY $3,- I 
000! — Spanish style home: 3 I 
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, en- I 
suite plumbing, built-in bar- I 
beque. Beautifully land- II 
scaped with excellent view. I 
Owner has moved and must I 
sell. Try offers to $29,500. To I 
,view please call Clare Angus I 
;at the office or 762-4807 even- l| 
Ings, MLS.'. ■ ' ■ . I
CLOSE IN CONVENIENCE— I 
Far out seclusion— 4 bed- I 
room rancher style. Easy to I 
/maintain wood panelling and I 
tile. 2% baths — large family I 
. room off kitchen with see I 
.through* fireplace. Finished I 
rec room down. Lots of cup- I 
boards and storage. Large 
professionally landscaped 
back garden, very secluded 
and quiet. 24’ circular, pool, 
your option. 'Call ‘Gordon 
Marwick at 7694662 evenings.
SOUTH KELOWNA — Fully , 
developed home. 2 bath­
rooms, 2 fireplaces, eating 
area in kitchen, mud room, 
washing room off of kitchen. 
This is your chance to buy a 
newer home on acreage. To 
view contact Ken Mitchell at 
762-0663 evenings. MLS.
LIVE IN THIS 2 yr. old home 
for only $156.00 P.I.T. per 
mo. — Is in immaculate con­
dition — located on a large 
beautifully landscaped lot.. A 
> few features are large rec 
room with seperate entrance, 
sundeck in indoor-outdoor al­
so covered — double fire­
place.- This home must be 
seen. To view call Sylvia 
Roberts at 765-6936 evenings. 
MLS,
GLENMORE AREA — Reve­
nue home — 3 bedrooms up­
stairs with the basement 
prepared for a 1 bedroom 
suite. Only 6 yrs. old and all. 
for $26,900. Phone Bob 
Clements at 764-5934 even­
ings. MLS. ’
- A PERFECT LOCATION — South aide; close to the lake 
and park; beautiful treed lot; 2 BRs; 3 pee. bath; large 
LR with fireplace; 220 -wiring; gas furnace; remodelled ’ 
and redecorated; in immaculate condition inside and out 
Price reduced to $23,900 with terms. Exclusive. Call 
George Silvester eves 2-3516 or 2-5544 days.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR LEASE, dpprox. 1,150 
sq. ft, gas heat, immediate possession, very reasonable 
rent at $160' per month. Call as above/
REVENUE HOME — Located 1 blk from Capri; real nice 
2 BR home; excellent 2 BR suite in basement; let the 
suite make the payments; on the mortgage. Call George 
Bloomfield. 2-3089 eves or 2-5544 days. Exclusive.
6 ACRES — Planted to cherries and grapes; small, well 
bunt bouse included. Value is in the land;-potential sub­
division; situated in Rutland; sewer alongside the prop­
erty and domestic water with irrigation to it; ideal sub- 
. division prospects. Call Mike Chepesuik 764-7264 eves or 
2-5544 days. Excl.
15% ACRE ORCHARD — Situated bri one of the nicest 
, sandy beaches in the area; has 2 homes on it, one fairly 
new and another older- home with 3 BRs. Call John
- Driedger 2-8939 eves or 2-5544 days. MLS.
$14,995 — Handyman’s Special; spacious lot, ■close to 
downtown. For more information ■ call Betty Elian 769- 
4397 eves or 2-5544 day?. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LID
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
< 2-5544
John Walker 768-5632, Ruth Young 763-6758 
Jack Sasseville 763-5257
WR ‘•ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
• $500 DOWN —ON SEWER!
If you can qualify for B.C. 2nd Mtge. and make good 
■ monthly : payments, 3 bdrms., full basement, carport. ,
House 2 yrs. old; For full details call Dale Brooks at 762-
3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7338.
LOOK! NEAR SAFEWAY — ONLY
$110 PER'MONTH.
You could never rent'a home like this for these payments.
Heating is gas and electric. With a little paint this could • 
. be the best value on the market. To view contact Harry;
Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
LAND AND ACREAGES
SWEETand PINEY — Like a high sierra mountain ESTATE, 
among the whispering PINES.TWO-ACRES of PRIVACY 
with a commanding view. A well built 1900 $q. ft. 4 bedroom 
• home with huge ROCK - fireplace. MANY, MANY built-ins.
UNDER PRICED at $31,500. YOU MUST SEE IT. Call Frank 
Ashmead at 765-6702 evenings. MLS.1',
; COUNTRY LIVING — new small acreage with 1200 sq. ft. 
3 bedroom home; Domestic and irrigation water,, school bus 
close. Can be purchased with 334 or. 7 acres. Call Andy 
’Runzer at 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
VIEW ACREAGE — CLOSE IN — Beautifully treed raw land 
only 4 miles from: downtown Westbank on good; gov’t, roads. 
10 acres for only $19,900. I also have a lovely. 7.7 acre parcel 
for only $9,900. Both have good terms. Call Terri Meckltog at 
763-6657 evenings. MLS.
THREE SMALL ACREAGES — 2 - 5 acre lots and 1 - 6 acre 
lot. Reasonably priced. Meal subdivision. At present in young 
orchard. Invest for the future. Call Andy .Runzer at 764-4027
HOTEL — 15 ROOMS!
Selling 700 kegs — 2600 doz. — Over $5,000 room trade!
. Living quarters for owner plus 2 other suites. Hotel in nice ■ 
condition. Full price. $122,000. Terms available. Tremen- - 
dous man and wife operation. Call Mel Russell at 762- 
3146, evgs. and wknds^.769-4409.MLS.
/. J. “LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS!”
Exclusive building lots located on Thacker Drive in Crest­
view Gardens among a variety of fruit trees. Priced from 
$6,350 .to $7,500. Call Ed Scholl at 762-3146, evgs. and
.. wknds. 762-0719. MLS.
Wilson - .Realty®




CHOICE CORNER CITY LOT 
acre, level good'access, ideal for service sta- 
Owner may consider leasing and building to
LARGE LOT VLA SIZE
Overlooking Mission -Creek situated in E. Kelowna, this 
gentle ‘sloping lot has domestic water, power and paved 
roads. $4,500 with good terms.
3 BEDROOM VIEW HOME
On Boucherie Mountain, in Lakeview Heights. Two fire­
places, ensuite plumbing, carpet throughout, covered sun­
deck, front entry. Choose' your: own finishes; presently 





364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
Ken Stevenson __________ 763-6636
John . Bilyk . ........................ 763-3666
Bob Graves -..........................  762-2127 '
George Martin _______  763-7766
Darrol Tarves __________ 763-2488
Carl Briese ..................  763-2257
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI ■PHONE 762-4400
COUNTRY LIVING
Well-built 3-bedroom house with full basement. Country 
setting in-Westbank; Lovely, productive garden with var­
iety of fruit trees. .41 of an acre to be subdivided off 
from surrounding orchard. Hot water heat, dining room, 
awnings, etc. New MLS listing.- Call Roger Cottle 762-4400, 
evenings 769-4540.'
■ LAKESHORE RESIDENCE -
ABBOTT STREET :
.Located on .6 of an acre with.94’ of secluded excellent 
beach, this 4-bedroom family home features a sunken liv­
ing room, separate dining room, built-in fridg$, counter- 
■top stove, double ovens and dishwasher in kitchen. In 
addition to a large covered sunporch off .the living room, 
this home features a large dry basement and 2 baths.. 
Landscaping must be seen to be appreciated. Call Don 
McConachie 762-4400, evenings 768-5995. vML$.
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
ONE. BLOCK TO CITY CENTER — ;
4 Bedroom, no basement home. Excellent location on Mar­
tin Avenue. Landscaped. Owner moving. Must be sold. 
S.P. $17,500. Immediate possession. Good terms. To view, 
call Oliv.e Ross, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 3-4573. MLS. .
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KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 Bernard Ave- — Kelowna 
; Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
A REAL, CHARMER—- Two bdrm older cottage on view 
l°l!jLWestbank and only SW,400. Please ask for Eva Gay 
7683989 Or 762-4919. MLS. , .
OLDER DUPLEX AT REASONABLE PRICE on Burae 
Ave. Two bdrms to eadv suite; large brick fireplaces 
and bordering on. Mill Creek. Large sunken living room 
and dining room with covered sundeck. To view call 
Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or Marvin Dick 765-6477 or 762- 
4919. EXCL.
APPROX. 3 ACRES PLUS FIVE BDRM HOME designed 
for family Jiving; 3 fireplaces; ,3 bathrooms; office; extra 
kitchen in full bsmt: plus recreation area, storage and 
sauna. For the horseman—compact barn; garden space; 
Complete privacy with a beautiful view. Call Mrs. Crossen 
to view at 762-2324. MLS.
ON QUIET CUL-DE-SAC. 3 bdrm home with cathedral 
entrance; spotlessly clean; designed for your family with 
.large family room and extra bdrms in full bsmt. Vendor 
is moving, To view, call Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or M. O. 
Dick 765^477 or 762-4919. EXCL. -
Regatta City
REALTY LTD
PRICE REDUCED $2,000.00! For quick sale. Older 3br. 
home in city limits situated on. ,84 acre lot. New 
double garage, heated and insulated. A sound invest­
ment for the low price of $18,500.00. CMHC Mtge. at 
only 7%. Vendor will take building lot as down pay­
ment or carry 2nd Mtge. Call Bert Badke, office 
2-2739 or eve. 3-6497. MLS.
CHOICE BUSINESS LOCATION — Facing 3 streets -full 
block width. Terrific site for modem motel, offices, 
sales center etc. Don’t miss out on this ideal setting. 




Al Pederson .—. 764-4746
270 BERNARD AVE.
Frank Petkau —. . 7634228
Bill Poelzer____ 762-3319
Bill Woods ...... 763-4931
PHONE 762-2739'
Move in Now! New 2-Bedroom Home 
DOWN PAYMENT ONLY $700.
(if you qualify for B.C. second)
. Cathedral entrance, wall to wall carpeting, colored bath­
room fixtures, roughed in plumbing in basement, car­
port. Large lot. Quiet area near schools.
Full price $19,300.00 P.I.T. $165.00. .
Choice of two and three bedroom models.
IN NEW HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS. All fully serviced NHA 
lots with 8% % mortgage. Prices start as low as $20,500.00, ‘
FOR FURTHER IN FORMATION AND VIEWING
Call 762-0718
. ■ PREHOFER CONSTRUCTION LTD.
30, 32, 34
evenings. MLS. j..
Mary Ashe 763-4652 
George PhUUpson 762-7974
Harry Maddocks 765-6218. 
Wilf Rutherford 763-5343
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers* Village, 765-5155
OKANAGAN MISSION
"LAKESHORE FAMILY HOME"
Yes, YOU can afford lakeshore NOW. Sixty-one feet of 
beautiful fine sand beach and safe area for swimming, 
boating, water skiing, fishing and little. toddlers, from 
your own private boat dock. Three large bedrooms and 
two family bathrooms. Picture view of lake from large 
windows in a larger than normal beamed living room 
with attractive natural stone heatilator fireplace. Dining 
area and kitchen fully modern. Extra recreation or guest 
room in full dry basement with workshop area. This is 
ONE ONLY DELUXE lakeshore for aU year living in 
beautiful Okanagan Mission. Home and large grounds ' 
beautifully landscaped and in immaculate condition. 
Phone your favorite REALTOR NOW about, this, golden 
opportunity to buy expensive lakeshore for your family 
enjoyment now and excellent investment later. Inspection 
by appointment ONLY. MIS. :
WE HAVE REQUESTS FOR ALL TYPES OF OKANAGAN 
MISSION PROPERTIES — SO THINK OF LENNIE, 
CHALMERS & CO. WHEN YOU WISH TO LIST . . .
WE SPECIALIZE IN OKANAGAN MISSION
PROPERTIES.
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
APARTMENT SITE! BUILDERS ATTENTION! We have 
just: listed property on Rowcliffe Ave. . Already zoned for 
this use. Priced at $29,050. For more information phone 
MidvaUey Realty 765-7704. MLS.
JUST LISTED 5 BEAUTIFUL TREED % atfre lots over-' 
looking Okanagan Lake at McKinley Heights. Very gen­
erous terms, $500 down with low interest fate. Please give 
us a call and we’ would be pleased to let you have a look 
at these lots. Midvalley Realty 765-7704. MLS.
REVENUE HOME, close to proposed park in Rutland. A 
>Home is-nearly new, 1,050 sq. ft. with three bedrooms. ' 
Includes a sundeck and basement suite. Total investment 
is only $25,000. To view call Midvalley Realty at 765-7704.
MLS. ' 1 \ ■
GLENWOOD'AVE. 2 bedroom home. Complete with ga- , 
rage, attached' greenhouse and fish pondi. A gardener’s 
paradise, yet close to1 amenities. Total investment only 
$13,200. For-,all details call MidvaUey Realty at 765-7704.
' MLS. •
COMMERCIAL OR OFFICE space to rent — facing Hwy. 
,33 or Valleyview Road. Can divide space to suit square 
footage needed; Phone MidvaUey Realty 765-7704. Ask 
for Mr. Patterson. . ,v ,
BAY WINDOW — WITH LOVELY VIEW— 
WESTBANK.
This new. and modern quality built home overlooking the 
valley and lake. Just one mile from Westbank in the new 
and exciting Glenrosa area. Plenty of living area in this 
1260 sq. ft. home.1 3 bedrooms with Master having an en­
suite.Wall to wall fireplace in living room. Large dining 
room with patio doors to sundeck. Well planned kitchen. 
Garage. Expensive carpeting. Reasonably priced. To view 








Bill Haskett ..... 764-4212 
Sam Pearson .2— 762-7607 
Ken Alpaugh .... 762-6558 
Gordon Davis
Otto Graf 765-55)3
Richard Gentllle 765-7955 












Larry Chdlmers .. 4-7231
Eric Sherlock ..... 4-4731
THE VERY BEST: A distinctive Peachland home hav­
ing three large bedrooms, a full basement, carport, car­
peted sundeck and double windows. This beautiful 1,172 
sq. ft. house is on a .4 acre lot and can be purchased for 
either $22,000 cash or,$500 down and $188,60 per month in­
cluding tlie B.C. 2nd mortgage. For an appointment to 
view please call Gary August at 702-3227 or 763-5719 eves, 
■ MLS. ' ■ ,
MOVE IN OIL 9 ACRES of apples, cherries, pears and 
plums near Westbank. If fruit doesn’t turn you on,' con­
vert to attractive homesites. Or investigate the possibility 
for mobile home sites. Only $4,000 per acre, MLS.
JUST LISTED—A small, Immaculate home on Wilson 
Avenue. Two large bedrooms upstairs. Garage and con­
crete drlvOway to back. A beautiful garden. Only $15,200. 
MLS.-
OkANAGAN MISSION
ON SARSONS RD., JUST YARDS FROM THE LAKE 
AND BEACH.
Beautiful 3 bedroom split-level home with carport, patio, fire­
place, 2 baths, finished rec; room and laundry, double glazed 
windows plus many more features.
Lot is beautifully landscaped with double paved driveway.
Will be ready for occupancy by September 1.
FULL PRICE $33,000.00
BUY IT FOR CASH OR ON TERMS.
Phone JABS CONSTRUCTION - 762-0928





VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY
Lovely home on a quiet cul de sac in Rutland with 2 bed­
rooms upstairs and one bedroom down. Lots of living 
space with many extra features, must bo seen to be 
appreciated. Call Frank Buckland 765-7203.
DELIGHTFUL HOME
3 bdrms., rec, room, different plan. Lota of privacy in 
back yank Immaculate condition, near schools. Call 
Stu McBurnle 763-7900, or res. 763-7754. NRS.
NEW LISTING ON VALUABLE PROPERTY
Near hospital, beach and parks. 9 rooms, 4 bedrooms up, 
1 down. An older home with charm and character. Fenced 
in backyard. Call Robert Young, bus, 763-7900, res. 761- 
4500. NRS,
591 Bernard Avenue
Harold Hartfield, eves 5-5080
Phil Moubray, eves 3-3028
Bill Gaddes, eves 2-4237
762-3227
Izn Neave R.I. (B.C.) 




See 2 Models now near completion on 
BACH ROAD, 
built by K.L. Construction.
PHONE 765-8742
or




536 Bernard Axe. Phone 763-7909
369 BURNE AVENUE
A great location. Older two bedroom home that has char­
acter. Possibilities galore. Hardwood floors in each large 
room. Shade trees In a yard that offers privacy. Full 
basement. Full price $21,000.00. To view contact McKinnon 
Realty.
ACREAGE
10 tn 20 acre parcels of land located Just north of Okanagan 
Centre. Fantastic view from each lot. Priced so every­
body can afford to buy. Don't miss your chance. For fur­
ther information contact —
McKinnon realty ltd
Comer Highway 33 and Asher Road, Rutland
76S-71O5 Office Rrs, 71.5 7451
32




40 homes under construction. 
Chooso„your home while the 
selection is good. All homes 
NHA at 8%% interest. Prices 
start at $20,850.00 and down 
payments start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and are carpeted in 
LR, DR and MBR. Complete 
. with storm windows and 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from 





Eves.: 762-3465 - 764-4737 
. '. - tf
Ready For Occupancy 
2 bedrooms, large living room 
and dining room with carpet. 
Kitchen with eating area and 
bath on main floor, 1 bedroom 
and bathroom finished in base­
ment, Carport, breezeway and 






WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City — Large Lots. 
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Waler — Roads will 
be Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available. 
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right nt the West Side road, 
! continue to Bear Creek road, turn left and proceed
Parkinson Road end West Kelowna Estates.
J. W. SCOTT 
Phone 768-5896
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689






sion, Webber Rd. j Westbank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 




Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
LOTS! LOTS! LOTS!
View; serviced, trees, low' 
down payment, low monthly 
payments.
CALL 762-0992 tf
SUN VALLEY HOMES 
NHA LOTS 




3 bedroom bungalow near goif 
course on quiet crescent. Base­
ment partially finished. 2 years 






Is Offering You 
Quality built homes in 




Three Bedroom Home 
Hall Road Area 
Telephone Owner at 
762-6371
33 '
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on thia now throe bedroom1 home, fea­
turing a largo aVndeck and patio 
dot>r», luxury broadloom In living room, 
hail and master bedroom i double win-1 
dowai roughed in plumbing Inbnar- 
ment and quality built throughout; Full 
price it only •21,005 with juti <705 
down (with 11,000 B.C. grant) to an 
8:ll% NHA mortgage. For all the da- 
tail! please call Don Walllnder at 783- 
0006 or Crestview Homes at 703-3737. .
1 ■ . ' . ' ;. 31.' ,
RESORT AND MOBILE HOME PARK? , 
7 miles to Kelowna on Okanagan Lake. 
It acres, 61 mobile home lots, to tent 
and trailer spots, paved. Store, laundro­
mat and living quarters. Grossing over 
142,000. Full price 1133,000, MLS. F- 
J304-Y, - 124 ACRE FARM with 64 
acres In hay, 30 acres with subdivision 
possibilities. Good > house and barn. 
Creek and dam. MLS. F-11.16-P, Call Leo 
Matte at Kalamalka Realty Ltd.. 310* 
loth 'Avenue, Vernon. B.C, 643-6337 or
•t 047-C0II. t, Th. r. «
IDEAL FOR RETinEMENT - NEW. 
cl«»r title, two bedroom home with 
•undeck and roughed In batement 
plumbing. Only »20,«jo.oo complete. Wa 
alio have two and three bedroom 
houiea In conitrucllon, priced from 
•20.000.00 with low down payment! to 
one N.H.A. mortgage, Braemer Con- 
•tructlon Ltd., bulldere In Kelowna 
•Inca 1MX Office i IM Steteon Motel. 
Telephone 762-05201 evening*, 702-0050
or 763-2810. if
HURRY ON THIS ONE. DM SQ. FI', 
homa for I7M down payment Io ona 
l*4Cb NIIA morl8««», Failure* Included 
are luxury broadloom in llvlnf room, 
hall and matter bedroom, largo tun. 
deck .and patio doom. H bath In mat­
ter bedroom, roughed In plumbing tn 
batement. double glattd window* plua 
many other quality haturoa, For oil 
the dotalla call Don WnUlnder at W».




Th, F, S, tf 
I^KOHORK COTTAGE ~OU»KR 
tw« bedroom eolloc* »t Wood Lak*. 
WlnlUM. Fully furnlthtd and ready for 
yt,a, Io enjoy ihla aummer. Mr*e Io* 
wllh ko feel of nt*, aandy bef.th. lawn* 
and abada tree*. I'rload la aell al EKMnv 
• nd Urnx m*y ba con«ld*r»d. For for- 
Ihrr Information rail f.rlk l.<init, data 
Jal 1*11 nr etemara 1W-14M MLR, L«nd 
• nit U«ireK Re*kr Ud. *** BernarW 
Av*., Kelowna. B.C. M
PRIVATE BALE. QUALITY AT A 
modtral* pile*. T»«kmt In behind th* 
(oU Cour**, thl« two v«*r old houto 
would b* Ideal tor • youn< nrofeiilonil 
rouple. Two roome up end partially 
finkhed baMtnent. with two down, l't> 
bathroom*, eaormou* cedar eonderk, 
red«r aldln(. Double carport, lull/ 
(•ndtcaptd, nood view, Mnat be eeen 
to be appreciated. Telephone
Th. r. «, Mi —nrr - i—  • ■■n-r:1-.-* ■- un —-r—iwn.iiro--.ii, ■ 11 ,n 
FIMT TIME ON THE MARKETI 
Private tale. Five pear old. three
bedroom home. Excellent, qale* location 
and view. Double fireplace, flnkhed 
baeement. Bava committlonl Full prtea 
»U.M0. No apente. Apphr m Lambtr 
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PAGE 14 irCTZ1wyA DAILY CQualt-B, liitlBS., 8EFT. 7, W2|28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
iT. FROFtaTY roa s*te|2*- rgortitTY «» mnt । BARTLETT PEARS
KiS T. NAHM ORCHARDtrscim* woueip . I uotLOI ©er Two wtarooffls»i ■ »***'• v*.w^»**
Corner Byrns and17 Offen! '. are aad c-ltee room. .Vacant Cam-1
idewl amt MeiMe. tetepbxae 762-327. 321 Springfield Roads




If, 20, 32, 34. 38, "1,^,,;^,. w, parking available. : Eat. 1 nowa.; aaml riP*. Aad Ito* taMtoCT.
•nm BEDROOM HOME ON"^fE ctarive. Carruthers aad MeROe. trie- pemr*- 
■., 7 go • > n t nfMn.-*’ Itou*i!Ef • 331 umber*.' Located on Munson JZoM ouacre. Doable garMC. *»«I1 wortMoP-1 Phang --------- .------------- ----------------- please bring boxes. tf
- U’xlZ'.sununcr cabin pin* two_stor»gc[ . square FEET. OFFICE 'OR BE-I--—sheds. FuUy iandscaped. prtoed betorl <a|| Air coodilioned. Sootb Pan* I APPLES. .PEARS, AND: PRUN^TPICK
xepacenent value. area. Contact Al Chalmers at your ovra at 5c per pound _Ttan_at
• aostb of Woodsrtale Road m Wocfl Lake I rhaimm and Co. Telephone 762- Grass Shack across bridge from Kel- 
: Read. Winfield. B.C. Trie^one 341 owna. «4 mflee to end of road at Casa
SZwiHred Comeau, at 765-2355 ‘ I Loma Resetrt. U
jmjm 5'flO p.m. ‘ MI tutiMR1 WABEHOUSK SPACE!; .FOB I an i. .■n»> । । । ।■—•mi   ■ ।    roomi and hUb I TOMATOES FOB SALE. FIBEBAIX.
BY OWNER: REVENUE celUngs. Also some office space, (for-1 excellent for canning. $175 per apple
bedrooms., (three Up, one Co-Op bunding). Tele- box. SOO HoHydeH Road or telephone
gggq^flg Phone 762.5398., ’_______T. Th.^ TgMgL---------------------- ------------------
b^Lbtsulated and heated. Mortgage for RENT: STORE SPACE AT 11591 BARTLETT CANNING PEARS. $2.00 
7VM6. ennortee 37L50& Tclephooe 763-1 Avenue, acron from Capri. I per box tachuUng contatoer. Kelowna
as^, 2254 Aberdeen Street.________ M | Telwluaa collect to UIAO-SIM. 341 Growers’ Exchange, 880 Vaughan Aven-
Tim BEDROOM RETIREMENT H0ME{9- DI IC OPPORTUNITIES - * KdoW^:----------------------------
nnly S300 per month, idea. 125. DUO. UrrUKl UlWI IIWI Bartlett PEARS FOR SALE — 
ly>tacated tn soutbslde. one block from | gaT.zr. nNB ng! Just $2.00 per box. Please bring own
Sie. shopping, centre and tas sezvtoe. RESWnUNT FOB ^SALE, container^ Call 704363 after 6 pan.
SSL W nxturesJor 1759 Highland Drive N. 36
’ if has beve»«e PICKLING CUKESi 15c A POUND,
agents.------------------------- . -- 883,'-The Kelowna Dally Courier. Will Tomaloe*. 10c a pound. B. HunyadL
■ ATTRACTIVE NEW E XECU TIVE| answer-oil inquiries. __________ “[Trepanler Bench Road. Telephone 767-
hfo*- Throe, I wft.t. ESTABLISHED AND RAPIDLY | 2210. M
dtadmZandXing rocm^double growing Fast Food. Restaurant WILL CUT UP . AND WRAP, DEER,
amort. 1830 square feet, only $33^)0.| Cream Parior located in the game or beef in your home. By pro-
PHe Hughes personally at I downtown Kelowna. . Apply ^tn writing I fesslonaj meat cutter. Telephone 762- 
?4.5953.^Montreal Trust 341 only to Box 237, Kelowna, B.C. 34 M
BY OWNER: ON LARGE DOT, NEW FIGURINE G^TWA®® BARTLETT PEARS FOB SALE. TELE-
. three te-droim home at Lakeview taring. Money maker folJhe »mWmi I phQne 7fi24l430i .33
T^Kelo^ita Daily Courier. T, TO, S,tf| VARIETY OF. APPLES FOR SALE.
carpets throughout, ^^^- iweSTOR, SILENT PARTNER WANT- Tetephone V66-3M2. Wlnfleld. 30, 32. 34 
dO*. Reduced to seU test. $26^00 or I BniMtag trade. Full security. Reply SMALL BARTLETTS. SL» PER BOX 
y«r offer. Tetephonp 769-4186. ; **! m Hn» awm. The Kelowna Daily Cour- I ghiie they last. Telephone 762-5025., 34
1------------------ --------------———————1 • ■ ....... 37I-! : .. ............... 1 : . 1   
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
*
36. HELP WANTED MALE OR FEMALE
Ji-
WENTWORTH CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
1211 SUTHERLAND AVE. ’
We are now registering students for coming term in following 
instruments.
PIANO-CONSERVATORY, MODERN, KINDERGARTEN, 
ACCORDION — Stradella— free bass.
GUITAR — Classic, folk, electric, (Class or Private). 
DRUMS — ORGAN — VOCAL THEORY
Highly qualified teachers.
FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT PHONE 762-0920
34
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading - schooL' Free ■ brochure. National 
College. 444 Robton SL. Vancouver .688- 
OUT t ■, ' . ' tf
ACCORDION AND ORGAN LESSONS 
available tn Gtemnore area. Telephone
763-5919. 34
PIANO AND ORGAN LESSONS BY Ex­
perienced teacher. Telephone 762-0773 tf
34. HELP WANTED* MALE
INVESTIGATOR. RETIRED WITH CAR 
for part .. time work. Apply- ' to; Box 
A-900, Hie Kelowna Dally Courier. ’ 34
MIDDLE AGED ’MAN WITH GREEN 
thumb, . knowledge of tree-planting, 
handyman , in trailer park. Could develop
into full-time. .Telephone 7634707.
SALES
GIFTED??
Salesmen are made, not born. 
Gifted or not, we can' train you.
WE WILL GIVE YOU ALL THE FACTS 
AND PROVE THAT OUR SUCCESS SYSTEM WORKS
A LEADER IN ONE OF OUR NATION’S 
TOP INDUSTRIES.
‘Many of our salesmen
EARN MORE THAN THEY EVER 
HAVE BEFORE THEIR FIRST YEAR.
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
MUST SELL *67 COUGAR 3 DOOR 
hardtop. 390 h.p., 4 speed stick, magaa 
31800 or best otter. Telephone 76M30I.
after 6:00 pan. tl »
1964 OLDSMOBILE FOUR DOOR SE- • 
dan. power steering, power brakes. A 
Good condition. Offers! Telephons 763- ’ 
5877. ________________ ,____________ to
1954 PONTIAC HEARSE. PURPLE 
shag Mterior. Needs body work and 
carburetor kit $J00 or best otter. Seo
993 Coronation Avenue. 37
1964 CORVETTE STINGRAY, CONVER- 
title, 327 - 365 h.p., four speed, new ~ 
radial tires. Excellent condition. Tele- '
phone 763-6171. 34
QUALITY BUILT • NEW -TWO BED- ter. 
canning peaches, BOSCH LANDSCAPING
ONE YEAR' OLD TWO BEDROOM PEARS, PRUNES AND 
duplex in Rutland. Carpeted Bring I APPT F.Sroom, hall and master bedroom. Full! ArrLEO
basement, landscaped and close to jn Lakeview Heights,'
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
hXse, with drive-under earport. Bren-1 Drive 1 mue.
LTD-




&hea Road Westbank* B.C. $l»400 down I, xr'rnrvQ ‘"I " : 3
• payment. For further details contact! JN. lUcVD . A K|RC/“ A DIMP
« 769-4108 UK. LANDdCArINUtton» Telepnone vw-oJii aays. ■ Mir n * I .
PRIVATE SALE. TOREE BEDROOM 8 A'M* ’ 8 PM J TREE TOPPING and .
home at 1342 Richmond Street. Dining _______________________ ul COMPLETE
fffiace’up ^“o^ eSmpte^rec ■trcmTAW FQ LANDSCAPING SERVICE
m FRESH VEGETABLES 764-4908
beautiful three bedroom, I Sweet Com, Field Tomatoes and I T, Th, S tf
PeaCheS ' I WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. $3.00
floor laundry, garage, large land- stones), Pears, Prunes.and Mac per yard. Five. yard mtalmumjlellvery.Bcaoed lot-with view, in Lakeview I / , ’ . Discount on large orders. Telephone
Heights. Telephone 769-4394. : , 33[Apples. Apply at — 763-3415.tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM DELUXE I ________ ’ u ,‘L,L ‘ | WILL DO. ROTOTILLING ATREA-
home with two fireplaces, sundeck, VALLEY FRUIT STAND I sonable rates. For estimates telephone 
carport, full basement, with good mort- I . , _ . 1 765-8311. «
gage and 844% interest. Please call I Hwy. 97, N. or■ S. 
Enns and Quiring-Construction Ltd. 763- . 
5578 or 763-5577. , 33 
I TREES FELLED AND TOPPED; FROM 
tf I Westbank to Oyama. Telephone 7624054, 
— Kelowna or 766-2369, Winfielfl. . 50
th^^dr’oomC^ome;’™mplSeteHIy0fin- pmndH^ckedE^tRSCasi P Loma Fruit TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED; 
ished basement- plus family suite; car-1 Stand. Telephone 763-2291. < tf( Telephone 7654297. u
port and garage. Win consider trade! ** ADTl'fl EC EAR CALE
on property or older home. $33J00. - 29* AK.lltt.t3 rUK RALE
Telephone 7654948.' ’ - T. Th. S, 361 --------- --------------------------- ,
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX - RENTED. I . I//C •
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land- ‘ ' 1AII IVK \ ' ■
scaped. Fun price $2?.700, ,Telephone , . . VVLAJIX W
7654514 or 7654018. -No Saturday calls 1 -
CLIFTON ROAD. GLENMORE, LAND- GUafjintSSd US6Q ‘ GOOClS 
scaped new two bedroom• home, car*! .
?rraith;XanUce,COdou^ X.-'ft G.E.’ 2 DOOR REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER -
basement. Telephone 7624050., ■ , tf L .model---- 18 CU. ft. New Compressor.
CLOSE IN, NESTLED BETWEEN . RANGES “
pines. Just across from- Glenmorel ■ • • ‘ _
Goll Course. Cosy twa bedroom home, 3'— 30 Gas Ranges ...............................
Enterprise-Comb. Gas & Coal, Wood
by owner, two ‘bedroom newly Moffatt — 30” Cbppertone Range ........
redecorated older . home’ on* one - acre 
land. Various other buildings.. $1.00 per 
year taxes. Full price $22;000.; ’Tele- 
phone 765-6539.  36
$16,500 HOME, NEAR SHOPPING 
centre, close to hospital, - schools, . New 
furnace, garage. Immediate .occupancy, 
easy terms; > Trade accepted. 835 'Burne
Avenue. Telephone - 763-4201. 33
THREE BEDROOM HOME, CLOSE ITT; 
north end. near bus' stop, school. Nicely 
landscaped. $20,000. . 651. Bay Avenue.- 
Telephone 762-2451. tl
RETIREMENT SPECIAL, FOUR PLEX 
grossing $4,128 yearly, plus three, bed­






Moffat — 30” Gourmet Copper Range ------
WRINGER WASHERS...................1.......from 19.95
WESTINGHOUSE DISHWASHER
2; 3 pc. SECTIONAL SUITES each
MOVING MUST SELL; NEW TWO 
bedroom full basement home. Carport, 
large covered sundeck. Extra large lot; 
quiet location.. Telephone 763-7027. . 33
SMALL HOUSE ON 1.36 ACRES ON 
Mills Road In Rutland, zoned .for apart­
ments. For further particulars'call 763-
2 pc. CHESTERFIELD SUITE ,.i:.................
2 pc. LOUNGE & CHAIR............................
PLATFORM ROCKER...................................
HIDE-A-BED.......................................J.............
7 pc. DINETTE SUITE — Top condition . 
GENERAL ELECTRIC STEREO, RADIO 
















AT WOSK’S SHOPS CAPRI STORE OR 
AT THE WAREHOUSE 1257 WATER ST. 
3-5900 . 3-5790
5578 or 763-5577. 33
CENTRALLY LOCATED THREE BED- 
room duplex for sale. $36,000. Telephone 
769-4151. ; ■,■■■■ ■' . tf
VIEW LOT ON BONN ' ROAD, OFF 
Valley Road, Close 'to school and bus. 
Telephone 763-2963. H
LOT FOR SALE, WOODLAWN STREET.
Kelowna. Telephone . 763-3262. tf
22. PROPERTY WANTED
For Sept. 9th
Two bedroom ' retirement 
home required with basement 
and garage. Good garden and 
lot.
Reply Box A903, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier
' - 33
1’IUVATELY, SMALL DOWN, TO SUIT- 
able mortgage, three bedroom or larger, 
basement. Capri • downtown arcs.. Tele­
phone 763-705L ‘34





2 oificcs and reception area
- nlr conditioned
- wall to wall carpet
- inset lighting
- all utilities except light and 
telephone included
— downtown Pandosy Street





29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
HALL TABLE. RED LINED DRAPES, 
144”x53”. one pair table lamps, three 
recliner chairs, one .firescreen, one 
trunk, pair of men’s ski'boots, size 10. 
17” portable television, one 36” bed, 
one 74 bed. One Colonial baby, cradle, 
blue bath mat set. Telephone 769-4759.
__. .________ 34
E. ti G. HIGHAM (LIVERPOOL) 20 
ga. hammer double, collectors item, 
very old, in excellent cond. — ,38 cal. 
Colt pump rifle dated prior to 1887, for 
coltector. .22 L. R. Auto. Gcvarm 
still in case. Offers wanted on nil items.
Telephone 768-5571. 34
MOVING, MUST SELL G. E. STOVE, 
Frost-Free refrigerator, automatic wash­
er, set of bunk beds, two dressers, bed­
room suite, kitchen suite, one lOMi* x 
20’ rug, also lawn mower. Everything In 
excellent condition. Telephone 763-2125, 
- ;; ■' \ - * 34
WINTERIZED PICKER'S CABIN, in­
cluding refrigerator, and oil space heat­
er, 110 volt wiring. Also 23 pieces, thirty 
foot, two Inch Irrigation pipes. Ten anil 
twelve foot' orchard ladders. Telephone
763-7837. 34
DROPBACK LOUNGE, SEWING MACH- 
Ine cablncl.-ftrdacrcen«, fire grates, ru­
ral mailbox, 110 volt, rangetie, . size 
boy’* bicycle, fishnet, single desks, chests 
of drawer*. Whitehead's New and Used,
Rutland. 765-5450. 32
GENUINE BARGAINS - 23 INCH GEN- 
eral Electric television Low Boy con­
sole, Itooi McClary-Easy wringer wash­
er. with pump, $35| three wooden kit­
chen chairs, $3 each. Telephone 762- 
0939., ; , , 32,31
SET ENCYCLOPEDIA BR1TTANICA 
with complete year book* Including 
1971 volume, 1 Like new condition. Tele-
phone 7684661. tf
«
MOSAIC CENTRE. Ute CT PAUL ST. 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy. 
Certificate ol honor. 10713. Second 
’ liner ofilra available for leaae. 300 
square fret plua M equate foot patio. 
Suitable financial or aalea office. Rental 
•MS per month including air condi­
tioning (one contrail, h««llng, llihllng, 
janitor service. Ample parking al 





HOUSE OF MUSIC LTD 
1211 Sutherland Ave.
PHONE 762-0920
SCHOOL BAND RENTAL IN­
STRUMENTS now in stock. 
Rent or rent to purchase plan. 
20% Student cash discounts. 
Also used, reconditioned instru­
ments.





GIRL'S NEW MUSTANG BICYCLE. 
433. .Wringer washer, $03. Refrigerator 
comprcmnr unit, complete, $03. Tele- 
phono 762-3309, 34
DOUBLE COncrctE WASHTUbTaND 
fittings, ' $13. Sunbeam twin blade 
electrio mower. $23, Telephone 703-7932.
' 33
MODERN MODEL. USED CHESTER, 
field and rhalr, (20i Ga* ■love, copper- 
tone, like new, $140. Telephone 7657321.
. _________ 33
INGLIS COMMERCIAL COIN OI’EIIAT- 
•d washer* and dryer*, thre* year* 
old, excellent condition. Telephone 764- 
7347. • 31
WATER PUMP WITH ELECTRIC 
motor; chesterfield and chain auto- 
malic washer. Offers? Telephone 76.1- 
4947. __________ 31
SEASON’S BEST BUv7 COMPLETE 
heating unit. Boat, meter, trailer, akhl 
Beat oiler. See at 1953 Water Street, Kei-
ov>na. Telephone 71.2-<828. .'10. 32, 34
NORTHGATE
Daza. commercial, retail and office 
apace. too square loot to |45o square 
LM arena aiatlabln Renta Irons MOO 
to IJ5O per month Apply Argus Indan 
trie* I td. Northgate Plata ot telephone
7 OMMk RCUL OR OFFICE”M’ACE TO 
r-nl, ImU's ItUhuay 31 nr Valleyview 
BnS Can tpare to ruit square 
f- me nes-.-ted, TeVph'oe Mkhall-y 
Itcaltz. Tk' Tioi. aaX toe Mr. I'atUrten.
55
>OR IK4MK. CEVKNT BLOCK COM- 
znctrbl d.n, |r. lUlUnd.' tn
HlSbw*, 3'i, ttdi tn Milt (endinL
boat ntoragf Miumr
for l»?t» er email beat. Telephone
T. Th, 6. 5
34. HELP WANTED* AAALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA t HUMAN 
right* act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any. 
person or any class ot person be­
cause of race,- religion, color, na­
tionality, ancestry, place of origin or 
against . anyone because of .age be­
tween 44 and O yean unless the dis­
crimination' I* justified by » bona fide 
requirement for the worii involved.
UCENCED MECHANIC REQUIRED 
immediately for new' automotive dealer­
ship In Kelowna. Apply to Box A880. 
The Kelowna Dally Courier, giving full 
particulars. 32
ONE . EXPERIENCED ASSISTANT 
landscaper, for interview telephone 762-
If you are selected, we guarantee '
Two weeks expense paid training. 
Profit sharing plan.
‘ - No seniority.-
All promotions based on merit.
Will train you to advance into 




C A R PENT E R OR CARPENTER'S 
helper wanted. Telephone 765-5963. 33
34. HELP WANTED. MALE
WANTED
YOUNG MAN TO TRAIN IN 
COMPUTER OPERATION
Outstanding career opportunity, for young aggressive 
man. . '
Training in every department will be offered to right 






required for local garage.
Service Station experience a necessity, r
: Reply to
/ Box A-905,
1 The Kelowna Daily Courier.
34
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE ■
Immediate opening for ambitious young man interested 
■in making career with expanding interior company. Finance 
or bank experience preferred. Car necessary; mileage re­




- 537 Bernard Ave.
35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
We need additional people who want a career and rapid 
advancement, working out of one of our several territories 













BETWEEN 10 A.M. AND 7 P.M,
33
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
Driver Required
Peachland and surrounding 
area. Must have own trans­
portation. (small car prefer­
able) to deliver papers to 
stores, carriers and cus­












MUST SELL 1966 CHEV. CONVER. 
title, power steering, power brakes, 337. ' 
console, tape deck and tape*. Telephone .
7634360. 34 '
WANTED A BUYER FOR 1970 MARK ' 
II Toyota. 1900 c.c.. lop mileage, new . 
robber. Asking $1800. Telephone 763-
7219. 34 '
WANTED TO BUY — VAUXHALL. ’ 
1953 - 60 model in good running condl. , 
tian. Reasonable price. Telephone 763- '~ 
®>«- ’ 34 ..
1960 VOLKSWAGEN WINDOW VAN. U- 
cenced and in running order. Interior 1 
in very good condition. $500. Telephone 
7644731. 34
1970 LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON. ' 
Power equipped, new Michelin tires. , 
29,000 miles. $3,500. Telephone 7634961.
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1968' MERCURY CYCLONE GT. 390 
four. ; barrel, 42,900 miles. Uniroyal 
Tiger-paws. ET mags. Telephone 766- 
2235. tf
SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB- 
lished route, .must ’ have car and willing 
to work 40, hours weekly. Average earn­
ings $4.75 per\ hour. Apply? stating age, 
. marital - status '' and ; telephone number 
Previous experience not necessary, we 
train: Write to Box A775.1 The Kelowna
Daily Courier. tf
______ ' _______' ' -34
PIANO AND THEORY LESSONS FOR 
children end ndulls. Please contact 
Mrs. Dorothy Clyne, FLCM-RMT. 910 
Lawrence Avenue. Telephone 762-3491.
_ ______________ ■■■ - 31 
STUDENT’S LaMONTE ALTO SAXO- 
phone and case. Reconditioned and 
cleaned, $163,00. Telephone 763-4747;
■ - ■■ V- \ , ’ '■■ ■ 34
GRENADIER II TROMBONE, ONE 
year. old. carrying caye. -two mouth 
pieces. $110 or otters. Telephone 763- 
5180. ________ . ■ 32
LEAD GUITARIST AND DRUMMER 
looking for serious musician* to form 
blues/rock group.. Must have own equip. 
ment. Telephone 762-2673. 30. 32, 34
B FLAT CLARINET IN, EXCELLENT 
condition. Complete with case. Suitable 
for school band. $75. Telephone 763. 
3675. 34
ONE YEAR OLD GBX BASS AMPLL 
Iler, $550. Excellent sound for ba*a or 
organ players. Telephone 765’7055, 36
PROFESSIONAL BASS .AMPLIFIER 
and speaker, Reasonably priced. Tele-
phone 762’8121.
BEATTY AUTOMATIC WASlirn, USED 
a that I time. In perfect condition. Tele.
phono 7(4 3110. It
ONK Ilt’At K TUXEDO AND WHITE 
dinner fackel. Appeoiimate alto 42. 850.
TVIephona 713-W7. 91
GENERAL ELECTRIC WRING E R 
w««brr with pump In pood rendition,
435. Telephone 702 0713. 31
CI’NI’.RAL FLECTRIC IirrillGEHA. 
tor, c-MMt ennrtitlon. |75, Telephone 7f-».
to'.
1972 MGB BLUE SPORTS CONVER- 
tible, tan upholstery,: under warranty,' ' ■ 
radio, tape deck, and only 4000 miles. ■ 
Asking $3,400. Telephone-7624100. 32.''34a-’-
1969 1600 DATSUN STATION WAGON. 
good running order, new brake*. radtoimB 
$1,400 or best otter. Telephone 766426®® 
Winfield. ri»
1964 ENVOY EPIC, NEW TRANSMIS- 
slon, four new radials, new radiator, 
good winter tires. Excellent condition 
throughout. Telephone 762-4635. 33
1965 CHEV STATION WAGON; EIGHT 
cylinder automatic, radio, block heater, 
trailer hitch. In good condition. $650. 
Telephone 763-7367 after. 5:00 p.m. 32
1963 CHEV., SIX CYLINDER, STAN- 
dard, power steering. Good condition. 
$350. Telephone .762-7814 after 3:00 p.m. ;
1961 FORD TWO DOOR HARDTOP? 
V-8,. automatic, - radio. : What' offers? > 
Telephone 765-8400 after 6;00 p.m. 36 / 
MUST SELL: 1972 DATSUN 510, NEW . 
condition, polyglass Ures, four speed 
transmission. Telephone 765-7940. ■ 33 »
1965 VOLVO 122 "S”. GOOD CON. 
dition, four speed. Telephone 7654021.' 
_________26
1949 WILLY’S FOUR WHEEL DRIVE, 
in -very good . shape. Must be sold. Tele- -
1969 COUGAR XR7. 351, 4V, POWER 
steering and brakes, automatic, factory 
tapedeck, mags. $3000 or best offer. 
Telephone 7654301 after 5:00 p.m. 36
1961 CHEVY TWO DOOR HARDTOP IN 
running order. Needs some work. Best 
offer takes. Also box spring and 
mattress. , Telephone 763-3905. 36
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA; 1600 TWO 
door coupe, standard,--radio, two winter 
tires. 10,000 miles. Telephone 765-7522
NEAT .APPEARING PERSON WITH 
car for light. deliveries and collections. 
Part or. full time for approximately six 
weeks. Apply 364 Lawrence Avenue. 36
38. ; employ; wanted
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old .crumbled 'basements made as new. 
Spanish or 'design plaster on feature 
concrete walls:' Telephone 765-8272. tf 
WILL DO . BABY SITTING IN MY 
home. 305A’Prior-Road,?Rutland. Tele­
phone 765-8956. ' tf
DRESSMAKING, ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road, Rutland; 
Telephone ■■ 7^.8956.’ - y i tf
WILL BARV SIT. ONE OR TWO 
children iiv'.jny home, close to Raymer
School., Telephone: 763-5787: • < tf
after 6 p.m. 36
1959 PLYMOUTH SEDAN IN EXCEL- 
lent condition .with four - good tires. 
Asking $150. Dependable transportation. 
Telephone 765-8835. 34
1969 ROAD RUNNER, 383, FOUR 
speed Hurst, low mileage, very clean. 
Many extras. Telephone 762-4640 days; 
762-6520 after 6:00 p.m. 33
1969 MAZDA, 1200 TWO DOOR COUPE, 
25,000 original miles. Excellent condl- 
tion. Asking $1285. Telephone 762-8936. 37
phone 763-7270. 34'
DUNE BUGGY,. 1600 CC, GOOD CON- 
dition. Telephone 765-5062 after 5 p.m. .
See at 315 Merrifield Road, Rutland. 34
1970 DATSUN FOUR DOOR SEDAN. 
Automatic 28.000 miles. Like new. .
Telephone 763-5396. ' 34 ..
1972 DUSTER 340. POWER STEERING? ' 
power brakes, $3,400. Telephone 765- <
7543 after 3 p.m. 34
'65 CHEV, 4 x 4, V-8,, HUBS; WINCH,’ 
dual tanks, step side box.A-l condition,
price $1695. Telephone 768-5917. 34
I960 FALCON STATION WAGON IN 
top : shape throughout, s $225. Telephone
763-6531 after 5:00 p.m. 33
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM
sports. $900 Telephone 764-4700. U
1963 PONTIAC. $150. TELEPHONE 763- '
2392. 34
1970 TRIUMPH, TR-6, TELEPHONE 
764-4477 after 6 p.m. ' 34
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
TOPS IN VALUE
Good Used Cars and Trucks
1968 JEEPSTER CONVERTIBLE. V-6 Auto.
1970 FORD STATION WAGON — V-8 auto., p.s., 
p.b., radio.




WILL BABY SIT IN MY, HOME BY 
hour, day or weekly, rate. 870 Cadder
Avenue. Telephone '763-2352. 37
WILL BABY. SIT IN MY HOME IN 
North Glenmore, area. Monday through 
Friday. Telephone 762-7172, 33
CUSTOM FRAMING, BASEMENTS 
and cribbing by contract.! Telephone
765-7567 or 763-5429. W. Th; F, 33
WILL DO CARPENTER WORK AND 
cement work. Telephone ’762-6494. 34
39. BUILDING SUPPLIES
WRECKING OLD REVELSTOKE HOS- 
pltal» 300*000 used red bricks* See man
on job, seven days a week. 34
1972 FORD F250 CAMPER SPECIAL — V-8 390 
auto., p.s., p.b., radio, rear bumper, duel gas 
tanks, Vanguard canopy.
A.M. AUTOMOTIVE LTD
1721 HARVEY AVE., KELOWNA 
Phone 762-0733
YOUR NEW AMERICAN MOTORS DEALER
34
TELEPHONE 762-4307
Between 10-11 a.m. and 7-8 p.m. FOR INTERVIEW 
30, 31, 32
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE





operate Xerox 3600 copier, 
offset printer, binding equip* 
ment and postage meter. Also
To
34
LADY TO BABY SIT AND PERFORM 
light housekeeping duties, afternoons, on 
Elliott Avenue. Two school-ago child­
ren, Monday to Friday, Telephone 762-
2012. 37
BANKHEAD SCHOOL AREA, GOOD 
day care for 4V4 year old girl, all day, 
and six year old boy after school, in
your home. Talephono 763-2289. tf
l.o perform general office duties, 
Typing ability is required. 
Please complete application 
forms at 315 Bernard Ave.
32
WANTED A GIRL TO BABY SIT IN 
my home, one or two days a week. 
Must h«ve own transportation. Glen- 
more area. Telephone 763-5141, 33
SITTER REQUIRED, C1IRISTLETON 
area, your home for seven year old, 
after school to 3:30 p.m. Telephone 
evenings, 763-3409. 33
BABY SITTER WANTED. 'FROM'12 
to 5i00 p.m., Monday to Friday,' Tela- 
phone 764-4371 Mier 5:00 p.m. 34
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
COME AND VISIT OUR NEW S.P.C.A. 
Animal Shelter on Barnaby Road in-tho 
Mission. Open from 0 a.m.'to 5 p.m. 
For sale, lovely cats, one calico, one 
light grey, one tabby, one black mink 
colour, one black and orange'cat. All are 
spayed females and had distemper 
shots, Also a good natured neuttered 
spotted tom and half grown kittens. In 
tho dog department, a'euto blonde, 
cocker-crosa puppy (male) i a beauti­
ful medium sized Basenjl, nine months 
old (spayed female);' a small brown 
and white Chihuahua (spayed female); 
a black, and white setter-cross, (fe­
male)! and ’’Sammy”, a faithful Bor- 
dcr-Col)lo cross (male). Telephone 764- 
7283 or 763-3741, ■ ' 32
POOL FISH, WATER HYACINTH AND 
water Ulloa. While mice and Guinea 
pigs. Dog and cat vitamins, coat condi­
tioners and shampoos, collars, ' har­
nesses nnd lends.- Largest pct stock in 
the O.K. Volley.' The Purple Son Horse, 
1433 Ellis Street. Telephone 763-5224. 
________ ni, it
NEAR NEW, WESTERN SADDLE, 
original price $2110. Whut offers? Also 
registered quarter horse filly, quarter 
horse gelding, very gentle, Suitable for 
anyone to ride, Tqlophono 742-7128, 34
FREE TO GOOD HOMES, FOUR 
darling kittens, two black nnd white, 
one will: black eye patch, Two grey
42A. MOTORCYCLES
CLOSING OUT SALE - MOTORCYCLES
The following are offered at wholesale prices.











CONN CLARINET IN EXCELLENT 
condition. Telephone 769-4802 after 5:00
p.m. 34
B FLAT TRUMPET, CASE. MUSIC 
and aland, $80 complete. Tblephona 763- 
6200. 34
Exi'EIilliNCICD ri ANO TEACIIEIL 
KLO Brnvmiltn area. $2 per half hour
FASHION TWO TWENTY
COSMETICS
We have openings In your area 
for home sales representatives 
under 65.. If interested in work­
ing 2 hrs. dally for $75 per week, 
please write, stating experience, 
to: TODD DISTRIBUTORS 
219-16 Ave. N.W.
Calgary, Alta. T2MOH5 
/ . 34
MAKE EASY $$$
Easy to sell pantyhose. Also 
socks for tlie entire family, 
briefs or bikini panties, etc. 
Frco Instructions and color ca­
talogue. Write today: Reslon 
Hosiery Ltd., 10383 Hebert St. 




and white. 762-0858. 34
■4
USED SECIG.TARIAI. DISK. LIFT UP 
b’l> lor lypuunki. t:5. Trkph.«i« 71.1 
MU. M
tiINLUKaTEIt MAGNI M HI1U
mw6 mii.u-j, mrnu;. M.H
lemon. Telephone 76.1 7013, 33
GOOD USED CLARINET OR WILL 
trade lor rood tiled trumpet. Telephone
Greg at 763-1127. 33
II FLAT CLARINET WITH CASE, TWO




rondillon. Telephone 782-4174. 34
32? WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices ft?r 
complete estates or single 
lt.’ins.
Phone us first at 762-5599
J & J NEW, USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 Ellis St.
WOMAN WITH PLEASANT VOICE FOR 
telephone work with local firm for ap­
proximately five week*. No experience 
neceitary, Short hour*. Apply after 10 
«.m., 364 Lawrence Avenue, upatalr*.
38
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY, H()llSl> 
keeper to take charge •>< molherlea* 
home. Two eehool age children, one pre­
schooler, Will accept one child, Tele­
phone 7834IIM efter 7:00 p.m.________ tf
A A W DTUVE4N SHOPS CAPRI 
require* kitchen personnel for full time 
shift work. Al*o boy lor clean up dutlca 
two morning* per week. Apply In per­
son tn the manecer, afternoons. 11 
MATORETwEuT^SR^fKIL "PERSON 
to wotk f'Srt time as • recrptlonl.l and 
ditpen.lng optician Will r<tfi«hler train­
ing the right perx-n. Telephone Jul tall
If 
miao i on Accoi n nM;™ofi"u r. 
shorthand »nd tvpins riM-ntlal. home
CARRIERS
REQUIRED
PEDIGREE MALE POODLE. REGIS- 
lered. ten month old snow white minia­
ture. Has all his ahnta nnd fully house- 
broken. Telephone 765-8267. 33
Kii it i:nii~Er> white Female 
poodle pupa. I'lcaso call 760-2971 be­
tween 6-7 evenings. tf
^lUST Sf5I,i7 6ne"year old male 
purebred Pomeranian, $15. Telephone
702-4737. 36
WINFIELD
Ok. Centro Rd,, Berry Rd. to 
Davidson Rd.
WESTBANK
Windmill and Pine Grove 
Motels and Trojan Villa 
Trailer Court.
LOVABLE TEKRIEn-CItOSS PUPPIES. 
Six wcekH old, Telephone 764-1243, 33
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
424 JOHN- DEERE "CRAWLER WITH 
hydraulip angla blade, Gohd condition.
450 John Deere Crawler IV* yard buc­
ket, back hoo nnd log grnppler. Extra 
track*. For sale or rent. Telephone Vic 
Welder 762 2522. T, Til. fi It
. . Used 11 HNITT'BE AND Af'l'Ll AM LS . knowlf dt* rd bookkenping ptrfcrnbk. 
in m> ronummroi Guitont-gd pruv. T«l»- ‘ Sfendv «npl»>»nrfH. Apply fa Bo« AF>?, 
33. rhoaa alter 5 00 p to 3? Th* Kelowna Daily Conner. 11
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 




WANTED - FARM COUPLE WITH 
own hou»« trailer whhlng In retire In 
the Okanagan Valley, Owner will pro­
vide free senlrea and utilities for 
mobile home in return for raretaklm;
the prnpetty, Titis an unntu.illy
attractive 27 acre properly on caM 
ahore of Lake Okanagan between Ver­
non and Kelowna. Alfords caretaker 
ample opportunity fur patMlme Uotk 
In the area or hobtitea auth as gar. 
drnlng, flalnnp, etc. I'rrfer <lr;»ni1al>i- 
rnlditle age ruuple w,th thaiurlrr re
Krfewvta
< Ot I II 
B in 21
Bow No. A *N»|r 
fraiiy ('wtrr





Nk J A if hfirn*'
• h?>ur» ?fk|'h<n« 
33
BE
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1966 CHEV.




‘‘Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1058 I’ancloiy Ph: 763-7700
32
197) BUNK IN GOOb ‘UI\NIN(1 ( oN 
dillnn, Ahn WGI Buhk l.bdih, ko<hI 
for pariit. Appl> 437 Lnurrl Itoad. HuL 
hind alhr £»:(«) imi.i nnjhnir* hriltii- 
day. •»!
roiisnir, rowritru dim: ihgm
p m.




1971 YAMAHA SNOWMOBILE (demonstrator) $450.00 
Information on these units can bo obtained by phoning 
493-0954, Penticton
34




SALES & SERVICE 
Complete lino of 
Parts and Accessories
SPORTS UNLIMITED 
R.R. 2, Hwy. 97 N. 705-9000 
Th, F, S tf
SEASON’S BEST BUYII . 197$ KAWA- 
Mid 175 cc motorcycle. In excrlhnl con­
dition, Only 200 rulleell Telephone
702-0490 after 0 p.m. 3fl
1070 HONDA HL, CLOSEST OFFER TO 
$250, 1057 Volkswagen bus, rebuilt 
motor and transmission, new clutch, 
starter and generator. 763’3881. 33
HONDA SL125, BRAND NEW, GOOD 
deal. New tire Included. Four months 
remaining on factory warranty. Tele.
phone 702’5496 after 5:00 p.m.
'1972 HONDA 730 CC, EXCELLENT 
condition, low mileage, telephone 764-
4537 after 5 p.m. 36
1971 HONDA, CL 109, PERFECT 
mnlinnlcnl condition. 4393. Telephone 
765’7226. evening*,
ISO CC SUZUKI SCHAMIH.EH. 
helmefa. Very rood condition, 




HARLEY DAVIDSON CHOI'I'ER 74 
Knuckkhrad. See at 1309 Bertr«m 
StrerL 23
MUST SELL, 1976 MIZUKI, 500. GOOD 
fond.lion. HelmH« Included. (Mkrv? 
Tekphono 763 4960. 34
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
FOUR WHEEt.
Itf ftk. hilr hra
tn vagm m 
irannmiMpm.
JEEP, FOUR WHEEL DRIVE WA 
goncer station wagon, Factory rebulll 
motor nnd trnnimlsalon. New clutcl. 1 
and brake linings. Excellent condition, i 
Telephone 703-0108. ' tl <
tt”TON^dii^”.^5TSERii«,’'NEW 
paint, Urea, etc.'18,000 miles on recondl- ' 
tinning Job. Offer* to $700, Telephone ' 
762’0702. _______ 37
25 foot TViTinslF^^ 
utility trailer. Can bo seen al 070 Cad. 
<1cr Avenue, Will consider anything In 
trade. Telephone 763’2332, 34 '
locnTmitn 
300 six cylinder motor, all . in perfect 
ahapo, Telephone 703-7770, 3MM
1061 INTERNATIONAL, HALF TOM 
■lx cylinder, good Ures. $330. TolephoiWlM 
762’6607, arEp!
1070 FOItl) HALF TON 360 V-0, FOUR 
■need, will accept trade. Telephone 7«4- : 
4512, _______ 30
i068”'cHEV,‘" Bi(i SIX HALF ” TON, 
automatic, 55,000 miles, rhdlo, excel­
lent condition, Telephone 761-3300. 34 ’ 
INSTALLED CAMPeOTiEIX,..Foil
wide box, H or U ton. Telephone 763- . 
nn.  34 ■.
HUNTERS) 1030 WILLYS HALF TON 
pickup, lour wheel drive, MM, Tele- 
phono Alter 5:30 p.m., 7654131. 34 '
1069 CHEV. CAWEirsPECMlT^irH 
ennopy, 28,000 mile*. A-l condition. Tele-
phone 703-3769 after 7 p.tn.
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
34
1972 F2M, CAMPER SPECIAL. 4,000 
mile*. Automatic, power ■trtrlng, power 
brake*, radio, 360 V-8, 10 ply rublwr; 
plu* Ed*on 17 foot camper ■trap* four, 
toilet, rcfititerator, »tovn. pre>,ure wa­
ter tank never med. w«« $4,600, Open 
to offer*. Day* 762 2412, evenlog* 763- 
#021. 37 ,
new ”'niitEi?™!jia>iiooM poi7jii.E ‘ 
wide dl«pl»y home. Wall to wall car- ' 
pct*, drape., We.tlnzlimiM apolione,*,
। completely tinnlslirrt. Ix.rnt<>,t on 0,660 
■quare foot lot. DomeMIo watei, pm rd 
road*, power. g*>, I", mile* along 
Chute Lake road to Pino Vlllaxe, Oka. 
n«xnn Mlitlon. 764’4117 or 7i>4-45‘0|. 24
(omi: in and m:i: nn: amiia^sa 
dor. Dlplomet. bMietmue end Kn.AX! Ft FC*nt «•
l.kptmi* 7«.*4I3? : bai.y mullite homr*. iy,p«l»l|v dr.lsoM
((' fur air rnndltinnlnc /On diiplay. Built 
_.. . _ I I<h »lly bv Hnmrn liwuMrlrt Ltd Tri..
Fi t s lot R arri n■ phone 7*1 Fit*









44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
NYEN TRAILERS. LTD.
1875 South Main St. 
PENTICTON
Phone 492-2020 or 492-3524 .
TRAVELAIRE and SKIPPER 
TRAILERS 18’, 24’.
SPECIAL FALL PRICES on 
1972 TERRY TRAILERS 18’, 
20’.
19* SKYLARK <— tandem, self 
contained, range with oven, 
sleeps 5, spare wheel and tire, 
awnings.
13’ SKYLARK — self contained, 
heater, fridge, like new.
13’y TRAVELAIRE, sleeps 4, 
toilet, battery, propane lamp, 
w/w rug.
14’ CUSTOMLINE, sleeps 6, 
shag rug, spare tire.
46. BOATS, ACCESS.,
SIGNET SAILBOAT COMPLETE. 
Newly, painted, used only four times 
this ounmw. Best oiler over 8200.
Telephone 764-7151. »
ALUMINUM CAETOP ' BOAT 1TX56” 
beam. AUo 7 mm Remington muuum 
(hew). Telephone 763-4127 after 5 p.m.
1972 19* FIBRE FORM SANTA CATA- 
lina. 1S5 Merc Cruiser inboard-out-
board. Telephone 763-3171. tt
BOAT AND MOTOR FOR SALE OR 
trade. For full particulars on' above, 
telephone, 762-6496 after 6 p.m. 36
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
Ur sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay easb for eomNete estates pad 
terasebeM contests. Telephone 7&56C7. 






10' x 10’, zip-on 
tire.
half cabin, 40 h.p.,BOAT, 
rude; with Holsclaw trailer,
y 40 hours.
FOR THE BEST DEAL 
'*- IN B.C.
________ J4
11 ' LUXURIOUS LIVING W THIS 1971 
Atco home, 12*x66’( three bedrooms, 
Ji, shag carpets master bedroom, living 
■ > room: velvet valances, drapes, fir 
cupboards, permanent shine linoleum. 
General Electric washer and .dryer.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS




CONTRACT NO. 20 
CONSTRUCTION OF TWO (2).
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS marked 
as to content and addressed to 
the undersigned will be re­
ceived until 3 p.m. local time bn 
Tuesday, September 12, 1972 for 
the construction of two (2) re­
inforced concrete control struc­
tures.
' The work includes site prep­
aration, excavation and con­
struction ;of •'two (2) re-inforced
49. LEGAU & TENDERS.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE ESTATE OF 
STEVE PRIEGER, 
DECEASED
CREDITORS and others hav­
ing claims against the Estate of 
SIEVE PRIEGER late of Kel­
owna in the Province of British 
Columbia, are hereby required 
to send them to the undersign­
ed on or before the 5th day of 
October’A.D. 1972, after which 
date the Executors. will, distri­
bute the said Estate among the 
parties entitled '.thereto having 




Barristers and Solicitors, 
1630 Ellis'Street, 
Kelowna, British Columbia. 
. Solicitors for the Executors..
Montreal Will Still Go Ahead 
With Plans For Olympics 7i
MONTREAL (CP) — The 
City of Montreal is determined 
to go ahead with plans for the 
1976 Olympic Games regardless 
of any threat of guerrilla action 
similar to the killing of Israeli 
athletes in Munich, Mayor Jean 
Drapeau said Wednesday.
“Just the thought of giving 
up the Montreal Olympic 
Games because of the. terrible 
events in Munich would' be • to 
admit to the right oL barbarity 
to impose its dictates on civ­
ilization,” Mayor Drapeau told
Munich would mean tighter se­
Telephone 765-5449. 33
IF YOU'RE BUYING, OR SELLING 
a mobile home, why not have it. 
appraised first. Get a better Idea ef 
the value. Calf Barry Montgomery at 
763-2925 or'765-9366. Its worth the small
expense. tf
8’x32* TRAILER WITH GAS RANGE, 
stove and furnace. Sacrificing at $2,500. 
May be viewed at Chevron Service Sta­
tion. comer Lakeshore and KLO Road.
«
10*x60* THREE BEDROOM, Hi BATHS. 
Furnished, wall to wall carpets. Oil 
furnace.- Located in Green Bay Park. 
Can be moved. Immaculate, must be




**I would like the image ©f 
peace and harmony to reign.”
Earlier, the 1976 Olympic 
Games organizing committee 
said it refuses even to consider 
any suggestion the event not be 
held here.
Roger Rosseau, president and
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TRUSS., SEPT. 1,1912 PAGE 15*
6,135 Asians Aim To Enter Canada
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
‘ •hurt Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please.- Cable TV: Included. ■ Telephone 
763-2878_____________________________tf
WESTWARD VILLA MOBILE HOME 
Park. View spaces, all services, also 
retirement section. Reasonable rates. 
Pretty Road and Highway 97, Winfield. 
Telephone 766-2268. W, S, tt
26* AIRSTREAM TR AI LE'r, 1965 
Chrysler tow car. good condition! $3500. 
Trailer only $2750. Telephone 763-6586.
tt
1962 VOLKSWAGEN VAN WITH SLEEP- 
ing facilities for four. New motor, gas 
heater, two new tires. Telephone 762-
8472. , 33
8* x 28’, MOBILE, HOME FOR SALE: 
best otter, trades accepted. Telephone
763-7232. U
TENT TRAILER. WIRED, STORAGE, 
table. Spare tire never used. $250. Tele-
phone 765-5072. 37
■ 1971 NORTHWEST MOBILE HOME.
81,000 down, take over payments.: Tele-
phone 765-9517 after 6 p.m? 56
concrete control structures’; 
namely
1. Myra Ditch Control con­
crete structure approximately 
one hundred (100) feet long by 
an average height of fifteen (15) 
feet with cut off walls and walk 
way an apron approximately 
fice (5) feet by nine (9) feet 
with wing walls and a stilling 
basin aproximatejy ? forty-two 
(42) feet my nine (9) feet with 
wing walls. Also included is the 
supply and installation of ap­
proximately one hundred and 
five (105) feet of six (6) inch 
perforated metal drain pipe.,
2. Lower Drop Structure — 
concrete structure approxi­
mately twenty-four (24) . feet 
long by nine (9) feet high by 
eight (8) feet wide with projects 
ing wing walls on the upstream 
end fifteen (15) feet- long and 
with projecting wing walls on 
the ^downstream end nine (9) 
feet long.
Plans, specifications and ten­
der forms may be obtained from 
the office of the South East KeV 
owna Irrigation District, Gulley 
Road and McCiilloch Road, East 
• Kelowna, B.C. Tenders must be 
1 accompanied by a certified 
’ cheque equal to. ten per cent 
(10%) of the total bid price 
: ant) by a letter from a Bonding
Department Of Public Works 
Of Canada .
■ . TENDERS'
Sealed, Tenders ' addressed to 
the Supervisor of. Tendering, 
Department of Public Works, 
Canada,- 1444 Alberni- Street, 
Vancouver 5, B.C., and endors­
ed“Tender for Snow Removal— 
owna, B.C., will be received un­
til 11:00 a.m. (P.D.S.T.), Sep­
tember 20, 1972. Plans; specif (ca­
tions and • forms of tender can be 
seen, or . can be obtained 
through Caretaker, Federal 
Building, Kelowna, B.C. and 
above DPW office. ...
To be considered, each . tender 
must be made on the printed 
forms supplied by the Depart­
ment and in accordance' with 
the conditions set forth therein. 
The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily/ accepted-
G. RIDEOUT, 1 
A/Supervisor of Tendering.




’ The' mayor was referring to 
terrorist attacks Tuesday on Is­
raeli team-members at the 1972 
Olympics in Munich. Eleven Is­
raelis .were killed and the 
Games delayed' 24 hours.
; Asked whether the events in




• Answer: Your Local 
Courier Carrier on Collec­
tion Day. Are you prepar- 





IH FOOT VANGUARD CAMPER AND 
jacks, like new. 51,800. Telephone 763- 
4812.________________________________ 34
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
CANOE AND ACCESSORIES IN Ex­
cellent condition. $140 or best otter. 
Telephone 763-6002 after 5:00 p.m. 33
BOAT STORAGE SPACE, SUITABLE 
for large or small boats. Telephone 762-
Company agreeing to furnish a 
Performance Bond and a one (1) 
year Maintenance Bond each 
equal to. 50% of the total bid 
price or equivalent security.
The lowest or any tender will
5393. T, Th, S. 52
MOR-EEZE
SHOE MART
“Sell Serve and' Save'
© DRESS SHOES
• SCHOOL SHOES











The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer 
© Takes Originals up to 36" 
wide on bond Vellum <'r 
Mylar.
0 Produces Copy to sice or 
reduced to various sizes.
O Blueprinting. 
© Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services Include: 
offset, duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 




15 years In Kelowna 
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2517
not necessarily be. accepted., 
The Secretary, 
South East Kelowna 
■ Irrigation district.
P.O. Box 64, 
East Kelowna, B.C. . 
Telephone: 763-4206




I, Yale Enterprises Ltd., of 
243 Bernard Ave., Kelowna, 
B.C., hereby apply to the 
Comptroller of Water Rights for 
a licence to divert and use water 
out of Trcpanier Creek which 
flows East and south and dis­
charges into Okanagan Lake, 
and give notice of my applica­
tion to all persons affected".
The quantity of water to be 
diverted Is 38 ac. ft. v
The purpose for which the 
water will be used is domestic. 
The land on. which the -water 
will be used is Lot 7, P.524 and 
D.L. 1380.
A copy of this application was 
posted on the 20tl| day.of June, 
1972 at the proposed point of 
diversion and on the land 
where the water is to be used 
and two copies were filed in the 
office of the Water Recorder at 
Vernon, B.C.
Objections to this application 
may be filed with the said Water 
Recorder or with the Comptrol­
ler of Water Rights, Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B.C,, within 
thirty days of the first date o( 
publication.




By: M. O. Dick
Agent.
First date of publication 





Commercial — Residential — Vacation Cottam 
Cottages from as low as 873.65 per month 
iBank financing 120 mos.i
EASY-LOG STRUCTURES LTD.
P.O. Box 310, IVcstbank Phone 765-9859 after 4 p.m.
Standard or custom designs available.
- Send SI (for |w>stage and handling) to receive our 
cMorful brochure.
curity measures for the Mon­
treal Games, Mayor Drapeau 
replied that Montreal’s security 
plans are "not definite.’’
“It .would be hard to imagine 
better security measures than 
those in Munich. And still this 
sad situation occurred.
“Would it be possible to have 
more control? I doubt it.
“Is it possible to have better 
security without destroying the 
spirit of the Games? Is it pos­
sible to ask for more co-oper­
ation. from the people—to ask 
them to submit to more secur­
ity measures for their own ben­
efit? That is the sixty-four.-.dol­
lar question.”
The mayor said he hoped the 
army could help with technical 
assistance and expertise in 
staging the Games but it would 
be better if “the image of the 
army , could be absent.”
commissioner general of the or­
ganizing committee, said in a 
Statement the mere fact of con­
sidering such an alternative 
“would be tantamount to ac­
cepting the victory of barbary 
over civilization.”
CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT -763-3228
KAMPALA. Uganda (API— 
More than 2,500 Asian families 
collected application forms to 
settle in Canada during the 
first day of processing by Cana­
dian immigration officials here, 
a Canadian spokesman said to­
day.
•Zavie Levine, special assist 
ant to Immigration Minister'. 
Bryce Mackasey, said 2,588 
Asian heads of family, repre­
senting with their dependents - 
6,135 persons, called at Can­




1575 Harvey Ave. 
WHY PAY MORE’ 
FOR GAS? 
S( OFF PER GALLON 
ON ALL PURCHASES 
763-2110 .
SEE MORE 
SEE IT BETTER 
on your 
CABLE TV SYSTEM
How many ways can you enjoy 
B.C.EGGS?
Fried,, boiled, scrambled and poached eggs are a com­
mon part of our daily diet. But have you ever counted 
the number of special egg recipes? .., or the number of 
recipes which call for eggs as one of the ingredients? ; 
The list is virtually endless - and new egg ideas are 
being created all the time. The reasons for this wide, 
spread use of eggs are obvious: High in food value, eggs 
also have unique cooking qualities which make them 
indispensable in many recipes. To find how richly varied 
this delightful food can be, we invite you to test our own 
collection of recipes using farm-fresh B.C. eggs. It's 
available free by writing:
BJC. FOOD INFORMATION
• • GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. -
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Today you can depend on a Kenmore 
for lots of extra washing mileage
2-speed, 5-program automatic washer features normal, 
delicate, perm-press programs plus a special pre-wash to 
looson extra-tough soil. Optional second rinse for a brighter 
wash. Perm-press cool-down prevents spin-set wrinkles. 5 
wash/rinse temp, combinations. Second 'low' speed for sheers. 
Rinse agent dispenser. Roto-swlrl agitator. Self-clean lint 
filter. Lid safety switch. With Suds Saver $20 more.
Exclusive 'Soft-heat' Fabric Master dryer automatically shuts 
off after reaching degree of dryness you select. ’Soft-heat’ 
prevents over-drying. No-heat ’air’ fluffs towels, Air freshener 
lamp. Top-mounted lint screen. Interior light. Door safety 
switch. Push-to-start button.




W B Each (47020)
20998
' Each (87020) '
Price includes installation to approved plumbing.
Lvcry Simpsons-Scars Technician gives your appliances extra, personalized, professional care whenever you call Simpsons-Scars (or 
Service. Yes, you can count on us. We service what we sell.
Slmpsoni-Sem: Washers, Dr* -ra, DlthwMhera (28) Thane Enquiries: Kelowna7634811. Offer ends 5:30 p.m.* Saturday, September 9.
Park Free While You Shop Simpions-Scari, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
Available at Simpsoni-Scars Catalogue Sales Offices Throughout B.C. and the Yukon
Rutland Hotel Plans 
Still Without Permit
RUTLANDPAGE
Including Ellisoa and Belgo Areas
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ROTUND SOCIALS
Calgary song writer, Cass 
Lehner spent two weeks with 
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Cas­
per Lehner of Asher Road.
After considerable discussion 
Wednewtey, directors of the Re­
gional District of Central Okant 
agan decided to let the B.C. pol­
lution control board rule on a 
pollution control permit for a 
hotel proposed in Rutland.
pounds by putting air in. Solids 
would be removed by septic 
tank. The area is served by Rut­
land Waterworks District, whose 
water is not questioned by the 
health unit. Mr. did. not 
rhinic odor would-result.
the company is seeking a sec­
ond one. . ’ , - ’ ’
At the Aug. 16 meeting, direc­
tors tabled the matter for more 
information.
A report by South Okanagan 
Health Unit on the amount of 
nitrates in the water in this 
area has been received, but is 
being expanded. At a Tuesday 
meeting, the regional technical 
planning committee' said the 
B.C. pollution control director 
'will not renew expired permits 
automatically, but the. comp­
any has been asked to give more 
details.
Shallow wells in the. area have 
been found to contain danger­
ously high levels of nitrates. 
This can result in “blue babies”
Mayor Hilbert Roth, pointed 
□ut Kelowna spent $1.5’ million 
on a pollution control plant on 
Raymer Avenue, but was told 
another $1 million would have 
to be . spent to enable removing 
nitrates.
The health unit blamed two 
sewage treatment plants in the 
Hollywood Dell area, owned by 
Okanagan Builders’ Land De­
velopment Co., for contributing 
nitrates.-M. W. Marshall, Rut­
land director, labelled the re­
port unfair. Regional district 
chairman . W. C. Bennett called
Thomas Shipowick asked to 
change 1.6 acres from rural to 
motel to permit building a 19- 
unit motel, or to multi-family to 
allow 12 low-rental , units. Mr. 
Barcham said neither-plan co­
incides with the actual area or 
dimensions.
The planner said that, al­
though apartments in the area 
are'relatively new, they “do not 
appear to be of a particularly 
high standard, as they are lack­
ing in amenities; and most park­
ing areas, lawns and landscap­
ing have either, been neglected 
or do not exist The area is re­
Another Zoning Problem 
Delays Commercial Plan
Noreen Miner is home after 
spending most of the summer 
holidays in Edmonton with her 
sisters.'
Enjoying the weekend - in 
Banff were Herman Kornze and 
John Kloppenberg of Rutland.
and heart disease.
! ’Engineer Fred Slee reported 
the pollution control board re- 
■ quires two sewage absorption 
fields, with a third to be kept in 
reserve. The initial requirement 
was for one field and one in re-
¥erve. , .
J It is proposed to build a plant 
to remove solids from sewage,, 
and break down organic com- were’rejected;
it “a lot of garbage”.
Lakeview Heights representa­
tive D. A. Pritchard suggested 
that, since plants in Rutland 
would ultimately be operated by 
the regional, district, all should 
be the same.-’
Another motion concerning the 
hotel group was tabled; for 
study. The company wants land 
adjoining that on which the 
structure will be built changed 
from residential to commer­
cial for narking. Planning direc­
tor D. W. Barcham said he 
wants to discuss the future of 
. another piece of land with Mr. 
■ McBride. '
Plans for a motel or low-ren- 
. tai housing between Hein and 
, Fleming' roads, also in Rutland,
moved from shopping facilities 
and parks, but is close to an ele­
mentary school?' . .' ;
Mr. Marshall and his advisory 
planning commission recom­
mended raying. "no”. Mr. Bar­
cham and the. board, agreed.
Two matters referred to the 
former Rutland Sawmills • pro­
perty* on Highway 33 near the 
Four Corners.
- First reading was given to 
making this a development 
area. Busch Construction of Kel­
owna has applied to build a re­
sidential - commercial project. 
No public hearing will be need­
ed.
On recommendation of Mr. 
Marshall and his committee, 
documents will be. prepared 
changing 11 lots in the property 
1 from industrial to their.present 
uses,, and two others from in­
dustrial to rural. •
t . CHINESE BIRD
, The pheasant originally came 
from'China. • ' : 4
RUTLAND (Staff) — Plans 
to use the former Black Moun­
tain Irrigation District property 
for commercial purposes have 
been delayed again.
The property, on Highway 33 
near the Four Corners, was sold 
to Douglas Stranaghan of Kel­
owna, with occupancy by June 
15. This was extended a month. 
' BMID plans to -build a .ware­
house ati-Willits and Belgo roads 
were held up -because this is 
in* a rural zone,. The Regional 
District of ' Central Okanagan 
board of variance upset a rul­
ing by the regional- staff and 
gave, authority to ‘build.
The BMID had used the land 
for several years' on a grant 
from, the B.C. government. The 
office is in rented space at Belgo 
and Gray roads.
The old green building used 
by the BMID for' many years 
is still standing. The front part 
is zoned commercial, the back
residential Nothing can be 
done until the entire property 
is commercial, the new owner 
said Tuesday. Application has 
been made to the regional dis­
trict, but this could take several 
months.
"If I had known this earlier, 
I would not have bought the 
property,” said Mr. Stranaghan.
Nearby, Rutland Waterworks 
District was granted • permis­
sion by the board of variance 
to put a pump.behind its office, 
which is also zoned residential. 
The regional district. board has 
since made it possible for mun­
icipal organizations to > have es- 
sentialuses in rural or residen­
tial zones.









1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
SOUTHERN tri? .
RUTLAND (Staff) — Mr. and 
Mrs. Ignace' Szing and Debbie 
of Hollywood Road,. have re­
turned from a" holiday to Las 
Vegas, Mexico, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco and -Disneyland. 
They also stopped in Vancouver 
to visit the Pacific National Ex­
hibition. *
NED HABEDUS 
Installation of All Types 
’ ■ ' of




Come see this Frostless beauty.
Actually move the shelves, meat keeper 
and crispers yourself. Discover how 
this big Coldspot is designed 









Interchangeable half shelves, meat keeper and twin 
’ crispers of our 1.4.6 cu. ft Spacemaster refrigerator 
move every-which-way to easily take the cake. :. 
Jumbo milk jugs. Plump turkey for a houseful of guests. 
Your growing family. And parties galore. 
Frostlessinteriorsnever'needdefrost(ngf . 
137-lb. freezer capacity. Easy-spread butter 
' conditioner. Dairy compartment Egg bucket 
- ? Beautiful coloured interior trim. Woodgrain handles.
Harvest Gold, Avocado or Coppertone $1'0 more.
(5396/1/2/4/6)
Left hand door in. cdlor " , , 1
(5396/3/5/7) ..........— Sale Price 369.98
th'lQ IQ
, Simpspns-Sears
HH Bd^^^k Available from coast to coast In Canada through all
Mr 1 .. ww 1 ■ ”■ M . wk . simpsons-Sears stores and selected catalogue sales offices.
■ ' this very special offer Is the sincerest effort Slmpsons-Sears
OTL JRw jwm 11II m Ji JW Jf-. can make to bring you merchandise that combinesB tine quality with the lowest possible prices.
Advertised prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m.. Sot., Sept. 9, 1972,
Pork Free While You Shop Simptont-Scort, Orcherd Pork, Kelowna.
Slmpsons-Seara: Refriferatora (IC) 
Phene En«ulrte»: Ketawna TCMSIf.
Chara* It on youratl-purpoa* account 
wa aervica what wa aeff, coasHo-coasf 
Satisfaction or money rafuncM
Completely Baxlbla Mador 




Prices Effective Thurs., Fri., 
& Sat., Sept. 7,8,9
Value check’d, .99cS
POT ROAST
Plate and Brisket. 
Boneless........................lb. WbF W









1-39WFive Roses or ()A B - 






We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities,
Shop-Easy
S SHOPS CAPRI - RUTLAND SOUTH PANDOSY 4?
